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During the past two years further observations have been made upon
the industries previously examined, together with the following: ■

Manufacture of agricultural implements, bluing, bone black, brushes,
carpet yarns, carpets and rugs, celluloid goods, chairs, chemicals of vari-
ous kinds, colors and mordants, electrical apparatus, emery and corundum
wheels, facing, felt cloth, felt hats, files, firearms, glue, horn goods,
jewelry, lampblack, lead pipe and plumbers’ supplies, leather, litho-
graphs, machinery, mouldings and frames, optical goods, pearl buttons,
pianos, pottery, sandpaper, shoddy, soap, stains and blackings, stoves,
stove polish, straw hats, textiles, tools, varnishes, watches, whips, whiting,
wire and wire cloth; bakeries, bleaching and dyeing, dyeing and cleans-
ing, galvanizing, glass grinding, iron, steel and brass founding, laun-
dries, rendering and slaughtering.

The conditions affecting the health and welfare of the working people
in these industries are recorded in the Supplement. In many the condi-
tions were found to be satisfactory. In the emery and corundum, sand-
paper and certain other industries more attention should be given to
keeping the dust away from the mouth and nostrils of the workmen. In
the rag dusting, sorting and cutting rooms of some paper mills very ob-
jectionable amounts of dust were found, with some pale and sickly ap-
pearing operatives; but there are mills using the same kind of stock
where the dust is kept away from the employees in a satisfactory manner,
and much improvement is practicable in the former class. In the manu-
facture of shoddy and of the products of lute and hemp there are
processes which are exceedingly dusty, requiring much improvement in
the poorly managed establishments.

Machine shops are generally found to be in fair and some of them in
very good condition. The departments connected with foundries, includ-
ing casting, scaling, cleaning and smoothing, grinding and polishing,
involve exposure to extreme heat, fumes and dust, which may be very
injurious to the workmen. The extent to which the workmen are pro-
tected varies greatly in different establishments; but there are many
where the protection is very satisfactory, and it is desirable that others
be brought up to their condition. The same may be said of the brassbrass

and iron foundries.
The cutlery and tool industry is one of the most dangerous of trade;

but there are enough establishments in which the grin id polish-

ing machines are provided with hoods and exhaust fans to show that the
danger to health may be greatly relieved; but even when so provided
many workmen recklessly remove the hoods, and expose themselves to
the great danger of breathing the dust made up of fine
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and of the grinder. It is possible that improvements may be m
apparatus for removing dust that will make then
workmen. That the workmen do not take every means to protect them-
selves indicates that they do not appreciate the shortness of the lives of
those who enter this industry, and that there are two or three times as
many deaths, proportionately, among grinders, polishers and cutlers, due
to diseases of the lungs, as among other male adults in the same com-
munity.

In cigar making we find some establishments carried on in a satis-
factory manner, with good light, good ventilation and no spitting; but
there are many where these conditions are far from satisfactory, and
they need to be brought up to those of the better class. Too large a per-if the better class. Too large a per-
centage of the operatives look pale and sickly

In the rubber factories examined during this investigation the greater
part were in better condition than thos
this, as in other industries examine
affecting the health of the operatives
ditions found in the better class.

e previously reported upon; and in
I, those allowing poor conditions
hould be brought up to the con-

In many of the smaller industries
are noted in the Supplement, and an
accompanying the use of wood alcoh
the removal of the tax on denatured g
the further use of wood alcohol.

conditions requiring improvement
5 not repeated here. The dangers
il are not enlarged upon, because
rain alcohol is expected to prevent

The Boot and Shoe Industry.

The great number of people employed in the boot and shoe industry
in this State, and the great difference found in the care devoted to the
health of the employees in different establishments, warranted a much
more complete examination than has previously been made, the details
of which are presented in the Supplement.

In this examination 373 establishments were visited, of which 63 were
found to be with good conditions regarding the health and welfare of the
working people, 220 with fair general conditions, 72 with poor conditions,
and 19 with distinctly bad conditions. Of those whose general condi-
tions are called fair, some parts were in good condition; but there were
conditions in some rooms and places which distinguished them from
those having general good conditions, such as poor ventilation, or water-
closets not commendable.

While there are, among the older small establishments and the more
modern and large establishments, many which well may be regarded as
standards of excellence, there are common to this industry four condi-
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tions which can be and ought to be remedied. These are: poor ventila-
tion, inadequate removal of dust from machines; the condition of water-
closets; and spit upon the lie

d the ventilation was found to be
bad. Of the rooms not especially

!6 were overcrowded. In the rooms
ylved, the number of machines with
removal of dust was found to be
equipped or devoid of equipment

In the majority of factories visitc
poor, and in many of them distinctly
dusty, 103 were badly ventilated and <

in which large amounts of dust are ev<
means for efficient or fairly efficient
1,630; the number either inefficiently
was 2,769,

jported, 40 were also overcrowded,Of 81 of the many dusty rooms r
35 were dark, 21 were overheated, and 18 were overcrowded, dark and
overheated. In more than one-third of the factories visited the condi-
tions of water-closets were not commendable; most of them were dark
and dirty to very dirty. In 50 establishments no spitting was noticed,
in 173 there was some, in 115 considerable and in 35 much.

In some establishments lunch rooms are provided, where the employees
may eat the luncheon they have brought, or may buy one; in much the
larger number the employees eat in the workrooms.

In the opinion of our inspectors, the health of the employees in this
industry in the larger number of establishments appears to be fair to
good; but in 85 factories, or 23 per cent, of those visited, a considerable
proportion of the employees are noticeably pale and unhealthy.

In the boot and shoe industry, as in most other industries in the State,
we find a class of establishments in which satisfactory provision is made
for the welfare of the and methods are adopted for carrying on
business by which their welfare is promoted. At the other end of the
scale there is a minority'—not large, but altogether too large where
the conditions injuriously affecting the health of the operatives appear
to have no consideration, are contrary to the intent of the laws govern-
ing factories, and are such as the better class show to be unnecessary in
carrying on this business.

These unjustifiable differences urge us to recommend that laws be
made to require that the conditions affecting the health of the work-
ing people in these poorly managed establishments be brought up to con-
ditions existing in the class of establishments doing similar work in simi-
lar buildings where their health is most carefully protected; and that it
be the duty of the inspectors of factories to see that the laws to bring this
about are enforced.
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The problem before ns is to have tf londitions affecting this minority

id; and we have confidence that.raised to those which we find
we shall find the good conditionsso far as this can be accomplish!

made better.
The resolve under which the for

directs this Board to report to the
1907, such recommendations as it
of the laws in this Commonwealth
fare of persons engaged in industri;

egoing investigations were made also
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may deem expedient for the revision
relating to the health, safety or wel-
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conditions desired, but they are of
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statement of the law; for example,
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a in such form that no officer can

•om something more than the mere
all would agree that cleanliness in a
ting to the health of operatives; and
references in substantially the same
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we have in the Ee vised Laws tw
words, viz.: “All factories shall be kept clean.” What is clean in an axe-
grinding factory would not be clean in mill; but the law makes no
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The Textile Industry.
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the factories in that same industry ai ie of stock,i
which are the cleanest.

This might not be accept ho was not per-
mitted to examine the mills of his competitors, to which the officer has
access. To settle any question that might arise as to the requirements
of the officer and the comparative condition of the mill in question, and
the standard above set forth, an appeal might be made by either party
to the State Board of Health, authorized to examine such factories in the
interests of health and to make a final settlement of such questions.

Other conditions, such as proper provision for preventing the entrance
of dust into the air of the room, proper means of ventilation, proper pro-
vision for regulating light, heat and moisture, could be referred to simi-
lar standards, standards not necessarily of methods, but of resulting
conditions, which those interested to keep their operatives in the best
condition of health, and consequently the most efficient, have found to be
practicable.

The subjects of importance which are not mentioned in the laws re-
garding factories are the regulation of light, and spittin

It might be expected that a manufacturer regarding only his own
interests would keep the windows
ceiling of the room whitened, that
natural light; but we have found
were neglected, and the operative

his factory clean and the walls and
might have upon his work the best
ne factories where these conditions

were straining their eyes trying to
accomplish the work required of them. In some there was a period in the
afternoon when daylight was too dim, and the turning on of artificial
light was delayed, to the injury of the eyes of the operatives and prob-
ably to the injury of the work done.

It is well known that a large percentage of deaths among people whose
working days are spent within the walls of industrial establishments
is due to consumption. While this may be quite as much due to the
conditions existing at the homes of the working people as to those exist-
ing at their working place, it is eminently unjust to those who maintain
their homes in order and do everything needful to prevent the occupants
from contracting consumption, that they should be obliged to seek em-
ployment in factories where the most potent means of spreading con-
sumption are allowed to exist.

No one can spend his or her working days in a room where others in
incipient stages of consumption, habitually spit upon the floor, without
the gravest danger of acquiring the disease. Such incipient cases are not
always easy of detection; and the only safe protection is to prevent all
spitting upon the floor or elsewhere, where the sputum on drying will
be disseminated as dust through the air of the room. Experience in some
factories shows this prevention to be practicable.
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The modifications in the laws relating to the health, safety or wel-
fare of persons engaged in industrial pursuits are the foil
as the enforcement of these laws depends in general upon members of the
inspection department of the District Police, it is essential that th
department he composed of broad-minded men, who have the welfare of
the working people at heart, and have the ability to study out the r
ments in any factory for their welfare, and how t
plished consistent with the standards which they are to follow; and
further, are able to act justly and with tact with the employers

Amendments and Additions recommended,

Chapter 104 of the Revised Laws,
add to the clause in lines 19 and 20

ection 25, in regard to fire ei
i that it shall read: •

The egresses and means of escapi shall be kept unobstructed, in good
rovided with a sign within the build-repair and ready for use, and shall be

ing that will plainly indicate their poi i to a person thirty feet distant.

In section 41 the last clause to be modified to read

All factories and workshops shall be well lighted, well ventilated and kept
clean

Following which add

No person shall expectorate or spit
any factory or workshop.

upon the floor, stairways or walls of

Chapter 108 of the Revised Law tion 8, beginning with the end of
ighth and ninth lines, amend tothe seventh line, and including t

read

the lighting and the ventilation of fact vies or workshops and the keeping of
them clean, and the securing of prc r sanitary provision therein, and the
making of clothing in unsanitary eond tic

Also insert in thirteenth line, aft
“the lighting.”

r “ sanitary provisions,” the word

And to this section (8), which puts the responsibility of enfoilorcm

the laws which have been considered upon the members of the inspection
department of the District Police, add tl

When determining whether the conditions affecting the he;
welfare of the working people in any factory or workshop arc
with the law, and the law does not specify the standard of s

ty or
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irder of the B ard

CHARLES HARRINGT 'ON,

i existing

'ecretary of the State Board of Health
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safety or welfare of persons engaged in factories and other establish-
ments, made by the State Board of Health, as directed by chapter 59
of the Resolves of 1905, more than 60 industries were examined. Atten-amined. Atten-
tion was paid chiefly to those in which one or more of the essential pr
esses involve exposure of the emplc to possible unhygienic influence:
inherent to the industry,

The in-door occupations of chief unitary interest are those which in-
volve exposure to irritating and pc
poisonous and offensive gases and

ionous dusts; exposure to irritating,

poisonous and offensive gases and fumes; contact with poisonous sub-
heat andstances; extremes of heat and excessive dampm

Of the several classes of dust, those of vegetable, animal, metallic
and mineral origin is difficult to determine which is the most
irritating to the respiratory tract; but the vegetable dusts are commonly

regarded, in spite of the well-kn n fact that the occupations in which
the employees inhale minute particles
able for their high death rates from

f steel, glass and stone are remark-
tuberculosis of the lungs. But not

all of the dx one class are equally irritating; flax and cotton, fo;
mple, are more irritating than wood; steel is more irritating than

brass; horn is more irritating than ne; granite is more irritating than
marble, and glass far more than amte

Worke nospheres are especially prone to di
of the lungs, especially pulmonary tuberculosis, the constant irritation
bringing about a condition of th mucous surfaces which more read
admits of invasion by the speci Those who are £

poisonous dusts are, unless proper pr£ uutions are observed, likely to fall
victims of chronic poisoning. TI most dangerous of the metall
met with in this investigation ar£ those of lead and its con

Of the various gases and fun to which workmen are exposed, tho;

which are merely irritating are of far less importance than those which
are poisonous in their nature. The irritating fumes cannot be borne in

In the course of the investigation of conditions affecting the health,

SUPPLEMENT.
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person exposed to seek the relieflarge amounts, and they cause the perse
amts they cause slight tickling cough
nous fumes, the most important and
ation are those of naphtha and wood

afforded by fresh air. In small am
and perhaps catarrhs. Of the poisi
commonest met with in this investij
alcohol. Both of these substances used in very many. industries, as
will be noted below. Naphtha fumes cause various forms of intoxica-
tion, especially in women. Among the symptoms are dizziness, nausea
and vomiting, headache, hysterical phenomena, disturbances of the cir-
culation and respiration, and mental confusion. In the periodical litera-
ture of industrial hygiene are not infrequently reported cases of fatal

•eater importance are the fumes
argely used, as a cheap substitute

poisoning therefrom. Of equal or
of wood alcohol, which agent is very
for grain alcohol, in varnishes, etc.
known that, taken as a beverage, wo

Of late years it has become well
I alcohol is likely to cause death,

preceded by total blindness; but it is not commonly known that exposure
to the fumes has caused many cases of serious impairment of vision and
not a few of total blindness, due to action upon the optic nerves.

Offensive vapors and fumes may cause general disturbance of the
digestive system and headache for a time in persons, who are not habitu-
ated thereto; but as a rule tolerance is soon established, and they are
not even noticed. In certain industries the raw materials are of an ex-
ceedingly offensive character, and give off at all stages of manufacture
nauseous odors which the emplo}'ees are compelled to breathe; these
include the so-called offensive trades, such as soap making, glue making.
tanning, rendering, etc. The noisome odors are an unavoidable feature
of the business, and are popularly, but wrongly, regarded as conducive
to the occurrence of infective disease

In addition to inquiring into the measures adopted for the protection
of the health of the employees against the inherent dangers of the vari-
ous lines of industry, careful examination was made of the character
and condition of the water-closets and washing facilities, of the provi-
sions for rapid egress in case of fire, of the conditions as to general clean-
liness and light, and of the extent to which the very dangerous habit of
promiscuous spitting prevails,

In the report submitted in 1905 reference was made to the fact that
the presence of consumptives in workshops constitutes a menace to the
health of their associates, even though they may not be addicted to this
habit. The reason lies in the fact that in their every act of coughing
sneezing and speaking, minute droplets of saliva, which may contain the
specific bacilli of the disease, are sent forth into the air, in which they
remain suspended for varying periods, to be perhaps inhale thers.
The spitting consumptive and here it may be remarked that many a
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person may be a victim of the di ase for a long time before the fact be
iagnostic methods —is a far greatecomes established by the usual c ater

menace to the health of others, be arise his sputum, cast about upon
floor and elsewhere, becomes dried an exposure to the air, and then may

all directions through air currents or
aical means. It is a well-known fact

be reduced to powder and sent in
by dry sweeping and other mechanic

among those whose days are spentthat a very large proportion of death
lonary consumption, and that this
industries whose followers are ex-

in in-door occupations is due to pul
obtains in the highest degree in t

reports which follow, mentionposed to irritating dusts. In man
pitting habit was observed to pre-is made of the extent to which the

nay be understood that little or novail ; where no comment is made, it
spitting was noted

aid that, although good light may notWith regard to light, it may 1
arious kinds of work, and poor lightbe a necessary factor in all of th
effect of well-lighted rooms, if onlymay not always lead to injury, th

to exert an unconscious influence upon the minds and spirits of the
nitant factor in the maintenanceworkers, is highly dc

of health.
•n-as a

investigated are submitted below.Reports on the individual industri
iominating inherent objectionableginning with those in which the p

ature is dust, following by those which involve exposure to various
th several belonging to neither class.gases and fumes, and concluding w

One of these is the public laundry business, in which there exists con-
stantly the danger of possible exposure to infective matter from the
bodies of the sick. The others are of constantly increasing public inter

influences to which the workmenist, respecting the possible insanitar
ire exposed, and unwholesome condi ions to which our most important

and slaughterinfoods are subjected; these are baking

in which dust is the predominatThe reports of the various industri
1, according to the nature of themg factor o± importance are present

dusts, in the following order: vegetal
tain branches of the chemical industr

animal, mineral, metallic. Cer-
in which there is exposure to dust
the chemical industry as a wholewill for convenience be taken up with
lusts and fumes, and which, beingin which one meets with all kinds of
r, whichever may be said to premore closely associated with the latte

dominate, is presented after the du trades
by experts in the various lines ofThe examinations were not made

while the description of some ofwork, but by hygienists; and thereh
pects technically accuratethe processes may not be in all
be accepted as authoritatments as to hygienic conditions n
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The Textile Ikdustet
leys a larger number ofThe textile industry in Massaehu tts err

industry, and the majority of theipersons in its factories than ar
employees are women and mine

bended by reference to the reportsIts importan

if the national census of 1900, wherein it is shown that the value of its
products ($1,625,000,000) in the whole country is surpassed only by

iod products ($2,275,000,000) and of iron and steel ($1,790,-
000,000

Massachusetts stands first in the production of both cotton and woolen
goods, and in textiles as a whole. The value of her textile products in
1900 was $213,000,000; Pennsylvania stood second, with $157,000,000;
and New York third, with $93,000,000. The value of her cotton prod

asses by $5,000,000 the combinednets was $110,000,000, which sn
our next important cotton manufac-value of the cotton products of t

taring States, namely. South Ca na. North Carolina, Rhode Island
woolen goods produced in Massa-and Pennsylvania. The value of tl

10,000; Pennsylvania stands second,chusetts in 1900 is stated to be $7
with $50,000,000; and Rhode Island third, with $39,000,000.

n the textile industries of variousOfficial reports and scientific par
ral belief that the operatives engagedforeign countries have led to a
gienic influences as to warrant thetherein are exposed to such unh

classification of these industries ar ng those which are especially inimi
a fact that dust from cotton and flaxcal to health and longev

is particularly irritating to the r
exposed thereto in considerable

iratory passages, and that those long
mounts may become more or less sus-

tuberculosis. It should beinfection by tlcep
borne in mind, however, that the character of many of the processes is

weak con-
stitution and inferior development, who, whatever in-door occupation
they may select, are least likely to op resistance to disease.
In a previous report on industrial conditions in Massachusetts it was
shown that a very large proportion of the decedent operatives in three mill
towns of the State died of pulmonary tuberculosis and other diseases of
the lungs; but further study of existing conditions compels a revision
of opinions based upon the data then at hand.

Analysis of the death returns to the office of the Secretary of State
during the year 1905, from the three principal “mill towns,” shows that
although tuberculosis is one of the leading causes of death among mill
operatives, the general death rate of this class was by no means abnor-
mally high, being respectively 7, 8 and 10 per thousand. Tuberculosis
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caused, respectively, 32, 23.57 and 21 per cent, of the deaths. It appears
also that the general death rates of the cities whose populations include
the highest percentages of textile operatives compare not unfavorably
with those of certain other cities which are engaged in other kinds of
manufacture or are more residential in character, in spite of the high
rate of infant mortality which appears to be inseparably connected with
mill populations everywhere.

The magnitude of the industry, the character of the conditions of op-
eration, the sex and age of the majority of the persons employed, and the
above-mentioned generally accepted opinion that those engaged in tex-
tile factories are exposed to exceptionally unhygienic influences, suggested
the advisability of a particularly thorough study of the conditions obtain-
ing in a large number of mills of various types, sizes and ages. Because
of the great extent of the industry, it was impossible, with the force
available, to visit every establishment, but in a number of the “mill
towns ” nearly all were studied.

Processes of Manufacture.
For an adequate understanding of the possible unhygienic conditions

to which the operatives may be exposed, a description of the various
processes of manufacture is herewith presented.

Opening the Cotton. Eaw cotton is brought from the storehouse
directly into the opening room or the picker room, according to the method
of opening the bale

One of the most modern mills visited has an opening room across the
itreet from the mills. The cotton is opened and torn into small pieces

by machinery, by means of a series of spiked aprons; then by conveyor
belts, pipes and suction fans it is taken underground to the picker room
in the mill, where, by a system of switches, it is dropped into the differ
ent bins ready for the first picker machine

When the cotton is opened by hand, men take the bales to the cotton
bins, where they break up the cotton into small masses, mixing the vari-
mis grades as required.

Picking. —ln the picker room, heavy machinery opens up the fiber,
mixes it, beats it, cleans it, and delivers it in even sheets, or layers, known
as “ laps.” The picker process varies somewhat, according to the clas
of work don

The first picker machine is fed by a “ feeder,” which holds about 250
pounds of cotton. Usually one man attends five or six of these machines
The feeder ends of the machines are near the cotton bins, from which
the man takes the cotton by armfuls, keeping the feed boxes filled

Work done hy the Picker Machines. The picker machine
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“compound picker,” which combines both opener and breaker, contain-
ing two “ beaters.” With this machine a large part of the cotton-seed
and large cotton leaf is removed, leaving the cotton in the form of an
even sheet or “ lap.”

The laps, weighing about 50 pounds each, are taken from the front
of the “ compound picker ” by a workman, who places four of them on
an apron of a “one-beater ” picker, known as the “intermediate picker.”
He takes the laps from five or six of the first kind of pickers, and keeps
the aprons of the intermediate pickers filled. The intermediate machines
remove still more of the dirt and seeds, and are always to be associated
with the English system of carding, mentioned below.

The cotton is now put through the “finisher ” picker machines. These
pickers remove the balance of the seed and large leaf; the small leaf is
later removed by the carding process. The “laps ” are now weighed,
and, if found to conform to a certain standard, are taken to the carding
room.

Necessary Conditions in a Modern Picker Room.-—As cotton opens
in the field it catches and holds much fine dirt, blowm about by the winds;
and when it is subjected to the treatment of the beaters in the picker
machines, the dirt, bits of seed and leaf are forcibly separated. This
material is not confined in the machine. By means of exhaust fans the
cotton is drawn away from the “beater ” and collected on a cage. The
partially cleaned cotton comes out in front of the machines in the form
of “ laps,” already described; while the motes and bits of leaf and seed,
when separated from the cotton, fall to the enclosed space beneath the
machines, from which the loose dust and sand are blown through pipes
to a room called the dust room, which is connected with a large chimney.
In spite of the well-constructed modern picker machines, a considerable
amount of fine dust escapes into the workroom, • very slight, however,
as compared with the amount which escapes from some of the older
machines.

Fires are frequent in the picker rooms, but are seldom dangerous to
the men employed. The precautions against loss of property, now gen-
erally taken, also protect the employees from injury.

The modern picker room is high studded, has several windows which
admit sufficient light, and is equipped with incandescent bulbs or arc
lights.

It is unnecessary to give much attention to the regulation of moisture
in the picker room, except that excessive moisture must be avoided lest
the work may run badly in some of the later processes; hence, precaution
is taken on damp days to prevent extra moisture getting into the room

The services of but a few men are required in a picker room, and
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excepting the foreman, the men arc
the work being classed as “ unskilh
the picker machines, it is the duty (

several times a day. The work may
the men known as “ yard men,” wh(
in the storehouse and take it to the p

of little or ordinary intt
3d labor.” In addition to tending

O

rf these men to clean each machine
or may not be constant. (

o unload the cotton, put it in
icker room.

Carding. From the picker room
cylindrical laps to the carding room
ing machines. Cotton-carding mad
recent years, and the best mills havi
improvements. The laps are placed
is an English type card (English or .
the original English card).

the cotton is taken in the form of
where it passes through the card-

inery has made great advances in
s kept fully abreast with the latest
on a revolving-top flat card, which
American make, but patterned after

The carding machine cleans the
amount of short fiber and leaf, tl
justment or setting of the card.

tton further by removing a certain
amount being governed by the ad-

The adjustment is governed by the
class of work; e.g., in the manufacture of print goods, short, dirty cotton
is used, while the fine goods mills use long-staple, high-grade cotton;
and, in manipulating the latter, foreign substances in the cotton must
be removed so far as possible. The amount of work on cards is also
governed by the class of work, a small amount being put through the
machines in the higher class. Thus it will be seen how, in the manufac-
ture of print goods, with the use of short, lower-grade cotton, and with
the large output per card, much- more dust, dirt and lint arise from the
machines than during the manufacture of fine goods, with the long-
staple, high-grade cotton.

The carding machines subject the cotton to the action of cylinders
covered with wire-toothed cards, revolving nearly in contact with each
other, at different rates of speed or in opposite directions. Because of
their construction, they permit some of the fine lint or “fly” to escape
into the room, an amount at times sufficient to cause a distinct haziness
of the air.

The operation of carding not only further cleans the cotton, but
entangles, straightens and parallelizes the fibers. The “ lap ” is first
presented to a small cylinder called a “ lieker-in,” which delivers to a
much larger cylinder having fine wire teeth. Partly surrounding the
larger cylinder are “ fiats,” or a series of plane surfaces, also covered
with teeth, which approach those of the cylinder as closely as possible
without touching. Between the revolving cylinder and the flats the card-
ing is effected; and the cleaned and straightened fibers are delivered to
a third cylinder, called a “ dofter,” which “ doffs ” or strips off the cot-
ton in the form of a delicate web. This web is then delivered to rollers,
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■shaped orifice in the form of a soft,
ited state, called a “sliver,” which is
which is also part of the carding ma-
machine is now completed, although

ed with carding.

which draw it through a funnel-
narrow strand, in a loose, untwis
introduced into a can by a coder,
chine. The work of the carding
other processes are closely associat

In the medium or coarse goodi
erally found in one end of a long

mills the carding machines are gen-
room, and the associated processes are

followed in the other end, there being no partitions between the depart-
ments.

The employees in the card end of the room are adult men; while those
in the other part, on work to be described later, are women.

Since the amount of cotton dust thrown out into the room by carding
machines is greater in proportion to the amount of low-grade cotton
used and the large output per card, it follows that all of the operatives
in such rooms are exposed to considerable cotton dust, although the men
attending to the cards are subjected to the greatest quantity. In some
of the coarse-goods mills the carding room contains carding machines
only. These rooms are exceedingly dusty.

The men employed include both “skilled ” and “ unskilled help.” They
put the “ laps ” in the back part of the card, and clean the cards, both
inside and out, several times a day.
by the can boys.

The sliver in cans is carried away

The greatest amount of dust com
move the waste from the cylinders.

i from the cards when the men re-
The short, broken fibers are again

stirred up by sweeping the floors from time to time, by cleaning the
shafting and pulleys and by brushing the walls, thus giving rise to an
extra amount of cotton dust or “fly ”in the air of the room. The men
work in this room throughout the day, averaging fifty-eight hours per
week.

Extremes of heat or moisture in the carding room would interfere
with the work either in the carding process or in some of the later proc-
esses. Some of the mill men introduce artificial moisture in the carding
rooms; others do not, on the ground that there is sufficient natural mois-
ture in the cotton. Very moist air, on the other hand, would cause the
cotton to stick to some of the machinery; moreover, it would cause the
delicate web which comes out of the front part of the card to sa" or
break down. Another condition which, it is claimed, interferes with the
work, is the existence of strong air currents, which would readily dis-
turb, if not destroy, the delicate web.

Considering these conditions from a hygienic point of view, it may
be said that a carding room with either excessive heat or excessive mois-
ture is seldom found. The practical questions to be met in the carding
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room are two, viz.: (1) how to diminish substantially the amount of
dust in the room; and (2) how to ventilate the room properly, both
to be accomplished in old mills, with “ reasonable ” expenditure. Em-
phasis is laid upon “old ” mills, for the reason that in these the rooms
are commonly low studded, with small windows, and devoid of modern
means of ventilation and heating. The modern card room is very large
and high studded ( e.g ls feet), with good-sized window glass, and tran-
soms which are easily opened; it is well lighted with arc or incandescent
lights, and is heated and ventilated by modern means. In some of the
rooms are two or more large exhaust fans. The ceiling and walls are
clean and white, and the floor is kept reasonably clean during working
houn

Drawing and Combing. - The
“ sliver,” from the carding maehim

ans of loose, untwisted cotton, or
are now ready for the next process.

In the manufacture of plain cotton cloth of medium weight, this process,
called “ drawing,” results in combing several strands into one, and at-
tenuating these more and more by repeated operations of the same sort.
If, on the other hand, a high-priced and extra quality of yarn is to be
spun, the “ sliver ” goes directly from the cards to the combing machines,
after first being prepared for the combers by a series of doublings and
drawing on the “sliver ” and “ ribbon lap ” machines. This work pre-
paratory to combing is usually done by young men.

In the process of combing the short stock and foreign substances are
removed from the cotton, the quantity of which is governed by the class
of work the particular mill is running. Cotton-combing manipulates
the fiber so thoroughly that the proportion of waste is large. It leaves
the fibers more nearly parallel than in the carded sliver. In some cotton
mills equipped with the latest patterns of combing machines all of the
yarns are combed as well as carded.

The combing process is more satisfactorily followed in a room entirely
separate from the carding machines, since the combers are delicate ma-
chines, requiring fine adjustment, and the presence of much dust in the
air of the room interferes with the work. For this reason a glass parti-
tion, which separates the cards from the delicate combing machinery,
has been erected in a number of carding rooms.

The employees engaged in the combing department are women. Their
duties are to keep the machines supplied with laps; to remove the product,
which is in the shape of slivers coiled into cans; and to keep the machines
as clean as possible. The work, while not hard, requires constant atten-
tion. The women are notified and drilled not to clean the machines
when in motion; but, in spite of this discipline, a considerable number
of injuries occur. The type of injury is the mutilation or severing of
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fingers or hands by the series of strips of needles in the combing appa-
ratus. The product is taken by girls, or comber tenders, to the drawingr comber tenders, to the drawing
hands, to be passed through the drawing frames.

The principal mechanism of a drawing frame consists of three or four
r tightly, and successively revolve atpairs of rollers, which grip the sliv

higher speeds. Thus six strands f sliver are united and drawn into
and much more even. Two or three
re second receives the product of the
mostly young men. They keep the

one, smaller than any one of the six,
of these drawing frames are used; t
first, and so on. The employees an
material going through the back of the machines and remove it from
the front; they also keep the machines oiled and clean.

Roving. Roving is an intermediate process between combing and
pinning. The sliver of cotton has become so small that it must be

twisted in order to bear handling; and the machines (usually three)
which draw, twist and wind it upon bobbins into a soft, loose‘cord, ready
for the spinner, are called “roving frames.” The first is usually known
as the “slubber,” the next as “intermediate” (in fine-goods mills there
is a second intermediate) and the third as a “fine frame;” and each
successive machine gives a finer product, more nearly approximating yarn
or thread, and operates at a higher
of roving) are generally operated by
is handled by both men and women,
erally run by women. The employee

speed. The slubbers (first process
men. The product of the slubbers
while the rest of the work is gen-

3 are required to keep the machines
us to roving is “standing work;”
of intervals for sitting down. In
for the women employees.

cleaned and oiled. The work previ
that of the roving processes permitsnit

some mills special seats are providec
The “ fine roving ” is the last prc of the carding department.
The best results, from a commerci

only by providing suitable atmosphc
ture in every room, beginning with

al point of view, are to be obtained
rie conditions as to heat and mois-
the picking; but attention to these

conditions is vital in roving and the later processes of spinning and
weaving. Yarn produced in a room in which the temperature is allowed
to fall too low and the air to become too dry is weak, uneven and covered
with protruding fibers which are rubbed off in later processes- thus the
quality of the yarn or of the cloth into which it enters is very much
lowered

Ring Spinning. The roving, having been reduced to a suitable size
for the intended “number” of yarn, now goes to the spinning machine
which may be either a “ ring frame ” or a “mule; ” the ring frame beino-
generally used for warp and the mule for weft yarn or “ filling,” although
either machine is occasionally employed for both purposes.

The principle of the spinning machine is the same as that of the rov-
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ing frames, though the mechanism employed is very different, and oper-
ates at much greater speed, the spindle generally revolving at from
6,000 to 10,000 turns per minnte. The roving is again elongated by
drawing rollers to an extent depending upon the size of the yarn desired;
and the fully twisted thread is wound upon bobbins or tubes by rotating
on the rapidly revolving spindles. The operations of the ring-spinning
frame are continuous.

The temperature must at all times be sufficiently high to keep the
iteel rolls, through which the fine threads of cotton are drawn, warm

enough not to cause the cotton to wind around the rolls instead of pass-
ing through them. The heat generated by the friction of the machinery
in a ring-spinning room is at least sufficient to keep the room at a good
spinning temperature in the winter months, provided the room is at a
proper temperature on starting the mill in the morning.

By means of humidifiers, properly installed and rightly cared for, the
amount of artificial moisture admitted into spinning rooms can gener-
ally be satisfactorily regulated, so that in some mills the unhealthy and
objectionable system of “steaming” (steam vapor pot system) is aban-
doned.

The rapidly revolving spindles give rise to considerable cotton dust
in the air of a ring-spinning room, in the form of fine, broken fibers,
although the amount of dust is very small as compared with the quantity
present in a carding room.

The employees are mostly boys and girls and women. The spinners
the ends when the thread breaks and
o keep their frames clean. The work

place the roving in creels, piece u
doff the bobbins when full; they a

3 nor unusual physical strength, nor
The spinners frequently find oppor-
the spinners both spin and doff, and

requires neither especial intelligen
does it demand constant attention.
tunity to sit. In some coarse v

« r ork frequently; while in certainare, therefore, required to watch
rades of work some young persons are employed solely for “ doffing,”

and have a definite number of spindles to doff per week. In this case th
“ doffers,” after doffing all the spinning frames, may leave the room until
it is time to fill the frames again. Men look after the spinning frames.
make changes and repairs, lay the roving on the creels and take cart
the yarn after it is doffed

Except for the continuous noise of the machinery, which is very great,
but in an uninterrupted, unvarying tone, and for the loose cotton dust
in the air of the room, the spinners in a m
spinning room work under favorable conditions. Such a room is we
ventilated; properly heated; has large windows and transoms, which
open; clean walls and ceilings; and is lighted by incandescent bull
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Mule Spinning. In many mills the filling for the cloth is spun on
frames called “mules.” The operations of the mule-spinning frames are
intermittent, the spindles being mounted in a travelling carriage which
backs slowly away from the drawing rolls as the spinning proceeds, and
then returns to wind a length of completed yarn; thus the process is re-
peated. The roving passes through the steel rollers as in ring spinning,
but is drawn out about 60 inches by the travelling carriage before it is
wound on the spindles.

Because of the long stretch covered by the travelling carriage, and
since the filling has less twist than the warp, an extra amount of mois-
ture in the air is necessary to prevent the ends from breaking.

The air in mule-spinning rooms is very warm and moist at all seasons
of the year. In the winter months the thermometer registers between
80° P. and 100° P., varying according to the class of work and the care
and method of regulating the heat and moisture.

The employees, in “ mule ” rooms are all males; the spinners are men
and the helpers are boys.

The men (spinners) must walk to and fro, following the movements
of the “carriage,” which is constantly moving backwards and forwards,
and looking after the piecing of broken ends and the adjustment of the
mule.

Much greater intelligence is needed in mule spinning than in ring
spinning. In mule spinning, also, the spinner must pay close attention
to his work, which, however, is not necessarily trying, under good condi-
tions. The good mule room, like the good ring-spinning room, is well
lighted and ventilated.

The boys are not constantly employed, but they are confined during
the regular working hours, in order to be ready to doff the mule frames,
which, unlike ring-spinning frames, are doffed at irregular periods. The
boys place the roving in the creels, assist the spinners in doffing the full
“cops” {i.&., the conical masses of coiled yarn wound on spindles), and
take the empty bobbins back to the card room. They keep the “ carriage ”

clean by running their hands along it to take off the lint and dust which
collect during the process of spinning. It is their duty to sweep the
mule room floors two or three times a day.

Because of the high temperature in mule rooms, the men remove their
outside clothing and wear undershirts and overalls, while the boys wear
short trousers. Generally the men and boys go about the rooms bare-
footed, although some wear sandals, slippers or old shoes.

Spooling and Warping. After the yarn has been spun it is prepared
for the looms by the use of three consecutive machines, which form a
part of one system. The first machine, the “spooler,” transfers the yarn
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from the small bobbin on which it is spun to a large spool holding so
many yards that the next machine, the “ warper, ” will not have to be
stopped to piece ends. The first machine also passes the yarn through
a fine slot in the guide which leads it to the spool, in order to detect
bunches or weak places, either of which will break the yarn at the guide.
The defects are removed, and the sound yarn is tied to make a continu-
ous strand.

The next machine, the “warper,” prepares the yarn for the process
of “ dressing.” A number of large spools filled with yarn from the spool-
ers, usually between 300 and 400, is put into a frame or “ creel,” and the
threads are brought together into a sheet and delivered between guides,
which space them at equal distances, then passed through mechanism
calculated to stop the machine if a thread breaks, and led to and wound
upon a large beam, called a “ section beam,” in order to get as much
length as possible.

In the spooling and warping room a few fine fibers of loose cotton be-
come detached from the threads as they are wound from bobbin to spool
and from spool to beam.

The employees in the spooling and warping department include men,
who place the bobbins on spooling frames; “spooler girls,” who vary in
age from young girls to middle-aged women; and warper tenders (girls),
who mend broken ends. These girls find considerable time to sit, de-
pending upon the frequency of the breaking of the ends. Some mills
employ a few girls solely for the purpose of tying in the threads for the
warping frames. The work of the “ spooler girls ”is constant, but not
difficult.

Dressing or Slashing. The section beams, having been filled at the
warper, are arranged at the dressing machine or “ slasher ” in groups of
four to eight, as may be required to furnish sufficient threads for a single
warp. After the beams are placed in position at the back of the
“ slasher,” the yarn is passed through a vat containing a sizing com-
pound of hot starch, and then through squeeze-rolls to expel the super-
fluous starch. Squeezing the thread between rollers helps to fill the body
of the thread with starch or “ size.”

After leaving the rolls, the sheet of yarn passes around large drying
cylinders, made usually of copper, and filled with steam. One cylinder
is placed in front of the other, the larger being about 7 feet in diameter
and the smaller about 5 feet, each having a face of about 60 inches.

From these cylinders the yarn passes through “ lease rods,” to prevent
the threads from sticking to one another, and is finally wound on the
“ loom beam.”

A less common form of “ slasher,” instead of carrying the yarn over
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drying cylinders, is supplied with a closed box heated by steam pipes, in
which a circulation of air is maintained by a fan, and through which the
yarn passes to be dried.

Men are employed to run the slashers. The heat from the machines
is considerable, and the men wear only undershirts, drawers and over-
alls; they do not go barefooted, as in the mule room. The work in this
department is heavy and constant. Whatever dust appears in the air
of the room is mainly small particles of starch.

Drawing-in. The next operation in preparing the starched or “ sized ”

warp for the loom is “ drawing-in,” which has until lately been wholly
performed by hand. This process can hardly be intelligently described
without at the same time considering the loom and its operation. For
the loom to fulfill its function of interlacing warp and weft threads to
form the usual continuous fabric, every alternate warp thread must be
raised and the others depressed, while the weft or filling thread is passed
across in the opening so made; after which the position of the warp
threads is reversed, and the weft again thrown across. During the time
occupied for reversing the position of the warp threads, the weft thread
is beaten firmly and closely up against the one preceding it.

To raise and depress the warp threads alternately requires that they
be drawn into the eyes of a “harness.” A pair of parallel bars, holding
cords stretched between them, each cord having an eye in it through
which a warp thread is passed, serves to raise one-half the threads, while
a similar apparatus depresses the rest; this forms the harness. All the
warp threads, usually by twos, are then passed between short upright
wires, closely set in a frame, which forms the “reed; ” and, the weft
thread crossing the warp in front of the reed, a forward motion of the
latter beats it to place, as described.

For convenience, in the order of processes, the “ drawing-in ” apparatus
is always near the slashers. When the slashing and drawing-in depart-
ments are in the same room, the warps from the slashers are taken to the
drawing-in frames, which are invariably situated within a few feet of
the windows, in order to secure the best light in the room for the “ draw-
ing-in girls.”

A full warp beam is placed on an iron frame in front of a “ drawing-in
girl,” who sits a few feet from a window, the light passing over her
shoulders. The harness and reed are hung on the frame in front of her
and her work is to draw the warp threads in proper sequence through
the eye of the harness and the spaces of the reed. The warp then o- oes
to the loom.

The work is more or less trying to the eyes, but the best light available
is given this department. The girls sit at their work, which is “piece
work,” and they sometimes continue working during a part of the noon
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hour, although contrary to the law and the printed notices posted in the
room.

Weaving. The warp, sized, wound on a beam and “ drawn-in,” is
placed at the back of the loom; the harness and the reed are fixed in
their proper places; suitable mechanism releases the warp and winds the
cloth as the shuttle containing the weft crosses and re-crosses, and the
reed is carried forward to beat each weft thread to place. No such prep-
aration is required for the weft, or
Usually it comes directly to the lo
frame on which it is spun.

filling thread, as is given the warp,
m from the ring or mule spinning

Both adult men and women wor
few young persons.

in the weave room; occasionally a

As mentioned under roving, the provision for a suitable temperature
and humidity are necessary for the best work. Especial attention is
required in regulating the humidity during the prevalence of cold, dry
weather, with high winds.

About the loom is more or less fine dust (starch and lint), which chafes
off the warp threads as they pass through the harness and reed.

A small proportion of the men in a weave room are “loom fixers,”
who put warps into the looms, hang the harnesses and get the looms ready
for weaving. They-also make necessary repairs on the looms.

A weaver (man or woman) attends four, six, eight or more looms,
according to the kind of work and the kind of loom. The weaver’s

buttle, which is placed in the loom;duties are to put the cop into the
to mend any broken warp threads’
yarn, and to prevent them from v
keeps his looms oiled and cleaned.

to observe all imperfections in the
eaving into the cloth. Bach weaver

in a weave room than inMore intelligence is required
tvhile that part of the work doneill; vany other department of a cotton n

by the “loom fixer ” takes conside: trengtha

ntion, although the weaver findsWeaving necessitates constant
time to sit at intervals.

; fabric is woven, generally speak-
inded in the weaver. Some kinds
endurance; some kinds are repug-
which the work must be done, as

The finer and more ornamented t
ing, the more care and skill are der
of work require great strength and
nant, because of the conditions unde
in weaving dark-colored fabrics, or
from shoddy; some kinds demand an

m

a dust arises from dyestuff or

inusual degree of perfection in the
nute attentionproduct, calling for constant and m

Thus it is clear that not on!
reasonable requirement in the wet n, but that

arc also hygicrproper regulation of heat
monotony of tending the machineFinally, should be mentioned 11
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day in and day out, the roar and buzz and the sharp, jerky noise of the
machinery, which is deafening, and, to those particularly sensitive, “nerve-
racking.”

A bad, unhygienic habit, common to all weavers who tend old-fash-
ioned looms, is that of drawing the filling through the shuttle eye with
the mouth. The weaver puts his
means of a quick intake of breath,
the shuttle eye, thus drawing into
dust, which gives rise to spitting,

mouth close to the shuttle, and, by
sucks the end of the thread through
his mouth more or less fine lint and
and sooner or later may cause irrita-

tion of the mucous membrane of the throat. This practice is especially
bad because of the fact that, if out for a day a spare hand substitutes.
The so-called Northrup loom is gradually replacing the others. In this
loom, after the drum is filled with shuttles, the action is entirely auto-
matic.

Mills visited.
Ninety-three manufacturing establishments, comprising several hun-

dred mills, were visited. In the list which follows, C indicates cotton;
D, dyeing; K, knit goods; S, silk; and W, woolen or worsted.

Character Number
Name of CompanyCity or Town. of of

Product. Employees.

Billerica, . . . Faulkner Manufacturing Company, ... W
Talbot Mills W 400

Cambridge, . . American Net and Twine Company, ... C 350
Chicopee, . . . Dwight Manufacturing Company, .... C 1,700

Chicopee Manufacturing Company, ... c 1,300

Clinton, . . . Lancaster Mills C 2,000

Fall River, . . . Algonquin Printing Company, d 350

American Linen Company, q 1,000C

American Printing Company, .... j) 925
American Thread Company (Kerr Mills), .

_ j qoo
Arkwright Mills q 599
Barnaby Manufacturing Company, ... q 3 550
Barnard Manufacturing Company,

... q
Chace Mills, q
Couanicut Mills, q
Cornell Mills q
Davis Mills c 400
Durfee Mills, q 1 p>s

Fall River Bleachery Company, . jy

Fall River Iron Works Company q 5
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Character Numbe
City or Town Name of Company of of

Product. Employe

Fall River Con Fall River Manufactory (see F
taring Company).

;asset Manufac C

Flint Mills

Globe Yarn Mills, C

Granite Mills, C 29

Hargraves Mills, C

Kerr Mills, 1,000C

King Philip Mills, C 1,100

Laurel Lake Mills, C 564

Mechanics Mills, C 600

Merchants Manufacturing Company, C 1,350
C 350Parker Mills,

Pocasset Manufacturing Company, ... C
Sagamore Manufacturing Company, ... C 800
Sanford Spinning Company

Seaconnet Mills C 380
Shove Mills. C 700

Stafford Mills, C 800

Stevens Manufacturing Company, .... C 500

Union Cotton Manufacturing Comp any, .
. C 900

Wampanoag Mills, C 800

Fitchburi Grant Yarn Company C

Nockege Mills C 250

Orswell Mills, 350C

Parkhill Manufacturing Company 1,150C

Haverhill Stevens & Company W 185

Holyoke Farr Alpaca Company

Lyman Milli C 1,300
p w i ®OOVV j 3,500

C 1,200

Lawren Arlington Mills,

Atlantic Cotton Mill

Everett Mills, 1,000C

Kunhardt, G. E., W 950

Lawrence Duck Company C 300

Pacific Mills, C, W 5,200

Pemberton Compan 760C

Washington Milli W 6.50C

Wood Worsted Mills W

Lowell Appleton Compan C

Bay State Mills

Boott Cotton Mill; 1,400
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Character Number
City ok Town of ofName of Company

Product. Employees.

Lowell—Con., . . Hamilton Manufacturing Company C, D 2,500

Lawrence Manufacturing Company K, D 3,700

Lowell Bleachery D 350

Massachusetts Cotton Mills C 2,300

Merrimack Manufacturing Company, . . . C,C, D 3,000

Middlesex Company, W 600
W 190Stirling Milli

C, W 3,000Tremout and Suffolk Milli

Ludlow, Ludlow Manufacturing Associate
Methuen, . . . Methuen Company, C 350C

Millbury, . . . Cordis Mill, C 150
WMayo Woolen Company 200

Rice, E. F C

U. S. Linen Company

West End Thread Company, flax,
New Bedford, . . Bennettand Columbia Spinning Company, .

. C
Grinnell Manufacturing Company, ... C 1,050C

Manomet Mills, C 500
New England Cotton Yarn Company

Pierce Mill Corporation, .

C

C

Potomska Mills, 1,200C

Botch Spinning Corporation C•n

Soule Mill C 700
Wamsutta Mills, C -2,200

Whitman Mills, C 1,500

Newburyport, . • Peabody Manufacturing Company,
... C 150-500

North Andover,. . Brightwood Manufacturing Company,
... \y 300

Osgood Mills, \y 100
Sutton Mills \y

Readville, .
.

. Readville Cotton Mills Company, C 200

Salem, . . . Naumkeag Steam Cotton Company, C 1,500
laxonville,. . . Saxonville Mills, -\y

Taunton . . . Canoe River Mills, q 150C

New England Cotton Yarn Company (No. 2 Mill), q
Waltham, . . . Boston Manufacturing Company,

.... q j 100
Waltham Blcachery,

Daniel’s Worsted Mill,Worcester, AY, D
Wachusett Thread Company
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Of these 93 manufacturing establishments, 19 carry on their manu-
facture under nearly ideal conditions, and 23 under conditions which
may be designated as good. The condition in all of these, including, as
they do, nearly half of the number of establishments and much more
than half of the number of operatives employed, and the condition of the
health of those employed, as determined by their appearance, the testi-

for them and the vital statistics of
raise the hygienic condition of those
ealthy classes of wage earners,” with

mony of the physicians prescribing
the cities and towns where located,
employed far above “ the most unh
which hygienists have been wont t(

very favorable position among wage
numbers within doors.

associate textile workers, even to a
arners who are congregated in large

gratification if the condition of theIt would be a source of great
minority be raised to so satisfactory a standard. Of these, moderately
bad conditions were observed in 35 and distinctly bad in 16 establish-
ments. In all of the two latter classes it seems possible to secure marked
improvement in conditions, with not unreasonable expenditure.

In order to make a fair comparison of the mills, the various grades of
stock used by different corporations and the age of the buildings have
been considered. A study of 12 corporations using fine grade of stock
shows that 8 of this number have mills whose conditions are very nearly
sanitarily ideal, although some of the buildings are from twenty-five to
fifty years old.

Of 15 corporations using medium-grade stock, 2, started in recent
years, have buildings which are lacking in general order and neatness,
while 5 have buildings, varying in age, in which the conditions are good.
Of 5 corporations manufacturing colored goods, the buildings of 1 cor-

1892, show nearly sanitarily ideal
of these corporations, erected about

poration, erected between 1849 and
conditions; while buildings of another
twenty-five years and one year ago, are in very satisfactory sanitary con-
dition. Thus it is seen that some of the oldest mills have not only good
but very nearly ideal sanitary condition;

The conditions in coarse-goods mills are less frequently found to be
satisfactory. Of 27 corporations using mainly coarse cotton, 5 have build-
ings in which the hygienic conditions are satisfactory, while the mills o
13 corporations show moderately bad conditions, and those of 9 corpora
tions have conditions which are distinctly bad.

Illustrations are given below of the various types of mills in which thi

conditions are moderately bad or distinctly bad, to show the lack of gen
eral sanitation, conditions which can be improved with reasonab
expenditure, and of those in which the conditions arc
good,
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First, however, are submitted certain facts concerning conditions which
may affect the health and well-being of mill operatives.

Poor light is itself a factor of no mean consequence in reducing the
physiological resistance to disease. It may be a concomitant of a num-
ber of other unsanitary influences which affect the health of the worker,
as, for example, in the weaving and spinning rooms; or it may be the
principle factor, as in web drawing. Apparently too little thought has
been given, in mill construction, to providing for light in accordance
with the kind of work to be done in a given room. Many rooms are of
old construction, with comparatively low ceilings, small windows and
small panes of glass. Some of these rooms are narrow, and admit fair
light from the sides; but some are wide, and some are basement rooms,'
which lack both an ample supply and an even distribution of light.

Aside from the question of mill construction, two important factors
contribute to poor light in a large number of rooms, viz.: (1) neglect
to keep the ceiling and walls clean and white; and (3) infrequent wash-
ing of windows, allowing them to go unwashed in some instances for
several years. It is frequently the case that prismatic glass of different
kinds and sizes is introduced into poorly lighted rooms; but unless this
glass is kept reasonably clean, it is of little value. In poorly constructed
and neglected rooms, with or without prismatic glass, artificial light is
not uncommonly used even on bright, sunny days in the late morning or
early afternoon hours; and in such rooms gas jets are as likely to be
found as incandescent bulbs. Even if artificial light is not used until
the late afternoon hours, there is then much variation as to the time
and method of lighting and the kind of light in use. In some instances
the light should be turned on half an hour, or longer, before the engineer
sees fit to do so; yet the employees during this time are supposed to con-
tinue their work with the same degree of accuracy and rapidity as with
good light.

The following kinds of light have been met with, and are recorded in
the order of frequency: (1) incandescent bulbs; (2) arc lights; (3) gas
jets; (4) mercury vapor lights and electric bulbs; (5) kerosene lamps.
It is a well-established fact that either the over-use of the or the

use of eyes under bad conditions, may give rise to eye fatigue or to eye
strain; and many eye specialists believe that at least 80 to 90 per cent,
of headaches are dependent upon eye strain.

With these facts in mind, it is impossible to ignore the probability that
many individuals working by gaslight, or even electric light, in dirty,
unpainted, overheated rooms, with impure air and excessive moisture

Conditions as to Light, Heat, Dust, Humidity, Gases, et
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for ten hours a day or merely for the last two hours during the
up a great deal of nervous energy, and suffer from eve fatigvenergy, and suffer from eve fat
strain, and its consequences.

In the weaving and spinning departments there are two distinct causes
of possible injury to the employees, viz., (1) insufficient light and (3)
dust.

Some employees may be exposed to both sources of injury, although
it is not usual to find much dust in a weave room. The department where
reasonably good light is important, in which most commonly there is con-
siderable dust, is that of ring spinning. Here, on account of the charac-
ter of the machinery and the way in which it is placed, there are very
commonly dark alleys, so that the work of “finding the ends ” becomes
somewhat trying to the eyes, particularly in rooms that are poorly lighted.

In both weaving and spinning departments there are a number of
nitary influences which may affect the health of the work

the effects of any one of which are not susceptible of correct measure-
ment. The spinning rooms are often excessively hot; the temperature
in the winter months is commonly above 90° P., and occasionally above
100° P. The heat generated by the friction of the machinery in a ring-

pinning room is at least sufficient to keep the room at a good spinnir
mperature in the winter months, provided the room is at a

temperature on starting in the mornin
Although in the majority of the ring-spinning rooms some means of

introducing artificial moisture is adopted, the methods of introducing
the moisture vary considerably, while in some rooms no artificial mois-
ture is introduced. In a considerable number of spinning and a large

introducing moisture is by the old
say is a detriment to a mill, both

number of weave rooms the means of
team vapor pot, which many agents
leeause it permits excessive steam an I heat, and because the regulation

In addition, therefore, to poorof humidity is practically impossibl
weave rooms and to considerable

pinning rooms, there is commonly
light and some dust in many of tl
lust and poor light in man}

ary heat in weave rooms, and excesan excess of moisture with unn
sive heat with frequently undue m iture in spinning rooms, borne spin-

ial moisture; the air in these roomsning rooms have no means of artifi
is, as a rule, very d

A weave room with poor light, unnecessarily high temperature, with
me dust and an excess of moisture, is not, from a sanitary point of

neither is a spinning room with con-
■ with excessive heat and either undue
whatever. Add to these unhygienic

view, a desirable room to work in
siderable dust flying about, togeth
moisture or no artificial moistur
influences two prominent factors which enter into health conditions of
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both weave and spinning rooms, viz., (1) want of cleanliness and (2)
lack of provision for a plentiful supply of fresh air, and a class of rooms
is represented which is conspicuously common among the weave and spin-
ning mills in this State.

The conditions found in a certain proportion of weave and spinning
rooms may be tabulated as follows;

1. Poor light.
2. Presence of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide in the air.
3. Non-regulation of artificial moisture: (a) excess of moisture, undue

heat; or (b) no artificial moisture, excessive heat.
4. More or less dust (“fly',” dust from sizing, etc.).
5. Lack of cleanliness.
6. Lack of provision for a plentiful supply of fresh air.
A study of 14 corporations ivhose rooms were decidedly lacking in

general order and neatness shows the above conditions in the weaving
and spinning departments in their comparative relations:

p T• , , Products of Excess of Heat y. . Want of Lack of ProperK ' Gas Combustion. or Moisture. * Cleanliness. Ventilation.

141414 1412

A similar relation holds with reference to the factors mentioned above,
2,3, 4 and 6, in a considerable number of rooms in which the general

order and neatness is “ fair ” or even “ good.”
The presence of dust in the air of workrooms is a prominent feature in

its influence on health. Aside from dirt and other impurities which may
be in the stock, it is the opinion of recognized medical authorities that
vegetable dusts are markedly inimical to health. Those operatives in
cotton mills who are peculiarly sensitive to unhygienic influences may
become seriously affected through the constant irritation of cotton dust

r “fly” in the upper air passages, giving rise first to dryness of the
throat and later to cough and expectoration. Flax dust is thought to be
even more irritating than cotton, while dust in the woolen and side mills
(animal origin) is considered to be less harmful in its effects.

There are many departments in which processes are conducted which
pose the employees to dust; but the weaving, spinning, carding and

waste rooms illustrate the important unhygienic conditions commonly
associated with this disturbing element. In estimating the effects of
dust upon health, the following considerations, among others are to be
borne in mind:
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Grade of stock used, e.g., qualityl f cotton.
Quantity of dust in a given room

. Whether the dust is constant.
instruction of the roon

System of management.

umber and kinds of other unhygienic influences present
Means of ventilation
Health and susceptibility of the individua

In some weave rooms the air is so filled with minute bits of dust as to
present a hazy or “smoky ” appearance throughout the room, and parts

i with the small particles which have settled
practically free from such dust,ion; while other weave rooms areth

being merely a slight amount of lint or dust of microscopic fine-i

n
■onstant and is greater in amountD m ring-spinning rooms is more
mill, in which a high quality ofveave rooms. In a fine-goodsthar

n is used in a properly constructed and well-regulated room, the
mt of dust present is comparatively unimportant, from the pointa

view of health. On the other hand, in a coarse-goods mill, where
2 stock is used in a low-studded and generally neglected room, the
mt, constancy and character of the dust is such as to suggest the
ability of real danger.r

While in both weave and ring-spinning rooms there are many un-
gienic factors, the principal features of the card room are (1) thea

r ventilation and effective meansif dust and (2) lack of proj
the card room varies greatly bothit. Cotton dust in
nsiderable, owing to the cardingin quality and quantity. It is alw
rial. In some mills it is enorng anc

as a concomitant. The quantitytn amount, with considr

ness of the atmc1 monlv sufficient tcst

ivhich, in a room lacking f menace

In the assorting or waste room “ sweepings ” are picked o'
Efferent grades separated. Here ma be found numerous kin

from the floors of the card andand dirt, including that which com
ing rooms, and, of most impo
i may contain the exciting cau

tance, sputumpmr
he reV f infectiv

piratory trac
nvolves more or less constantas long been known that

to tn a dusty atmoiconf n

Imonary consumptionf nly m
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c

recent years, through the science of bacteriology, has the medical pro-
fession and the public been enlightened as to the specific cause of eon-
sumption, and the methoi ii semination among the susceptible,

ry walk of life, have a far greater
respect to minimizing this source

The people of to-day, therefore, in ev
responsibility thrust upon them with
of danger by the application of all
have to bear in mind, then, in consic
bility of the presence of “ infectious
air of different mill rooms. Persons
always be detected in these rooms,

■easonable sanitary measures. We
ering the dust problem, the possi-
dust” from dried sputum in the
suffering from consumption cannot
and the habit of indiscriminate

spitting involves the possibility of infection.
A. comparison of the important instant or possible unhygienic in-

fluences in the ring-spinning and carding departments, with emphasi
upon the dust in these rooms, is as follows

Ring

1. Considerable dust (constant).
2. “Infectious dust” (dried sputum

Excessive heat (with artificial moisture)
4. Excessive heat (without artificial moisture in some rooms)
5. Lack of provision for a plentiful supply of fresh air.

6. Poor light.
7. Carbon monoxide gas, and excessive amounts of carbon dioxide from

respiration and combustion.
Carding.

1. Dust (abundant and continuous).
2. “Infectious dust” (dried sputum).

Lack of provision for a plentiful supply of fresh air
4. Carbon monoxide gas, and excessive amounts of carbon dioxide from

respiration and combustion

Having considered some of the lars
nee to insufficient light and to the pr

;er workrooms with especial refer-
?sence of dust, together with other
be called to the facts concerningunsanitary influences, attention shouh

the introduction of artificial moisture.
A special study of 80 weave rooms

the so-called steam vapor pot 1 syster
was excessive moisture; in 4 of these,
drosophore or some other modern sv

vas made. In 57 of these rooms
i was found. In 18 rooms there
excessive heat. In 20 rooms the
dem (with or without the vapor

1 By this system moisture is usually added to the air of the rooms bv
iteam jets. Steam thus introduced is known in the trade as “live steairT'^Ti & num^er
>omes visible just after escaping from the pipe, and again disaDoear* .. !r’. Ih ® moisture be-

* a a distance of 2or 3 feet.
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steam) was found, showing that the modern systems are fast gainin
ground. In 9 there was excessive heat, and in no one of these 9 roon
was there any attempt to regulate the temperature; in
were no thermometer

The investigation wed conch ively that scarcely any effort is mad
to ascertain the definite conditionsn the part ot most manufacture

with respect to heat and moistur favorable to weaving, by th
leters. The raising of hunaccurate an

done in a very ur kmanlike n; ner. In 23 of the 80 rooms therear

eters were present theywere no hygrometers; in

were broken; and in a large nnmt r ot rooms one or more hygrome

ters were found to bt unserviceable. In the great majority of instance!
where hygrometers w truments were untrustworthy. Theused the in

t and dry bulb thermometer for determining the atordinary stationary we
mospheric humidity is, according to an authoritative writer on this sub-

11 use, and except in very carefulject, .
“ far from satisfactory for n

hands is absolutely worthless.” M reover, most of the men who have
eglect to keep them in order or failters either rthe

to tak
w corporations, on the other hand,Age ntendents ot a

in order to determine “ whatrave made careful and extensive in
constitutes the best working conditions and what degree of atmospheric

humidity for a given temperature will give the best results,” on the
ground that the inf ;d may be, from a commercial pointnation obtain
of view, of great importance. These men have used the self-registering
hygrometer, or psyehroraeter, and the “ sling hygrometer,” with very
promising results; and one of them states that, “ for quickly and accu-

naming th
iesired for mill useroom, the sling hygn

That heavv or exc
i'

n mills is injurious to the health
those who work in them has been for years the opinion of competent

physicians. On this subject a report of great value was made in 1897
ay a committee appointed by the English government. It was this reporta committee appoir

which made in many respects a new departure in factory legislation
While the amount of moisture allowed in rooms where artificial moisture
was introduced had been under government control since 1889, the order
of 1898 contained important provisions with regard to the character ofant

ntroduced into the rooms, in addition to the provisions for the
regulation of temperature and the exceedingly valuable provision fo:m lor

ventilation
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, with Reference to Location, Venti-
Privacv.

Conditions of Toilet and Wash Room
lation and

In the majority of mills the toile
are beyond criticism, being properly c
with means for adequate ventilation
decent separation of the quarters pr<

it rooms and facilities for washing
■onstrueted and placed and provided

; and due consideration is given to
jvided for each sex. In not a few,

on the other hand, there is imperative need of improvement as regards
structure, location, ventilation and common decency. In a number of
instances these conveniences are situated in corners of workrooms, and
have absolutely no means of ventilation excepting into the workrooms,
the air of which in the immediate vicinity of the closets is noticeably foul,
the degree of pollution depending upon general conditions as to cleanli-
ness and care. In a number of mills the closets for the two sexes were
found to be separated only by partitions, in which, whether of wood or
brick, were many holes of various sizes, some plugged with paper and
others not. In one of the largest establishments, some of the women’s
closets, unprotected by doors, were found to be so placed with reference
to the corridor traversed by both sexes that their chance occupants were
plainly observable.

Conditions as to Means of Egress in Case of Fire.
Generally speaking, the means of egress in case of fire have been found

to be adequate, and in a number of instances most admirable; but in cer-
tain cases the possibility of great loss of life in the event of fire is so
self-evident as to demand special mention, as follows:

A. A four-storied brick building-, 200 by 80 feet. No outside fire escapes
on three sides.

B. Two sixth-story rooms, with no outside fire escapes. Working in one
are 63 persons, including 7 girls under eighteen years, and in the other are 48,
including 4 girls under eighteen years.

C. Mill with five stories and an attic. From the floor of the attic to the
ledges of the windows where the Are escape starts is about 12 feet. An iron
ladder is so arranged that it can be lowered to the floor to permit reaching
the slanting roof, which is about 90 feet from the ground. From the win-
dows a ladder with rounds which nearly touch the roof leads to the edge of
the roof, whence a slanting ladder leads to the ground. In this attic room,
about 90 feet from the ground, are 54 employees, mostly women and girls.

D. Two large, sixth-floor rooms, with window sills 5 feet from the floor.
In one are 23 boys and girls under eighteen, and in the other are 75 em-
ployees, more than half of whom are women. A narrow iron ladder leads
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from the fire-escape window down the slanting slate roof, the ladder resi
on the slates for about 10 feet, and then downward on the side of the
building.

Conditions as to Possibility of Injury throuqh Accider
In a great industry, employing large numbers of persons in a number

ifferent operations which ir
running, complicated machinery, the theoretical possibilities of physical
injury are obviously great; but in practice the actual casualties are rela-

vely small in number and chiefly trivial in character, as will appeaappear on
xamination of the following analysis of the accident cases whi

curred at the second largest establishment in the State, employing 5,800
persons, during a period of almost five years (lacking four weeks). Dur

y the whole of this period the actual number of working da
1.000, or work-

ng week among 5,200 persons, a proportion which, it may be faamoi

population at

I at the Pacific Mi
irly Fire Years, fr1/ P, 1

I

)00 accident cases reported at the Pacific Mills in-
ides many cases of a trivial nature, as is shown by the fact that 99

serious enough to be sent to the hospital, and

Killed outright, 1
Fatally injured.

Seriously injured (broken lit
Slightly injured, 910
Unclassified (suffered nervous shocks, but physically uninjured),

Were sent to the hospital for examinati r treatment
Were not sent because injury was thought too slight by overseer, .

. 99
Refused tc
Went to family physician by preference, 41
Kille

1,000

1,000
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794Spoke or understood the English language,
.

206Did not, or were not fully capable of understanding it

1,000
Actual Causes of Injury.

aught in machinery in operation in ordinary usage, .... 320
Caught in machinery while cleaning contrary to orders, .... 11l
Careless handling of tools or implements of work, 98
Handling machinery, merchandise, etc., in transportation, etc., . . 137
Slipped on floors, etc., and were caught by machinery, etc., ... 61
Injured by trucks or wagons used in the work, 36
Injured by belts, 32
Injured by splinters of wood or iron, 39
Struck by flying shuttles, .........19
Injured while about the elevators, 19
Palls from stagings or elevated platforms, 16
Falls from ladders, 11
Falls down stairs, 11
Falls through trap-doors, ......... 6
Falls on ice, or struck by falling ice, 3
Injured by falling coal, while handling same, or working in coal

pockets, 15
Injured by falling shafting, 1
Burned by steam or hot water, 16
Burned by acids or dyestuffs, 8
Cut by glass, putting hands through windows, etc., .... 10
Injured on railroad work, 17
Accidents caused by horses, ......... 7
Injured by trenches caving in, ....... 2
Struck maliciously by fellow workmen, o
Unclassified,

............10

1,000
Underlying Cause of Injury,

Careless manipulation,
Deliberate carelessness (taking chances of being injured, such as clean

ing machinery while running, etc.), 434
Inattention to surroundings,
Carelessness of fellow workman 51
Unforeseen liability, gQ
Unclassified, g

1,000
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Classification of Injured Employee
Male, 804
Female, 196

1,000

Classification by Ages

Under sixteen years of age,
Sixteen to twenty-one,

Twenty-one to thirty
Thirty to forty,
Forty to fifty,
Fifty to sixty,
Over sixty,
Unknown,

American birth
Canadian,
English and Scot
Irish,

Syrians, Armenian
Russians, Poles, et
German and Scandinavian
Italian, etc., .

Portugi

Under one month,
One to six month.
Under one year,

One to five years,
More than five years.
Not stated,

1 .000
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Place of Employment.

Per Cent, in-
. DmimiATrr About Not about , Hands jured.DEPARTMENT. Machines. Machines. ’ employed.

Total. Per Year.

Cotton Mills.
Carding and roving, general, 10 3 13 74 17.57 3.52
Picker rooms, 23 2 25 22 113.(53 22.73
Card strippers, 21 - 21 37 5(5.75 11.35
Frame tenders 39 - 39 158 | 24.68 4.94

93 5 98 291 33.68 6.74
Weaving, weavers, .... 45 - 45 431 10.44 2.09
Weaving, loom fixers, ... 3 - 3 48 6.25 1.25
Weaving, loom cleaners, ... 7 - 7 23 30.44 6.09
Weaving, general, ....

2 2 4 64 ■ 6.25 1.25
57 2 59 566 10.42 2.08

Ring spinning, 14 2 16 295 5.42 1.08
Mule spinning, 15 2 17 55 30.91 6.18
Spooling and warping, ...

3 - 3 80 3.75 .75
Dressing and web drawing, . . 13 - 13 234 5.55 1.11

195 11 206 1,521 13.54 2.71
Worsted Mills.

Sorting, combing and drawing, .
96 10 106 399 26.50 5.30

Cap spinning, 48 12 60 304 19.74 3.95
Mule spinning, 7 1 8 51 15.69 3.14
Weaving, weavers, .... 80 - 80 794 10.07 i 2.01
Weaving, loom fixers, ... 17 - 17 45 37.78 1 7.56
Weaving, general, .... 15 16 31 98 31.63 ! 6.33

263 39 302 1,691 17.86 3.57
Worsted dyeing and finishing, . 49 15 64 595 10.76 2.15

Print Works.
Shearing and singeing, ... 4 1 5 32 15.63 3.13
Bleaching, scouring, etc., 13 3 16 69 23.19 4.64
Drying or white rooms, ... 8 1 9 77 11.69 2.34
Engraving, 7 2 9 101 8.91 ; 1.78
Printing, 28 6 34 119 28.57 5.71
Color shop, - 1 1 39 2.56 .51
Steaming and ageing, ...

10 - 10 67 14.93 I 2.99
Dyeingand washing, ... 6 4 10 107 9.35 i 1.87
Finishing 9 4 13 109 11.92 I 2.38
Folding 8 4 12 164 7.32 1.46
Packing and shipping, ... 2 10 12 117 10.26 2-05

95 36 131 1,001 13.10 2.62
Repair Shops.

About machines, .... 42 - 42 _

Handling tools, 38 - 38 _

Stagings and ladders, ... - 25 25 _

Others. - 20 20
About engines, 6 - 6
About boilers, - 11 11 _

80 56 14- 250 56. SO 11.36
Ya>;d and stable - 149 149 111 | 134.23 26.85
”axen, ...... - 6 6 22 27.27 5.45

688 312 1)000 5,205 19.21 3.84
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Conditions, Susceptible of Improvement R E
tii

A. Small woolen mill. Walls and ceilings dark and dirty. I
conditions unsatisfactory. Poor ventilation. Mear
inadequat

B. Small woolen mill. Walls and ceilings need whitening. Small va

dows and poor light in low-studded weave arid spinning rooms
trate a simple means of impr

C. Cotton mill, employing 800 persons. Four weave rc
ning rooms are dark, on account of very dirty windows and dingy walls and
ceilings. Walls and floor of a mule-spinning room are exceedingly filthy

Ventilation inadequate in the spinning room, ar
rooms: in the cardmg room there are no mechanical means of ventilation and

removal of dust
D. Cotton mill, 800 employees; 145 employees under twenty-or

age. Age of buildings, thirteen to thirty-four years. Weave rooms, walls
and ceilings need whitening to inand ceilings need whitening to improve the light. King' and mule sj
rooms, ceilings and walls need whitening. Carding rooms, ceilings and walls
need painting or whitewashing. Stairways, walls and windows are dirty and
neglected; no system of scrubbing or cleaning; floors very dirty. Ye:y

poorly ventilated; no n
filled with dust

E. Mill with 350 employees, mostly American born; largest number arei

iding and knit-
ting of linen thread are followed in a third-floor room, 1

About 70
this room, wl poorly lighted and very unattra

past the lower window sashes were said to have been “ painted; ” to-day the
glass presents a worn, dirty, muddy appearance, and keeps out light, which

room needs. (Glass was said to have been painted in order to prevent tt
employees from looking out of the windows.) More gir

ler rooms. The walls and
The slackness, dirt and bad light are unpardonable, and there should be sc

icient means of ventilation in a room witroon

at work. The room below needs improvement along the sar

establishment well illustrates a type of factor ed
conditions in one or more rooms
proved at an entirely reasonal
can be no doubt that such simple changes would affect materially t
of the employee

F. Cotton mill, with 1,400 employees. We
iirty wallrooms and ring-spinning rooms, very

Examples of Various Types of Mills with
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light in four rooms; low ceilings in four -rooms. New treasurer says plans
have been made to reorganize the whole set of mills, and declares that the
present system by which the work is done, as well as the condition of the
workrooms, is wrong; and that clean workrooms, well painted, with new ma-workrooms, well painted, with new ma-
chinery and proper arrangement of departments, are necessary

G. Coarse-goods mill, employing 3,000 persons. Age of buildings, ten
to seventy-five years. Three weave rooms and four mule and ring spinning
rooms, low ceilings, poor light, walls and ceilings dirty. Several carding
rooms, walls and ceilings very unclean; one room greatly neglected. Picker
room dirty, dark and very dusty. Many of the windows very dirty. Many
floors old and oil-soaked; some of the weave room floors nasty in places,
showing accumulated dirt and water condensed from steam vapor pot system.aised from steam vapor pot system.
Stairways need cleaning and whitening. Men, women and children in this
mill are exposed to vitiated air, in addition to insufficient light and lack of
proper cleanliness.

11. Woolen mill, very old. Weave rooms low studded; lighted by gas;
dirty walls and dark ceiling. Mule spinning rooms low studded; lighted by
gas; light would be improved by whitening walls and ceiling and cleanin,
very dirty windows. Warping and spooling room low studded; lighted b;pooling room low studded; lighted by

as; walls and ceiling need cleaning and whitening. Carding rooms, wall
window sills and ceilings badly neglected. Stairways dirty and neglected;
neglected conditions in most of the rooms. Dirty, even nasty, walls, ceilin;
stairways and hallways, apparently
dirt is in layers, and in corners is in 1

neglected for years, as much of the
bunches.”

I. A coarse-goods mill, 150 to 500
Three weave rooms, dingy appearance
and walls. One room, 11-foot ceiling
by the steam from vapor pots. Gener
Basement weave room, 8 feet from fl
whitening.

amployees. Buildings erected 1845-90.
because of lack of whitening ceilings
is very dirty and dusty, made nasty

il lack of cleanliness. Small windows,
tor to timbers; ceiling and walls need

J. Medium-goods cotton mill, empl
in 1814. Two weave rooms, each 36 Ir

tying 200 persons. Original mill built
y 171 feet, 8 feet high; small windows;
ve light; kerosene (glass) lamps hangceiling needs to be whitened to impr<

between looms, suspended by wires fr om ceilings. Mule spinning room, ceil-
'd walls need cleaning and whitening;i; ceiling a

kerosene lamps; kerosene lamps on movable stands near drawing-in frames.

Examples of Mills operated under Commendable Conditions.
A. Mills, erected 1849-92, where colored goods are manufactured. Num-

ber of employees, 1,000. Grade of stock, medium to coarse. General order
and neatness, good. In a carding room one “ sweener ” and onesweeper ” and one “ scrubber ”

are kept at work all the time; in a w av übbers; ” in a
spinning room, one “ scrubber,” etc. These persons scrub and keep clean the
broad alleys and the spare floor; i.e., where there is no machinery The
floors appear to have continuous and thorough scrubbing. The alleys next
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to the walls and windows, which in old mills are found commonly to be dirty
are clean. The window sills, als are kept clean. The water-cl

:1 clean. Nearly all the windows arcrooms and clothes rooms are orderly
,wice a year. The stairwayclean; they are said to be cleaned

many women are seen at wor
are posted: “ Please do not s]

;es, 1,200. Grade of stock, f
iderable care is taken to keep

B. Cotton mill. Numb
General order and neatness (

rooms clean and in order. All rooms in

ably with those of modern fine-good nils, so far as general order and neat

rubbers are kept busy all the time
r

is concerned. Sweepers and
Windows arWeavers do not have to sweep arou:

they are said to be cleaned two or t
and walls greatly improve the light
attractive, rather than barn-like in

1

; times a year. The wh
the rooms, besides mak

re

i

re, rather than barn-like in appearance.
Modern mill, two years old, for manufacturing combed hosiery yar

itock, fine. Height of buildings, threNumber of employees, 500. Grade
stories and basement. All rooms ar feet high, except the basement, which

clean and smooth. The windows are
It

is 12 feet. The walls and ceilings a
12 by 7 feet, with transoms. The siz
The upper story has monitor windo

f the window glass is 12 by 16 inehc
Between the carding machines and

the combing department is a glass partition. Arc lights are in the picker
rding. roving and mule rooms; incandescent lights in the combing depart

1 for regulating moisture in the work-
set towers, including sink rooms, for

ment. Modern humidifiers are installs
rooms. There are separate water-ck
men and for women.

1, 1882, 1889 and 1892, in which the
new are very good. Number of em-

D. Fine-goods mills, erected in If
nditions from a sanitary point of

ployees, 1,000.
ning), 315 by 87 feet, 15 feet high;No. 1 Mill, 1871: Top room (sp:

mipped with gas. Spinning room, 15 by 87 feet, 13 feet high; equipped

14 by 86 feet, 13 feet 8 inches high.i electricity. Upper card rc
feet, 13 feet 8 inches highLower card and weave room, 313 by £

No. 2 Mill, 1882: Carding and spi rooms, about 380 by 87 feet, 1
to 14 feet 8 inches hig

about 285 by 96 feet, 15 feetNo. 3 Mill, 1889: Two weave room
s, about 400 by 120 feet, 16 feet hi
and white (rooms well painted;
ating and ventilating. Regenerated

No. 4 Mill, 1892: Two weave roorr

Nearly all the rooms are light
whitened). Sturtevant system of he
air system introduced, with vapor st am system. Self-registering hygrometer

,ve transoms which open; others arin use. Some win
be tipped back into the rc
it fresh air may be admittc

that the top part of the lower sash
sides being closed in with wood,
upper part of the workrooms.

an I

tha
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Manufacture of Carpet Yarn, Twine, Cordage and Gunny Cloth
d Hemp.FROM JUTI AN

mes in bales, which are openedITraw material in va
i treated according to theirn apart, and the content

ing shaken out, are run throughOrdinary lute and hem
noistened with an emulsion of oilmachines, in which they a

1 rope, gunny bagging and twineand water, preparatory to cardin o

part as a preliminaryare run through machines which pi
ning and carding are proc-to other processes. Opemr

the dust is very irritating to theesses which are exceedingly dusty, an
raighten and twist the fibers alsoair passages. The machines which

give rise to much dust
ted, the largest of whichThree mills devoted to this indi t

ns, including 116 children between300 p.
rly all of whom are girls; and thefourteen and sixteen years of age, nt

500 persons, according to the condi-second in size employs from 200 t
the rooms are fairly or well lightedtions of business. In the former
anical ventilation and open windows,
; the operatives wear thick bunches of

but all of them, in spite of meet
are exceedingly dusty, and many

as a protection. A fairly large proportion offiber over mouth an
their employment, looking pale andthe operatives show the effects o;

sickly.

In the establishment second in size the light is good, and the ventila-
nning rooms are clean, light andtion, apart from dust, is fair. The

well ventilated. The room in which old rope is picked apart is very
■dusty, but it is of good size, and is occupied by but 2 persons. The room

akers has an area of nearly 17,000in which Sisal hemp is fed into br
air is filled with dust.square feet for 40 occupants, but th
ight and well ventilated. In someIn the third place the rooms

parts the air contains considera
ments look well and strong.

in all depart-

Manufacture of Carpets and Ex

The processes followed in the weaving of carpets and rugs are very
similar to, if not identical with, tl the cotton and woolen cloth
industries, but there are certain conditions which are different. . In the
matter of material, for example, there is a wider range, since yarns of
hemp, jute, worsted and cotton are employed. Some of these are bought
in bale form, and others are made on the premises. Thus cotton comes
in rolls, and is carded, twisted and spun into roving; and wool comes in
various forms, and requires different methods of handling. In the sort-
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ing of wool the material is handled on benches with perfora
through which dust and dirt fall to a box beneath. Some of the woi

is “ picked ” by machinery, back of which are small compartn
which the finely picked fibers are blown. The air in the vicinit;
heavily impregnated with dust and flying fiber

nay require it is fed into washing mac
wash it with soap and water, and then into a series of tan!
Finally it is passed to drying machines, in which it is dried 1 ic

h

msiv icn

3ii spindles, and th
ized with a mixtur

prCarpet

The
aand paste, to impart stittness; and some o:

andwithout
wound or dr

mpanied by much dust, andation ot carpet weavin
requires constant attention and keen watching for flaws ar

is woven, it is inspected, shearedin the weaving. After a carpet or ru
irushed. The shearing machines cut off all biic

msiderable dust, much of whichno* create

ng remain suspended in the airai

tories visited employ about 6,000 persons, about 10 per
ages of fourteen and sixteen. The largest

n which poor lightlartments in which poor light, excessive heat.
moisture and dust constitute the objectionable conditions. One largob

well-lighted room, 220 by 120 by 16 feet, and occupied by 33 per-
much fine cotton -dust and fiber in the air that it is with diffi-ias so much tine cotton -dust ane

across it. This dust is very irritating to the nose and
throat

me are overheated and some
im, 285 by 60 by 13 feet.

ng yarns on bobbir

re air is heavy with wool

ith a fan and exh
ing to run tlnever 1

ho operates it has worn a handkerchief over nose and mouth ever since
who oj

The wor
The weaving rooms of the next largest of the 5 factories arc large ar

well lighted, but the air contains a noticeable amount of dust. Most of

the departments of this mill show commendable conditioi
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very small and poorly developed for their age, and are far too poorly
developed to be allowed to work ten hours and twenty minutes for five
days in the week

In many rooms the windows are too far apart, and the light is barelv
sufficient, even in good clear weather. The older weavers complain of
failing eyesight, due to working with poor light

One of the mills of this establishment, although comparatively new,
poorly lighted in the picking, carding, winding, drawing and roving
ioms, but otherwise the conditions are good. In four of the weave

rooms the ventilation is very inadequate, the light is poor and the air
is very dusty

The fourth establishment in order is, in the main, poorly lighted and
inadequately ventilated, and the weave rooms are very dusty. In four
rooms in which yarns are dressed the steam boxes are so loosely con-
structed that much steam escapes, and causes extreme heat and moisture.
About one-tenth of the employees in this establishment look sickly.

The smallest factory of all, one which employs ordinarily 500 persons,
has good light, adequate ventilation and commendable weave rooms. Th
employees appear to be in good health.

Manufacture of Shoddy

Shoddy is made from woolen rags, which come ordinarily to the mill
in the form of bales. The first process, after the bales are opened, is that
of sorting, which is dpne by women, who pick out all cotton rags, silk
mixtures, buttons and other foreign matters. The selected rags are
treated in a large vat with dilute sulphuric acid, which attacks and de-
stroys all cotton fibers which may be present, and then they are removed
from the bath and allowed to drain. Next they are spread on racks over
steam pipes, and dried at a tempe
space, which, before the dried rag
ventilated by opening the window
men who do the work may not be
next washed, and then are picked
a pure wool of short fiber and ve
undyed.

ature of about 100° P. in a confined
are removed each day, is thoroughly
and operating a blower, so that the
exposed to the fumes. The rags are

apart by machinery. The product is
y clean, which is sold either dyed or

Two establishments of this class were examined, one of which is poorly
lighted, inadequately ventilated, dusty and ill-kept ; the other is light,
clean and well ventilated. Some of the women employed appeared to be
in poor physical condition.

In the third many of the children between fourteen and sixteen ar
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i from Cotton and WoolManufacture of Felt Clc

In the manufacture of felt clotl varyom cotton and w
thief ones are ess
wool and wool w

somewhat in different mills, but tt
In the picker room different kinds

a “mixer ” and a “buwith some cotton waste, are put th
ally when cotton wIn this department much dust

rahle extentto a
rding room in the form of “ lapsThe material is brought into t

it heavy wool stock gives rise to less
;r. The loose cloth stock is pressed

The carding room is very dusty, b
dust than cotton and wool togeth

compact sheet. This process is calledtogether in order to make a thick,
through large wooden rolls to behardening and fulling. Then

In the dyehouse the colors used arewashed, and to the hydro extractor
in large wooden vats in hot water.chiefly anilins, which are dissolve'

run over drums until colored. FromThe cloth is introduced and made t
the dvehouse the cloth goes to the drier. In the finishing room the goods
are pressed, rolled and baled.

Six establishments of this class w xamined, and in all of them the
work was found to be conducted in fairly lighted, and, apart from dust,
dequately ventilated buildings. In each there was more or less dust

but the amount was muchn the pickin
Dwer tans

Cigar and Cigarette Makinc
the manufacture of cigarsIn t

n to the stagetert
away

they are next dried again to the desired extent, and are then ready for
must be kept at a certain degree of dampness, in order

kept in covered cans, to pre
When the cigar is rolled, ied and faste

gum tragacanth paste, it is cut at the outer end tc
and is then ready for the drying the cigai

are dried, sorted according to
are firstIn the manufacture of cigarettes tl

1 onseparated from one another, and the different
Fromthe floor n
vatertime tc

theAfter standing several hours
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ad bench totitling machine. After being cut, it is shaken up on
or less tobacco dust is caused

d to the making room in zinc-
it of parchment paper, which,
tube, and then the parchment
trimmed, and the cigarette is

make it “ stringy.” In this process mor
to fly about. The tobacco is then convej

Here it is rolled up in a

into a pawith its content
is withdrawn. Th arc then

ral davs, in order to behere it iready for the drying rooir
brought to the required i is (or moisture). The paper

to which a little wheaten flour
dr n

tctarchtubes are stuck together wit

is added
'ollowsi tedt actorThe number of cigar a iga

n Acton (1), BostonTlcigars, 134; cigarettes, 11
-ett (1), Pall River (1), Fitch-
Lowell (4), Lynn (4), Malden
), Somerville (4), Southbridge
stfield (9) and Worcester (6);

a (10(80), Cambridge (3), ( \ c

burg (5), Hyde Pa (awrenc

(1(1), New Bedford (2), Newburyport
(1), Springfield (1). Waltham (3), We

those employinalland they include establishn
than 5 persons to those will

Z‘nt

eds.tun drmany

ral sanitation, the reports of
good,” and in 18 the general
stinctlv bad. But in this in-

anAs. regards light, ventila

127 establishments are froir
conditions observed were me
dnstry, as a whole, certain
extensively. The spitting hi
apart from the danger to v

ate

ionable practices prevail very
ile, is especially common; and,
h of tire employees is thereby

higl

t

i view of the fact that in theexposed, is particularly to be
processes of manufacture con
fragments, if not gathered v

monly swept up with all tin
sold as fillings for cheap cigi

;co falls to the floor, and theseto

on the premises, are very coin-ai

turn and other matter, and

ng cigars with theA still more objectionab
aid of saliva. This was o

visited. Attention was ca
conditions, made to the L
the following statement:

EIC

n one-third of the places
n industrialto

1905, which containedslat ii ii

The possibility of dissemi:
needs no extended discussion,
certain how long the germs
transmissible in this manner

ating loathsome diseases through this practice
Pei aps it would be tair to say that it is un-
£ certain diseases which might appear to be

may retain their vitality in contact with moist
tobacco, but the idea is sufficiently revolting on aesthetic grounds alone.

In 18 factories the practice of bitim
wrapper with the teeth was also obser

uner
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rt’as much overcrowding, some werIn a number of factories there
ry part, and some extremely hot anvery dusty, son irtv m

foul smelling. A fairly large proj irtion of the employees look pale and
t establishments this proportion wassickly, and in some of the lar

noted as about one-tenth
In about one-tenth of the factor noted asthe water

filthybeing “ unclean,” “ offensive ” or

Chair Manufacturi
visited employs 1.451 persons, theThe largest of the 9 chair facte

smallest employs but 8: the total number of employees in t
lishments is about 2,600

iloyed are run at high speed, and inThe woodworking machines em
neral are well guarded. Th reate much dust and large amounts

them are equipped with exhausof shavings and chips, but many

fans and dust flues which lead to the furnaces. The dust which escapi

nto the air is not especially fine, and, while it settles to a considerable
t appears to cause no great discomfortIK

In the manufacture of chairs from rattan the material is bleached with
Iphur fumes and treated with quicklime and chlorine; but those en-
ged in the several processes assert that, although the work is some-

mpairment of health ther
the shaving machines, which a

rntation and no complaintar
In all of the establishments visited (situated in Gardner and Wake

.eld) the conditions as to light and ventilation were found to be fair or
ments were, with one exception, fairl

ridable; and the employees showed, as a rule, a healthy appearan
In but one did the spitting habit

he pi

ne oi S5.

In the largest of the est rsons were
1.700, thbut in which the r

ars 1899-1905, incl
t-running machinery, was 34; in one year (1901) tl

7. The accidents are due to flying pieces

Whip LM

In the manufacture of
ieavy rawhide. East Inc :or

art, paper, aniln
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in splitting rattan, turning and tapering rattan and wood, give off con-
iderable dust in spite of their equipment with blowers and dust flues;

but the workmen assert that the dust is not especially irritating or trou-
blesome. The machines which plait and those which wind the whips
with paper and thread create no dust

Eight of the 9 factories visited were noted as being fairly well lighted
and ventilated, and equipped with hoods and blowers; and in all the
appearance of the employees as to health was good. In the largest
which employs 200 men and 65 women, there was much spitting on
floors and stairways; in 4, the habit appeared to prevail to some extent
especially in 1 employing about 150 persons, about one-third of whom
are women; in the others no spitting was observed.

In the manufacture of mouldings and frames all the several processes
are accompanied by much dust, or by the fumes of wood alcohol. If the
woodworking machinery is well protected and provided with hoods, by
far the greatest part of the shavings and dust is taken away.

Bronzing is also a dusty process, and those who engage in it uniformly
refuse the use of respirators. In the 4 moulding establishments visited
the woodworking machinery was found to be well equipped with exhaust
ventilation, which conveyed the dust and shavings to the boilers. In 3,
where the operation of bronzing
bronze dust. In 1 the fumes of
moderately strong, and in a third

-S carried on, there was considerable
wood alcohol were very strong, in 1
>nly perceptible.

In the largest of these establishi
smallest one, 2. In the latter the
spondingly little machinery.

rents 60 persons are employed; in the
was very little business, and corre-

Shoe Industry.

Second only to the textile indust as a whole, but of greater commer-
cial importance than either of the chief divisions of the same (cotton and
woolen manufacture) alone, stands the boot and shoe industry. Ac-
cording to the census of 1900, while the value of the textile production
of Massachusetts was $213,000,000, including $110,000,000 for cotton
and $73,500,000 for woolen goods, that of the product of her boot and
shoe factories was no less than $117,000,000. As in the case of textile:
so with boots and shoes, Massachusetts leads all other States, indeed,
she manufactures nearly half the shoes produced in the whole country,

Massachusetts, $117,000,000; all other States combined, $135,000,-
000. The nearest competitor, New York, produces but little more than
one-fifth as much as does Massachusetts.

Manufacture of Mouldings and Frames.

The Boot ani
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In this enormous industry many thousands of persons are employ
in a large number of factories in many cities and towns in all parts
the State; in 3 cities it is the leading industry, and also in a number
towns. In the course of this investigation 373 factories, situated in t
following cities and towns, were visited:•

}yecl

Number
Pl of

Factoriei

Beverb
Boston

Lynr

Marlborough,

New Bedford,
Newburyport,

North Adams,

Brockton
Chelsea,

Eve re

Fitchburg

Haverhill,
Lawrence
Lowell,

Peabod; 1

Pittsfield,

Worcester

The factories visited include man
and most modern establishments in
that even in the smaller and older
and is given to the health and com
best of the largest.

T1

tate. The investigation shows
tablishmer
rt of the

The processes involved in the manufacture of boots and shoes are
numerous and exacting, and som them a
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prevent their full influence, maybe taken t
hives. For a proper understandingise injury to the health of the oper
allowing description of the work ofne of the industry the f

the various departments is present

Guttinq D partmen

first process is that done by theIn the manufacture of shoes the
pecially prepared board, with sharp“ cutters,” who cut the leather, on

knives, and inspect it carefull} letect imperfections, which work calls
for good light

In certain kinds of shoes the material which is to form the “upper ”

is taken to the crimping machine, which stretches and curves the leather
so as to make it more like the “last ” in shape, and later it is cut again.

This work is carried on generally in a large room in conjunction with
a number of related processes, which, according to their nature, call for

t girls. The cutters are men. asthe services of men or bovs, women
;omparatively few in number, oneare also the lining cutters, who are

being able to cut linings for many cutters. The size and case number
are stamped on the linings by women or young men, who may sit while
at work

The reenforcement of parts with cotton cloth is done by machine
attended by boys or girls, who may stand or sit, as they like.

The remnant pieces from the operation of cutting are saved for
“ tongues ” and “ eyelet stays,” which are cut by boys and young men
with dies and mallet. Trimmings for sock linings are cut from sheep-
skins or split sheepskins, known as “ skivers,” by men, who stand at
their work.

The “ tips ” are perforated by machines operated by young men, who
may sit or stand, at will. The edges of the leather are blackened by
boys or young men with a mixture of naphtha and lampblack, only a
small quantity of which is kept in the building, the main supply being
kept elsewhere.

Before going to the stitching department the “ outsides,” linings and
trimmings are “ booked.”

Stitching Departmen
In the stitching department, as in the cutting department men

women, boys and girls are employed. Before the parts of the shoe are
put together the lining is joined together by a stitching machine and
is then trimmed and stitched to the “ outside ” by means of the “ closing-
on ” machine, both of which machines are operated by women. Processes
vary according to the kind of shoe.

The edges of the vamps, quarters, tips, etc., are covered with a cement
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made of rubber and naphtha, which is kept in small bowls on the
benches in front of the employees (women and girls), who naturally are
exposed to the fumes of naphtha arising therefrom. Several grades of
cement are used; the cheaper grades, which give off the more disagreea-
ble fumes, answer all of the requirements of the stitching department,
but for sole-laying and cementing channels they do not give satisfaction.
The cemented parts are allowed to dry, and the edges are then turned
over by pressing machines, which give a finished appearance.

The shoe is put together by stitching the vamp to the quarters. This
is done by both men and women, and is work which demands much care
Several different processes are followed, according to the kind of shoe
the heavier work being done by men. Machines for eyelets are operated
generally by men, but those for buttonholes are run by women.

tinq ” Departmentftathcr and “St

In the sole-leather and stock-fitting departments the stock is “got
out ”by being cut into shape, channelled, etc. This work is done by

men. The resulting soles and the finished uppers now go to the “ mak-
ing” department.

Making Department.
The making department includes several divisions, known as lasting,

heeling and finishing, which in turn include many sub-divisions. The
employees are men and boys, and the work is mainly “ standing ” work.
Only eight of the processes are of any especial sanitary importance,
from the fact that the conditions regarded as essential may affect in-
juriously the health and comfort of the employees. These are:

1. Heel trimming or shaving.
2. Edge trimming.
3. Buffing.
4. Xaumkeaging.
5. Heel scouring.
6. Breast scouring.
7. Polishing.
8. Cleaning upper.
1. Heel Trimming or Shaving. The heel-trimming machine has

two knives, which revolve from 4,000 to 7,000 times per minute; these
remove the rough part of the heel. One of the machines is especially
adapted to the “heel seat,” the knives being so made that they can cut
around this portion of the shoe.

The workman must exercise great care to do the work properly, and
avoid injury to his fingers. He stands in front of the machine, which
is about 4 feet high, and in order to see every portion of the heel he must
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eeause of the swiftly revolving
left hand over the heel and his

:IIC I'W

callositien uiar or ova

aer aspect of the last two joints
of the middle finger of the left

ire said to interfere withhand. G 1
r and tear which they suffer, their
Ihe constant standing is favorable
nown as “ flat foot,” which is not

rapid handling ar
:onstant use is considered expen

to the development of the conditic
uncommon among these workers.

t draft system, designed to draw
ace, which is commonly brought

The machine has a pipe and exhaus
the dust away from the workman’s f
within 7 or 8 inches of the knives.

nployees average about 600 toTli is work is “ piece work,” an
700 pairs per day.

trimming the edges of the
a number of cutters, which
inute. Knives of different

2. Edge Trimming. The machine
sole contains a circular knife, composi
makes several thousand revolutions i

for

■d of
n

shapes are used for different edges
The workman, who sits at his w shaving the sole of one shoe

. corresponding width. This
ierable skill and close atten-
of leather dust, the finest of
at once into a pipe, attached
and carried to the dust-room

after

must shave the edge of that
requires good light, accurate eyesight, consi
tion. The process causes varying amounts
which, in well-equipped factorie
near the cutters, by a strong exhaust d
or to the outside of the bnildin

In the process of buffing, the
oil, composed of paper, cloth
lar to that of sandpapering,
he machine is equipped with
kman’s face, especially if he

■ The distance between the

4. BufHnq. Ndum.keaq h
light in contact wi
rundum, which giv

,1

m
1 used, an

xhaust-draft dustpov

ace and the revolving roll var
Naumkeaqinq or Naumkeag 1 Naumkeag machine

reaches that part of the shank which t
cannot touch, and it scours, brushes ;
rundum for the staining process in t
which arises in this process is very fi

3 buffing machine
ather with corbo-ai

it. The dust
in

•aused by buffing
5 and 6. Heel Scouring, h n, i

wheel is used, covered with carborundum mou
The process gives rise to more or les d arried

mnt than that

wing a felt
cloth.
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down inside the machine by a on draft. B
with a conics jets

machine al;
dust away from t

7. Polishing. Polishing is dor with mg bns

Blacking is apj Atom, wax is put on tl
wheel, and the botton shoe is held against the brush or

wheel, which revolves with great r
consisting of wax, lint and blackin

ditv. Me

8. Cleaning Upper. The last irocess in the making department
iff the last, is that of cleaning theprevious to stamping and pulling
machine. A tank of water connectsupper with the “Webster cleaner

ice of a rapidly revolving bristlebv means of a large wick with tl i
nveys it to the shoe, which is thenbrush, which takes up the water an

which constantly wear off.wiped with a seersucker brush, t
r. The men who do this workcausing much lint du

and the wall near the brush becomesare usually black from head
plastered with black lint

Packing Departm

are conducted, among
andthem “ treeing.” The “ M

“ tree feet,” upon w
tricity or gastree pr

id at their work. Here, also, women sitand operate

f makirat bend

(

Light. In is essen-
naiority of the factories visited then the greatial to good work

In 50 establishments the light-report as to this condition
barely fair, or poor, and in 26 it wa.ing of certain roor

distinctly poor, or even bad.
Good light is especially importar mdwith

Witlin most factories these are wc
does not have to bend so close work, ai ;en

much exposed to the influen
A not uncommon arrangeme ime machines places them so that

ates bend inthey face the light, which in some
work, or raising of the hoods, so
in the amount of escaping dust.

Of the poorly lighted rooms, tl
but containing much fine
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actories visited the ventilation
was found to be poor, or distinctly bad; and in most eases where these
conditions obtained, there was excessive heat. Where the ventilation

nes much worse toward night; and in some eases it is
bad that the employees assert that they are sometimes nauseated ontl

ns in the morning. These are usually long and
ther, the windows are opened, cross-drafts are

stablished. Some foremen say that, while they would be blamed were
to complain that they h taken cold from open windows.

they are not blamed by employees for sickness due to vitiated air and
overheating. Crowding of rooms with machinery and stock facilitates
work by shortening the distances through which the shoes have to travel
in the processes of manufacture; and it is asserted that more cubic space
per capita would involve a considerable addition to the general expense

maintenance.

In 103 factories strong odors of naphtha were observed. In some
stablishments it was said that the odors are so overpowering that the
iris who handle the naphtha cement become nauseated, and suffer from

headache. Some of the naphtha cements cause much more trouble than
others. In 24 factories fumes of wood alcohol were plainly observable,

In a certain number of rooms strong odors of naphtha were noticed.
n addition to wood alcohol fumes. In 74 of the many unventilated

rooms, some of which were overcrowded and overheated, the employe
were exposed to strong fumes of naphtha or of wood alcohol, or of both.
A.s stated elsewhere in this report, wood alcohol fumes are a very real
danger to health, and especially t sight, not infrequently causing total
blindness; but no instances of tr- eble arising therefrom were reported
n the investigation of this indust

In one room, occupied by 110 j rsons, including 10 girls and women.
using naphtha cement, the odor of naphtha was very strong; the air was
otherwise distinctly foul, and tb heat was excessive. In addition, the
light was so poor that at 11 a.m the gas was being burned. In many
other rooms occupied by women and minors there was no attempt to

d and heavy with naphtha fumes. Inventilate, and the air was overheat
one all of the 12 girls engaged in the t cement were noticeably pale.In some factories a patent can i which prevents waste by evap-oration, and hence diminishes the aphtha and wood alcohol.u

It has a spring top, which is pre;
is removed.

wn, and closes when the finger

Of the rooms in which dust is not an important factor (stitchingmenting and cutting), no fewer than 102 were found to 1 i m°’
o a _ )e badlyventilated and 26 to be overcrowded.
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Removal of Bust. The room which large ani

evolved are those in which the operations of heel trimming, edge tr
ming, buffing, naumkeaging, heel scouring, breast scouring, polishin

ier cleaning are conducted. Pc effective removal of this dust,
haust flues attached to the machine
visited, 126 are partially, and a

tv are necessary. Of th

fair proportion of these are wl
with tl is of protection to the workmen; in 88 of tl

nore machines are not so equipped; and in 49 of the 88 the136 c
are rooms in which the air, apart from the escaping dust, is noticea
bad

The numbe nachines with means for efficient or fairly efficientm

1,630; the number either ineffiremoval of dust was found to bi
equipped or devoid of equipment was reported as 2,769

include improper adjustment ofThe n
-nnections, poor draft, smalad
machine with reference to light,mgs, small p ition oi machine with reierence tc

ds in order to see well. It appearsaecessitating the raising of hoods in
ever, that a machine may be fairlv ffective in dust removal with one

nd that, while with some kindskind of work, and faulty with anotl
laterial a well-equipped machine mav give off some dust, with othe

xhaust drafts may create little,naterial a machine wit
Again, in edge trimming much less dust is produced when light and thin-

frequently happens that,
introdu

not originally intended to go, ormachines into places where such w T
nes which worked unobjectionablythat mac

before give off much dust when employed on a different kind of material
Thus it happens that in certain factories, in which there is an evident
intention to have all conditions perfect, a set of machines may be found
whose running is attended by objectionable conditions. It is only fair
to state that in one city (Marlborough) nearly all of the factories ha

nnery, and tha ults are gen-nusually good dust-removing ma
'rally most commendable.

Of 84 of the many unventilated and dusty rooms ref
•ourse of this investigation, 40 were overcrowded, 35 were (

dark and overheadcheated; and 18 were overcrowd
Water-closets. In 135 of the 'actories visited the conditions as to

:ommendable. In most of this num-water-closets were found to be not
to very dirty. In one of the centersber the closets were dark and dirty

built directly in the middle of theof this industry many of the closets are

and leaking pipes are not un-workrooms, and are wholly unlightee
common
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Health of Employees. While in general the health of the employees
n 85 factories a considerable proportion ofappears to be fair

pale and unhealthy in appearan
The Spitting Halit. —ln all but 50 of the 373 factories examined

lifting was noticed to obtain to a greater or lesser extent
report is “much;” in 115 it is “considerable;” in 173 it is

The Noon Hour. In the great majority of factories the time allowed
for the mid-day meal and rest is one hour; in 21 it ranges from 65 to 75
minutes; in 40, from 45 to 55 minutes; in 13 it is but a half hour. In a
large proportion many employees do not leave the premises, but eat in the
workrooms, taking little if any time for change of air. In some, lunch
rooms are provided, where the employees may eat the luncheons which
they have brought with them, or buy according to their desires and
means.

Employment of Minors. In 47 of the 373 factories a considerable
number of the employees look to be about fourteen years of age, and in
14 of them the proportion of minors is large. Many of this class are
noticeably pale and poorly nourished, and show the effects of the un-
hygienic influences to which they are subjected. Many appear to be
about twelve years of age, but have certificates that they are sixteen. If
true, these boys are singularly undeveloped, and, if they are allowed to
continue working in factories, will probably become ptiblic charges at no
late day.

General Condition
Owing to the complex set of facts reported, an accurate comparative

classification of factories, from an hygienic point of view, cannot be
made; but a list of 62 factories was reported on the same basis, as show-
ing absolutely satisfactory hygienic conditions. In 91 the conditions
were unsatisfactory; in 72 they were poor; and in 19 they were distinctly
bad.

Examples of Factories with Moderately or Distinctly Bad Conditions, Sus-
ceptible of Improvement at not Unreasonable Expensi

4. About one-tenth of the employees look unhealthy. In two room*
upied by 45 and v 0 persons, respectively, no attention is given to ventila-

tion, and the air is very bad
B. Room with 40 occupants, overcrowded, overheated, unventilated: much

spitting. Room with 30 occupants, overcrowded and unventilated. Room
with 70 occupants, overheated, unventilated, and smelling of naphtha.

In an overheated, somewhat crowded room, 35 girls and women are
osed to strong fumes of naphtha and of wood alcohol. In another room,
upied by 60 persons, there is excessive heat, and no provision for ventila-

Much spitting on floors.
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years of age. Twelve girls are exposed to fumes of naphtha and wood
Twenty-six men exposed to much dust. Ventilation in general very poor.

E. Five rooms, overcrowded, dark, dirty, unventilated and dusty, oceu
pied by 312 persons. Much spitting. Water-closets dark and filthy, causin
stench in workrooms

F. Employees include 8 children who are apparently below fourteen years
of age. Two rooms, occupied respectively by 50 and 80 persons, overcrowded,
unventilated, and one of which is so dark that gas is burned all day. Water-
closets dark and dirty.

G. From 5 to 10 per cent, of the employees look sickly, most of them
polishers, scourers, edge trimmers, and girls in the stitching rooms. Room
with 100 occupants, overcrowded, overheated and unventilated. Three rooms
with no ventilation; two overcrowded, and one so dark that gaslights are
required at 2 p.m. on a bright, sunny day. Water-closets dark and dirty.

H. About 10 per cent, of the employees appear to be in poor physical
overcrowded, overheated, unventilated

upants, dark, dusty, and with foul air.
ts, respectively, dark and poorly ven-
>vercrowded, overheated, badly lighted.

condition. Room with 75 occupants
and badly lighted. Room with 50 oc
Two rooms with 20 and 12 oceupa:
tilated. Room with 100 occupants,
Water-closets dark and dirty.

I. About one-fifth of the employees are below twenty-one years of age,
and not a few between fourteen and sixteen years. Room occupied by 130
persons, overcrowded and badly ventilated. Twelve scouring and buffing
machines facing the light have covers removed, so that the dust escapes into
the room and flies into the faces of the operatives. Room occupied by 159
persons, chiefly women and girls, overheated and unventilated. Much spitting
on floors.

About 10 per cent, of the employees in the stitching and making rooms
look unhealthy. Room with 110 occupants, dark, gaslights burning at 11 a.m.,
crowded, overheated, unventilated, with strong odor of naphtha. Room with
50 occupants, 6 of whom are boys about fourteen years of age, very dusty
and badly lighted. Three basement rooms, so badly lighted that gas is re-

quired all day, and badly ventilated. Water-closets dark, very dirty and
unventilated.

K. Fully one-tenth of the employees are noticeably pale and in poor
physical condition. Room with 140 occupants, poorly lighted, much over-
crowded, overheated, unventilated, and with strong odor of naphtha. Water-
closets dark and dirty.

L. At least one-half of the employees look pale and in poor condition.
Rooms dark, dirty, unventilated. Water-closets dark and dirty.

M. About one-tenth of the employees seem to be in poor health. Several
weak-looking boys exposed to strong odors of wood alcohol. Room with GO
occupants, crowded with stock, air bad, and strong odor of naphtha in various
parts. Room with 75 occupants, overcrowded, overheated, unventilated.
Room with 50 occupants, crowded with stock and machinery, air foul and
dusty. Nearly all of the water-closets dark and dirty.

D. Among the employees are a number who appear -to be under f
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N. Throughout the building the air is poor. The system of indirect steam
heating is in use, and the air is drawn from the workrooms and heated and
sent back again constantly. The only intake for fresh air is in the basement,
where drainage from the sole-leather department causes disagreeable odors.
Water-closets are dark and dirty. About one in ten of the employees appears
to be in poor health.

0. Room with 50 occupants, several under eighteen years of age, very
hot and air very foul. Much spitting on the floor. Some of the machines
give off a great deal of fine dust. More than half of the cubic space in this
room is taken up by stock and machinery. Room with 130 occupants, so
crowded with people, stock and machinery that locomotion is difficult. No
ventilation is attempted, and the air is foul. The room is overheated. There
is much spitting. Ten girls at work with rubber cement, and the odor of the
naphtha adds to the discomfort. In all the rooms of this factory there is
excessive heat, and the air is foul. The water-closets are dark and dirty.

P. The windows are opened a short time before 7 o’clock a.m., but remain
closed for the rest of the day, owing to fear of drafts. The room is crowded
and the air is bad, and there is considerable trouble from dirt sifting down
through the cracks in the floor above. Two other rooms, with 60 and 65
occupants, respectively, are crowded, overheated, dirty and unventilated, and
there is much spitting on the floor. The water-closets are dark and dirty, in
spite of an assessment paid to keep them clean. They are in poor repair
there is leakage from upper floors into the closets and sinks on the lower
floors.

Q. A number of the employees in the stitching department are noticeably
pale. In one room in another department, poorly lighted, overheated and
unveutilated, the exhaust pipes have been removed from six of the polishing
machines, and a large amount of dust and dirt is thrown into the air. In
different parts of the building are machines provided with exhaust drafts,
which do not bring about the desired result. Parts of each floor are crowded,
dark and dirty, and there is much spitting. The water-closets are dark and
dirty.

E. Room occupied by 150 persons, who depend upon one sink, 12 by 24
inches, and one faucet, for drinking and washing facilities. There is a dark,
dirty and wet water-closet, 2% by 5 feet, in centre of the room, with two doors,
Another room, occupied by 90 persons, is poorly lighted, overcrowded over-
heated and not \entilated. The basement is dark and wet, and the men work-
ing there look unhealthy. The factory as a whole is dark and dirty, and

ral conditions are bad. In a r building a large proportion of the
iw sixteen years of age. Room with
'iipants, both crowded and unventi-

employees are minors, 17 of whom are
195 occupants, and another with 140
lated, and one overheated and poorly li hte

;ed to much fine dust; 20 men exposedS. Room with 120 occupants, expo
to strong fumes of naphtha and wood
pale, but all of them have become ae<
with 120 occupants, overheated and

alcohol. Some of them are noticeably
nstomed to the smell. Anothe, ‘

I Haled. Muc the
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floor. Some of the women and about one-half of the minors of both
look pale and poorly nourished. Basement room, with 30 men, boys and girls.

■d to strong odor of naphtha, and theypoorly lighted. The girls are expo;
pants unventilated and overheated,are noticeably pale. Boom with 28i

in which a dozen girls are exposed t an unusually strong smell of naphtha;
hey say they have become used to it.and, though they are noticeably pal

itting. Some of the rooms are poorlyFloors are dirty, and there is much
■tv, and some are darlighted. The water-closets are very di

T. An unusually large proportion f boys and girls, many of whom
cheated, dark, and in need of ventila-seem to be in poor health. Boon

ioi-s. Water-closets dark and dirtytion. Boys exposed to strong napht
U. Among the employees are 3 apparently about twelve years

in the employ of the menage, who are said by the propriei
of the rooms. Several rooms ar rv dirty, overcrowded, overheated and
dark. The water-closets are dark a

V. Unusual number of children, apparently fourteen years of age or less;
or 4 boys appear to be about twelve; all have certificates, however, stating

their age to be sixteen. They are hired and paid by the workmen in various
departments. If the statements in the certificates are true, the boy
abnormally small and undeveloped, and ought not to be employed

W. About 15 per cent, of the employees look poorly. The pay roll car
ries the names of 80 children under sixteen; the total number of minorsname

about 250. Boom with nearly 200 occupants, overcrowded, unventilated; 20
f the occupants are under eighteen, and 6 or 8 appear to be under fourtt

Other rooms, with from 55 to 150 occupants, some of them children appa
rentlv under fourteen, overcrowded, badly lighted, poorly ventilated. Tin

;eneral condition of the place as to light and ventilation is poor. Many
3 nearly all very dirtyme da

X. A large number of minors, and a large proportion of the employee;
3 to be between fourteen and sixteen year

of age, but fully one-third appear to be less than fourteen. If they are overv
iloped and badly nourishe

that continued employment in a factory would seem to be most undesirable.
In two rooms the exhaust pipes attached to the machinery are absolutelj

t, and the air is foul wit
Y. Large number of children from fourteen to sixteen, and many

n poor condition. Booms occupied by from 40 to 160 per
the odare overcrowded

in some the dust is excessive. In one, with 40

from. Half of th
■um

lust and lint
men. All of tlespecially about t

and 3 boys aged a
■Z. Bar
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occupants, crowded with stock and machinery; all windows closed, and air
very foul. Room with 130 occupants, 16 of whom are girls, 7 being under
eighteen years of age; room is rather crowded; the windows are closed, and
the air smells of rubber cement. Room with 260 occupants, who are exposed
to considerable dust and strong naphtha fumes; about one-third of the space
is occupied by stock and machinery;
consequence the air is very bad. The
pay $2 a week from a benefit fund i
morning outside of working hours,
cementing at tables in the middle of t
naphtha; ventilation much neglected.

11 of the windows are closed, and in
e light is poor. The men on this floor
to have the windows opened night and

Room with 200 occupants; 30 girls
the room are exposed to strong odor of

of very Recent nor of unusually Expen-
Satisfactory Conditions.

Examples of Shoe Factories, neither
iive Construction, with

A. A good wooden factory, with well-lighted and fairly well-ventilated
rooms. Cutting room on the top floor clean and well lighted; stitching room
fairly well ventilated, and not very crowded. On the second floor, the making
rooms, in which the processes of edge trimming and bottom filling (with rub-
ber cement) are conducted, are less crowded and better ventilated than usual.
The edge-trimming machines are equipped with an efficient exhaust draft.
On the first floor the scouring and brushing machines are equipped with an
exhaust draft, which carries off the dust very well. In the basement, which
is well lighted, is a scouring machine with an effective exhaust draft. The
water-closets in this establishment are
Employees appear to be in good health.

clean. All machinery well guarded.

B. An old brick factory, with unu
The stitching room, situated on the top
lighted, and with ample cubic space per

ually clean and well-lighted rooms,

floor of the building, is clean, well
capita. The edge-trimming machines

in the making room are provided with a strong exhaust draft, but with
openings too far from the cutters for an excellent result, although the piping
is in good order. The scouring and buffing machines are equipped with fans
which work very well. All machinery is well protected. The employees look
healthy.

C. A good wooden factory, all four stories of which are clean, well
lighted, and with ample air space per capita. A dust-collecting system is
installed, which is amply sufficient to remove practically all dust from the
machines. Both light and ventilation in the stitching and cutting departments
are helped by a monitor-top roof with windows which can be opened. The
cement used here has no very strong odor of naphtha. The water-closets are
well lighted and clean. All machinery is -well protected. The employees ap-
pear healthy.

Manufacture of Derby and Felt Hats
In the manufacture of derby and felt hats the essential material is

fur, and that used for the best product is from the cony and allied
species. This comes to the factory clipped from the skin and treated
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with cyanide of mercury. The different kinds of fur are mixed together
in large covered machines, in which the coarse hair is separated from the
soft, downy fur, which latter is taken to the felt machine. This consists
of a revolving copper cone, perforated with numerous small holes through
which the air is drawn, by suction apparatus. The cone is enclosed in a
barrel-like covering, open at the toj
removal of the felt as made. The
part of the enclosure, and they are
by the air currents going thereto.

which has a door in the side for the
fine hairs are blown into the upper
attracted toward the perforated cone

hey are then deposited in a thin
layer on the outside of the cone, and when the deposit has gone on to a
sufficient extent a cloth wrong out in hot water is applied, and the cone
and its covering are removed and plunged into hot water for a short
time, the heat and moisture causing the individual hairs to become more
intimately matted; then the conical layer is pulled off and sent to the
shrinking room.

The newly made felts are rolled mro small rolls, and thrown between
two rollers which revolve in a trough of hot water. These are deeply
grooved in a spiral manner, and are from one and one-half to two inches
apart. Because of their spiral construction they alternately squeeze and
relax the felt, now squeezing out the water, now permitting the taking
up of more. As the water is nearly boiling, the room in which this work
is done is naturally hot and damp. The hot water causes the felt to
shrink, and in bringing this about the cyanide of mercury with which
the fur was originally treated is of assistance.

It is said that some of the men are affected by the mercury compound
when they come in contact with it in handling the wet felt. The lesions
produced are commonly a few bright red papules, occurring in groups
of three or four, or singly, upon the backs of the fingers and hands;
these papules itch intensely. Pustules also occur. After a varying length
of time, usually short, especially if the lesions are covered with collodion,
they disappear, but they may recur. Some men are so susceptible to the
effects of the mercury that they are obliged to discontinue their work.

The felts are sometimes shrunk by hand, in which case they are dipped
into a trough of boiling water, and the water is wrung out by rolling
with a wooden roller. The table at which this work is done slopes away
from the workman toward the trough, so that the workman does not
necessarily get wet.

The rough felt cone after being shrunk is smoothed off with a machine
knife, containing a set of revolving blades which work against a fixed
knife, like an ordinary lawn mower. The fluff given off is drawn away
by a suction blower pipe, but considerable dust gets into the atmosphere,
in spite of all precautions. The cone is then treated with a solution of
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shellac in wood alcohol, and the excess is wrung out. Then it is placed
in a drying oven, and the alcohol is dried out of the felt, condensed and
recovered. In some of the establishments visited, the fumes of wood
alcohol in this department were markedly strong; and the workmen
stated that they are frequently troubled with headaches, vertigo, smart-
ing and burning of the eyes and impairment of vision, and that few
can remain at this work longer than three or four months at a time.

There are several other processes, including hardening, sizing, dyeing,
pouncing and finishing, which follow; but none of them has any essen-
tially dangerous characteristic excepting that of “pouncing,” which
consists in smoothing off the rough hairs from the hat rim and other
parts, and gives off a great deal of very fine dust.

Of the 4 felt hat factories visited, the largest employs about 350 per-
ms, in a fairly well-lighted and properly ventilated building. The

lower story of the building is far wetter than is necessarv or desirable
but it must be said that the persons employed there are largely to blame,
partly on account of ignorance, and partly on account of indifference.
The water-closets are uncleanly, but this also appears to be the fault of
the employees. A large dressing-room is provided, but it is built without
regard to ventilation, has few windows, and is offensive to the sense of
smell. In each of the sizing rooms there is much steam in the air, in
spite of six 6-horse-power exhaust fans. In the finishing department
the windows are kept closed, but ventilation is secured by means of tw

room there is considerable dust, inlarge exhaust fans. In the pouncin
spite of the blowers.

The next largest establishment
and thoroughly ventilated buildin
hot and damp, but the 10 occupi

iloys 200 persons, in a well-lighted
The shrinking room is necessarily

are very lightly clad, and before
plete change in their clothing. In

u

leaving the building they make a
the shellac room the fumes of hoi were noted as strong, in
spite of eight open windows and r ntilati

istablishments the conditions were not
served in the larger ones with respect

In the two smaller remaining es
materially different from those obsi
to the wood alcohol and “pouncing
lighted and adequately ventilated.
In one of them the rooms were not
be desired.

lust. Both establishments are well
le employees appear to be healthy
:pt in as neat a condition as could

ELLULOID

In the year 1174, or shortly thereafter, the horn industry had its be
ginning, in Massachusetts, in the kitchen of the house of Obadiah Hill;
of Leominster, in which town there are now no fewer than 29 establish
ments, which give employment to nearly 1,900 persons, in the manufac

Hoax and (
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nbs and hairpins of horn and celluloid. Three other concerns
2 in Newburyport and 1 in Northborough, give employment to upwar

Until the late 70’s the product of the Leominster factorie
was horn and combs, and then hairpins began to be manufactured
we

naker obtained his supply of horns and “ got
Dut ” the stock in his factory; but now the stock i Donght all pressed.
and one establishment in the town makes a business of sawing, spreading
and pressing the horns for those who make the combs and pin

The pressed horn is first soaked in hot water for two or three days,

after which it is shaved and split. The next process is known as “ polk
ing,” which includes “ blanking ” and “ centering.” Briefly stated, a

r the production offiat piece of horn, little larger than is necesst
placed under the polking machine, which cuts out the pinstwo pir

and leaves the blank and center pieces. Such a machine is known as a

As the stock is helddouble cutter; a single cutter cuts out but one pin.
n and cuts it, thereby the employee while the machine knife com
through inattentionis 'Some danger of losing a portion of the finger tips

or lack of can
re rounding or “ edging ” machine, which

rable horn dust,rounds the edges, and in so doing gives rise to cor
jlpwers. A double-
oth the outside and

mo;

rounder machine is so constructed that it roun
inside of the pin; that is, it rounds off all four

Next, the pins are pointed with a pointing machine. The dust from
dies about the operator’s face more freely than that fromti-

t. of the factort

nnect these machines with exhaust blowers, From the pointing ma-
bines the pins are conveyed to the “ tumblers,” which are square boxechine

lined with spruce, and containing fine pumice stone and water. In t

cut into small pieces by means of a long-bladed knife, similar to that
used in cutting paper, and the work is known as “slashing.” T 1
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comb. The next process is “ polking,” in which portions of what is to be
the back of the comb are removed. For plain work, dies or cutters are
used; and a curved cutting-edge die is stamped through the material,
removing the blank or waste pieces, and leaving the comb of the desired
shape and design. Some fancy-shaped metal plates are also cut; but, as
they are expensive and likely to br
in making fancy openwork backs,
sired, another thickness of celluloid

sak, jig saws are generally employed
When a heavy-backed comb is de-

is cemented on.

.chine which bevels the edges. The
, through the center of which is an

The comb is next taken to a m
beveler consists of a flat steel plate
opening for a small “ wing burr,” which is placed up through the open-
ing to the height desired. The steel burr, or beveler, makes many revolu-
tions per minute, and on coming in contact with the celluloid gives rise
to considerable dust. The dust is, however, coarse and heavy, and most
of it flies away from the operator’s face. When the burr is put through
the opening in such a way as to be mainly on the upper part of the steel
plate, and is revolving rapidly, there is a chance of injury to the op-
erator’s fingers while holding the comb. For protection against this acci-
dent, an ingenious brass collar or “sleeve” has been devised, and is used
by some of the workmen.

Circular saws then shape the bottom of the teeth to conform with the
bottom of the back of the comb, the teeth having been cut straight in the
first process of cutting. The saws are called “ bottoming saws,” and are
generally guarded. A glass front, through which the employee watches
his work, protects his face, and especially his eyes, against the chips of
celluloid, which are thrown off with considerable force. The dust is

fficient blowercoarse, and most of it is removed by

’ the teeth by sand wheels or steel
swiftly that a very strong exhaust
lust. Workmen state that the dust

The next operation is “ pointin
burrs, and the latter go around s
draft does not take away all of th
which flies toward the face occa
cinders in this respect; but that it
heavy. The sand wheel makes, pe
and more or less matted together,
comfort of the workman. Good bh
companies wherever blowers may h

lonally strikes the eyes, acting like
not inhaled, since the particles are
,ps, a finer dust; but this is moist

and interferes little if any with the
wer systems are required by insurance
3 used to advantage. Dust and shav-iwers may

m the floor and elsewhere, on accountings are not allowed t
af danger of fire, celluloid being extremely inflammable.

The bac le combs are next engraved or carved by hand or ma-
chine. The teeth are then “ graded ” by a machine which rounds the

iges of the teeth. The sides or ends of the combs are then smoothed
on “ending” machines or by hand.
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All the processes so far mentioned are “bench work,” and the em-
ployees are men and boys, mostly men.

The combs are now brought to the n, which may be arubbing r
separate room or a place partitioned off in one of the workrooms. A
typical “ rub room ” is a long, narrow room, about 40 by 8y2 feet and 8
feet high, with a row of windows on le outer long side, and a
from 15 to 80 small stalls on the other. Each workman stands facin
a stall, with his back toward a window, wearing an undershirt, old over-

ier with short sleeves, old shoes and a hat. In the stall in
n a trough mixture oi silted coal a

•ver which is a rapidly revolving 'oth, or cloth and brush, ball. He
hole reel, for the purpose of “ rubbingmb against the revolving v
down ” the surface so that th letter take the finishing proc

With the ball making from 1,200 to 1,400 revolutions a min
the workman becomes covered with a very fine spray of wet ash dust
and the picture of 15 or 80 men in ar from in-
viting. The room itse with ash mud, the window panes am

d the employees are sprinkled with it from head to footi

The odor of camphor, whicl is brought out

the nil
rents, whicl

themselves are undesirable, from a sanitary point of view, as work

In spite of this fact and of the conditions which obtain, it must be said
that the maiority of employees state of their own accord that they do nonot

mnd the work; that manv men have done the wor

lion ; that
s,

r are glad

he
On the othc

w

noting, while other
have layers of tamp rrpetin

more readily in between the The a loot in ctiam-
iting which hasseveral in

h
mt, but the tnmn

ming the halls is very dust
in a sma

pose
more do n
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polished on rapic revolving balls made of new cott ton

loth, with th and lard oil. This process gives r.ves risef rotten stone
but circular pieces of pasteboard orto more or less lint and mineral dust
Is to keep the dust from the opera-wooden discs are placed over the whe

tives, and none appears to fly directly into their faces. The balls make
from 600 to 700 revolutions a minute, and give a high polish to th nbs

he combs, which is done by bothThe next process is “bending
Steam tables or “heaters ” arexes, but mainly by women and gir

provided for the work. These are covered with asbestos, on which the
employees put blocks or “ forms ” of the kind desired, containing the
combs, which are bent and caused to retain the shape which the particular
blocks or “ moulds ” give them. This is bench work of a not disagreeable

kind, although the rooms become considerably heated, and t
winter weather toward night becomes especially dry and foul. In some
factories the combs are bent, or shaj fore being pc

The final process is polishing with a revolving chamois ba
irried out largely by gir women

tones and other ornament
A quick and cheap process, which originated within recen

obviating much of the hand polishing, is that of using the “ acid dip,”
which gives a brilliant luster, making a comb which is much in demand
at the present time. The “ dip ” consists of gla
haps other constituents, the identity of which could not be ascertained.
Generally separate rooms are devoted to the use of this dip, and hoods
with glass fronts protect the workmen, usually men and boys, from the
strongest fume

One unaccustomed to the fumes finds them very irritating to the
eyes and somewhat irritating to the nose and throat on entering the
room. While th
jurious to health, the work is confined to a small room, and t
by prolonged exposure to the sickening odor, which, if the windows ar
closed, is strong, mav suffer impairment of general he? ter-

ligestioiference with the normal appetite anc
Avoidance of using the “ acid dip str-

and it is noticeable that at least tw of the best and olde
'd of handwork, wide

holdr
entirely, or mainly, to the old met now
produces far better combs. The dip was introduced to save manual
labor, and the result is a cheap grade of product and a process whichrac

gives rise to possible injurious effects to the employees engaged therein
The employees are generally men an ys, but in some shops they are
women. Usually but two or three employees work in one of these room

In the horn and celluloid industry the tendency is to have the work of
soaking stock and rubbing or polishing with ashes work which in-
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volves moisture and dust in the atmosphere of the room done in the
basement; whereas these procc n

light, large, airy rooms, preferab
The “tumbling ” room, when

haps, in th
pumice stone and wat

month the pins, is usually in the basement. If the basement is light
and well planned, it is a good pla<
is dark, and far from being plea

this work; but usually the room
ant to work in. It is true that em

plovees do not star long at a time in m

ment is to have them in a well-ligl ted place, properly ventilated, with
mt floor and a catch-basin conn icted with the sewer, to
High cleanin

A. large number, if not most, of the “rubbing rooms,” in wh
arpet in basementas

which, if not damp, are unpleasant to wor rich areworn in

An improvemer
alth and comfortreasonably practicable, as efficient pr

the operatives as is provided in th
ablishment the rubbing room is a

test establishments. In one such
ight, pleasant room on the second

floor; and, in addition to manv larg vindows, there is a ventilator pipe
large and without partitions, and15 inches in diameter. The room

all conditions, from a sanitary point A v
An excellent feature in this sh
isions and partitions, with one

) is the very large rooms without
xception, viz., a suitable room for
a room well ventilated and lighted.ng off the rub or “buff” ball

The emplo ■spirators when at work
In the construction of new buildin 'or the manufacture of celluloid

lore attention should be giv i to fire precautions, so that narrow
and dark stairways, poorly lighted prners, long, winding corridors, etc.,
may be avoided. Rooms should be light, well ventilated and plain, with-
out sharp corners and out-of-the-way nooks, so they can be easily swept,
and the collection of celluloid dust and shavings be avoided.and shavings bo avoii

Following is a description of a model establishment, situated in the
town of Leominster, and employin from 100 to 150 person

New brick building, finely located, or high ground. Best “ rubbing room
in Leominster (carpet buff balls and al ashes); is on second floor, and not
in a damp basement, as many are. In addition to many large windows, there
is a ventilating pipe 15 inches in diami iter. Room 36 by 136 feet; no parti-

tions. Blowers are provided for the “pointing” machines, not for the
rounding machines; this considered unnecessary, as the horn dust is moist,
and flies about but little. No acid dip is used in this factory. Only high-
grade work done here, by polishing on cotton ba

Basement room is same size as others, is pie :1 has cement floor
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It has a catch-basin, and the pipe therefrom takes the waste water to sewer.
Pumice stone and water on the floor from the tumbling boxes are washed
into the catch-basin, which is cleaned out three times in two weeks. The
basin prevents the entrance of ashes into the sewer. The room for turning
off rubbing and polishing balls is 8 by 16 feet, with cement floor and three
large windows. The occupant wears a sponge as a respirator. Fine airy
boiler and engine room, 20 by 40 feet, of brick, on first floor, separated from

large, opening outside.main building; has two doors, one very
sprinklers; two lines of hose on each
with water on each floor; fire extin-

Fire precautions: thermostat system;
floor of building; twelve fire pails filled
guishers on first and third floors.

50 feet, entirely separate from mainSmall wooden storage building, 20 by
establishment. Waste room in same buildings. Toilet rooms in first-class
order. No spitting allowed.

Brush Makinc
In the manufacture of brushes, hogs’ bristles and vegetable fiber are

used. The bristles, when not bought already prepared, are in a very
unclean condition, and require to be boiled several hours, dried in steam
driers and bleached. They are then “ dressed ”or combed by machinery,
and mixed. When unboiled bristles are combed, considerable irritating
dust is given off. In the process of setting into handles in the manu-
facture of varnish, paint and kalsomine brushes, a cement consisting of
wood alcohol and shellac is employed; but for shaving brushes a cement

this is kept fluid by means of electric
provided with hoods which communi-

of rosin and linseed oil is used, and
or non-luminous gas-flame heaters,
cate with flues.

aston, Lowell and Springfield wereThe 7 brush factories visited in
found to be adequately lighted and
The machinery was well guarded,
be beyond criticism, and the health
or good. The great majority of ei

. fairly well or excellently ventilated.
The general conditions were found to

i of the employees appeared to be fair
mployees in this industry are women

and in one of the factorie several hundred are constantly atand
work

Pearl Be n MakixTt

In the manufacture of pearl buttor
surgical trephines cut disks out of i
dust. Much dust arises also in the s
and polishing; but it is light, and is
blowers. Polishing by the wet proces

s, machines with cutters resembling
shells, with evolution of much fine

rai processes of drilling, turning
etuafly carried away by exhaust
unattended by dust.

Two pearl-button factories visited
whatever. Light, ventilation and gt
ported as good.

showed no objectionable conditions
ueral health of employees were re-
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The Paper Industry

The manufacture of paper is one of the leading industries of Mass,
husetts. In fact, while according to the census of 1900, under the head

of “ Paper and Wood Pulp,” Massachusetts is second only to New York,
in the manufacture of paper (apart from wood pulp) this State leads
all others. In the course of this investigation 80 paper mills, situated
chiefly in the western half of the State, almost one-third of them being
in the city of Holyoke, were visited

The materials from which paper is made include rags, burlap, old
paper and wood pulp. Rags are derived chiefly from foreign eountri
from which they are imported in bales compressed by hydraulic pow
These are opened at the mill, and the contents are put into a closed, box
like structure, known as a “beater ” or “ thrasher,” containing a la
.wooden roller with iron “ fingers,” which revolves several hundred times
per minute. This separates the rags and shakes them thoroughly, giving
rise to much dust, which falls between the long strips of iron grating

;onstructed receptacle, which maybeneath the roller into a specially
an exhaust fan and dust pipe. Dur-leaned out by hand or by means

ng this process more or less dust commonly escapes into the room, and
reat, partly because of the veryin some mstanc

dirty character of the rags handled. From facts gathered with referenc
to this process in 80 establishments it appears that, with the usual grade
of stock, no matter what kind of “ duster ” or “ thrasher ” is used, and

pipes, some dust will escape. Withi spite of exhaust fans and d
irk very well, while with low-gradehigh-grade stock certain dusters w
atisfactory. Some very high-gradestock the results are far fro

lan stock gives off little if any di i
ashers is collected and baled. ThisIn some mills the dust from the t
men who perform it are providedwork is exceedingly dusty, ar

ar less reluctance thanwith respira
upplied in other dusty trad
gs are conveyed by hand or

is shown by those to whom they a
From the duster or thrasher th

y are sorted on tables with box-lia chute to the sorting room, where t
netting, through which dust andtops provided with bottoms of wir

fine particles escape t
rk atTwo persons (men or womer
throwing aside all buttons, wthe rags, cutting off anpickir

bones, rubber, buckles, woolen and silk materials, and ot
substances which should be

women assert that they can work better and fasterprefer, but son
standing. Caps or cloths are worn, to protect the hair from dust
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The air of some sorting r

res are situated in an adioinmgrarely happens, the dustmg mac
room with mor

itter, which cuts themThe rags go next to the ra
ass to another whicham len

lines give rise to much dust, themf

k used, the type of machine s,t

ape of dusnt the

arried by a conveyor belt to themateria

Akettle room, where it
volving boiler, known

is room contains a very large re-
y,” capable of holding four tons orrown as a rag rot ar

to which is added a certain amountr the rag

a while, and when they areit under steam

thoroughly “ cooked,” the boile theacedI

then they are shovellfloor, is opened, and the rags fa 10X

nd carried to the “ washer

This has- a false bottom, which is rai when the cooking has proeeedec
sufficiently far, lifting the stock and rmitting the water to drain back.

In the washing machine the rags are treated with large volumes of
lean water, which enters at one end continuously. The stock is guided
iy a paddle roll around the periphery of the tub to the farther end,

where a “washing drum ” lifts th irtv water out through a pipe con-
necting with the sewer.

When the stock is washed sufficient
hlorinated lime (“ chloride of lime

v it is next bleached bv means of
mixed with water in a large

tank. Then it goes to the “ drainer,’ which is a large brick vault with
a floor of perforated tiles, the perf ations being of sufficient size to
permit the liquor to drain through an leave the paper stock. When th
latter is sufficiently dry it is shovelle- out and put into a beater, with
perhaps some wood pulp. This machine contains a large roll, bearing
knives running on a bed plate, between which and the roll the stock
travels while undergoing comminution.

From the beater the stock is emptied into a large tank, known as the
:£ machine chest,” where it is thoroughly mixed, diluted and stored, and
from which it passes as needed to the paper-making machine.

Old paper is received at a paper mill in the form of bales which are
opened by men and sorted by women and girls. It is conveyed to the
‘ duster ” on an endless belt, and in this machine it is freed from dust
and torn into pieces by means of revolving wooden rolls, bearing iron
pins. The pieces of paper are sorted over like rags, but are not put
through the choppers, passing from the dusters to an open cooking tub
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From the box of the paper-making machine t
with water, is run on to “screens,” which cor

ich wide. Thewith openings one-hnndredth of an
the ■ paper stock in the form

i remove more water, ther
binders, from which it i

drawn through by snction. leavin
sheet, which passes through rolls wl
“press rolls” and then to drying

lich wind it in rollcalendars which smooth it, reeler w

which cut it to the desired widt
There are various other pn followed in

ires of special hygien
and to air saturated '

paper, but none of them has any f ?cltl

xcept

Frc
opening of the bales of ra
steps involve exposure to varying quantities of dust, the greatest amoim

being given off in the earliest operation

how constructed, how carefully enclosed, how well provided wit
and dust flues, a certain amount of dust is inevitable in the
the thrashers and choppers are ir
unusually clean materials are being handled. If the machines are
looselv sheathed or a
vices, the amount given off mav be considerable to enormous, according

to material. Unless the most dusty rooms are tightly partitioned off
from other less dustv ones, as, for example
ing room, the amount

mills visited the airbe augmented. In a number of tl
id with dust and lintdepartment was observed to be filled

The character of the dust brought in with rags varies considc
their many different places of origiwould naturallv be surmised fr

at first tlSome of the employees statt
throat ut

mfort. In somethat onlv an occas
observed that the dust was far rr ore irritating than that met with nr

hose in which burlap
i of one color mav be

others; especially is this true of
men assert that the dust from rag

from the same kind of cloth di Son

1 banare sickening in their effects, even
Of the thrashing rooms visitec

machines were exceptionally good nd w

,t; somewhat more, equipped with tlwere being handled, showed no du
same grade of machines and w m

ainder showed considershowed but little dust; and the rer
About 11 per cent, of the sorting r ii
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were not very dusty and the balance showed considerable to much. Of
utting rooms, about I per cent, showed little or none and the re-

a number of establishments sortingmainder considerable to much. In
ited. mechanically ventilated roomnducted in large, airy, well-lig

lines have been installed, and theyrese cutting mac
; dust. Indeed, in the matter of separation of thensic

the duster and cutter machines arenils vary; in som
thev are in the same roomn separate rooms, in some

aiority of the mills visite portion of the employees are ex-
lust and lint; and in most of thisn excessive quantity of dirt

not a few who are pale and sicklythe persons so exposed show
aranc

ars of age were noted as being19 mills girls under eighteen
ms which were very dustyin no great numbers, in
is actually made there is no dust,the department where the paj

mperature is sometimes excessive, and the air saturated with
The latter condition is not only promotive of discomfort, but

e paper to damage through condensation and dropping, where-
must ventilation is commonly resorted t
iaper industry, being one which exposes its followers to every

nd dirt which can be carried in rags, is naturally looked
rany as a dangerous trade. It is unfortunate that it is impossi-
tatistics available to determine in what relation this industry

stands to others of the dusty occupations. The death certificates of the
Holyoke, the center of the business in this State, were examined;

ut they proved to be too indefinite for use, since the terms “paper
worker ” and “ mill hand ” are commonly applied to all employees,

ier engaged in the dusty or non-dusty processes. Comparing, how-
pneumonia and bronchitis duringleath rates from tuberculo;

ith those of the State at large, it1901. 1902. 1903 and 190
Holvoke rate were under rather than over the

Emery and Corundum
Corundum is an extremely bar xide of aluminum, used for polish-

ing; emery is a very hard, granular varietjr of corundum, containing a
small amount of magnetite or hematite. Ground to powder, these sub-

nces are used for polishing, grinding or abrading stone, metal, gla
he crushing and grindin which is conducted in ma-e pr

re or less completely en i, considerable very fine dust is
;iven off, in spite of efforts bas<
rations of economy. The dust

argely, it must be said, upon consid
uliarly irritating, causing burning

and smarting in the nose and throat in the case of those not habituated
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to its inhalation. After sifting and grading according to finenes
product is stored in appropriate compartments, from which it is tal
needed, with evolution of dust.

Wheels and stones of various shapes and sizes are made froi
ground material mixed with one or more cohesive substances, whi

ithers. The operation of mixing
5 with clay, after suitable moistc

elude clay, glue, shellac and certain i
attended by much dust. The mixtur
ing and molding, is fired in kilns, anc
much harder than those made with
are more elastic and less likely to bre

the resulting stones and wheels ;
glue, shellac, etc., but the lat

ak. The wheels in the rou
are set up and revolved rapidly and cut down to proper size and sme
ness with a steel tool, and in this operation great clouds of du
given off in all directions. Some of this work is done by the wet m
which reduces dust production to a minimum. The completed wl
are finally tested in a metallic compartment, where they are run at ar
exceedingly high rate of speed; and those which pass the test v
breaking are considered safe, since they are never again subjected
same strain in any work in which they may be used

: the dustiest, and the dust be
justly be classed among the tn

This line of industry, being on
of a particularly irritating kind, n

health; but, as is the caswhich are intrinsically dangerous t
yed can be incother dusty occupations, few tvea

5 establishments visited, em
inal workman was observed a

respirators. In the largest of th
more than 300 men, only an

the 5 the ventilation, apart fromthis means of protection. In
m ventilatingdust, was noted as fair, and in

'actory. In all the light was notedin use in the dustiest parts of the
rich was notedgood or fair, with the except

ventilated. This one
2 men do all the work, anc

In the largest factory li
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■onnected, a great deal of fine dustfan, to which the pipes ar
st are urged to wear respirators,in the air. Those exposed to thi

n spite of their refusal, all of thebut they prefer not to do so; and
lod health. The lighting and ven-80 or 90 employees appear to be in

rated as only fair.

Stone Cutting

tly classed as one of the dangerousne-cutting industry is ]u

at strength, for the hammers arelowers
considerable force, and good workersnd the blows are struck witha\

do not involve the use of hammers,work fast. In the processes which
very laborious, and is not suited toline tools, the work is

poor physique.
and the workmen are, therefore, ex-It is preeminently a dusty trade.

to the danger of inhaling nonabsorbable and irritating particlesposed
;yes from flying chips are also verylineral matter. Accidents to tl

serious than those due to fragmentsm. but they are generally 1ciomm

from the tools employed
granite is regarded as more injuri-f the various kinds of stone dustOf

least of all; but different granitesmarble, and soapstone the
lis particular, some yieldin much finer dust than others, on

textur

nines from the surfacing machines,The greatest amount of dust
air. The tool is either a largewhich are operated with compre

presents four smaller separate faces,
ade of thin, chisel-like blades bolted

hammer or an instrument which
Sometimes a bushing hammer uu

;t dust of all.used: this creates the fine
tools rarely wear masks, but manyThe men who operate the surfacin

and spit, in the belief that the practice serves to protect
fleets of the dust to which they are exposed. Some pro-

lemselves from flying chips by means of wire screens placed about
tie wear wire masks and some wear glasses. Bv a union

surfacing is done in tin in the yardi

While the operation of smoothing one by the wet procen

ng of the tools v the pasty material which would
ith the application of

ivhieh prevents the evolution f granite andwatt

ito slabs is conducted ordinarily by the wet process, and is there
'ore unattended by dust; but soapstone sawing and cutting for mints is
frequently done dry, and with the evolution of much fine dust. Turningv

and is dutes is conducted in the wet wayn lat

■eneral, the granite-cutting b nos." is conducted in laro’e, open
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beds, some of which have roofs wl an

ien yards the workmen are exposed to
those who operate the pneumatic tools. Work on marble and soapsto:
is, however, conducted in doors in the few establishments four

tween theutters consumption ' i rv common aa;s

ifty; and itages ot tort w

those who indulge in alcoholic bev-employed that it is the careless am

he city of Quincy among stone cutOf 343 deaths which occurred in
n years, no fewer than 142 (41.4 pera period ot about sixte

nt.) to otherue to pulmonary tucent w

art, 24 (712
uses. Ex-per cent.) to apc

ue to tuberculosis was 44.5. Thesedents, the percentage
w even more strikingl than those quoted in the report sub-

haracter of this occupation. Therein
statist

itted two years ago the dangerou

0,000 deaths among stone cutters, tuber
however, thataid

the average age at death of the victims of the disease in this in
Quincy recor

s to be borne in mind that the calling is one which is not open to

incapacitate

n which phvsica

\s stateeMilton, 5 in Milford, 68 in Quincy an

sv

nhalation. which a
itions. Ur
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Glass Cutting and Polishinc

Operations which cause glass dust in the air are recognized as especially
dangerous to health, such dust being quite as irritating as steel dust,

if not more so. This being the case, glass cutting and polishing are con-
ducted with a minimum of danger in the wet way.

In cutting, the pattern is marked out with red lead or with graphite,
and'then the object is held against a rapidly revolving steel wheel upon

are dropped continuously, or upon a
When the pattern has been cut out,

which fine quartz sand and water
wheel of fine emery and corundum
the glass is plunged into hydrofine
the exhaust pipe of a steam-pro}

acid in lead tanks, connected withic

lelled blower. This smooths the cut
surfaces, but acts on the uncut parts to such an extent as to make polish-
ing necessary. This is done with pumice or rotten stone and water or
oil on revolving brushes, and putty powder or rouge and wax on wooden
wheels. The use of oil or water serves to prevent dust, and the employ-
ment of wooden shields protects the worker from being spattered with
the mixture of water or oil and glass powder and other materials thrown
off in the process.

For successful work good light is very necessary, and in this respect all
sof the establishments visited were found to be beyond criticism. The
conditions as to ventilation and toilet arrangements were found to be
equally commendable.

All cutting and polishing is done by the wet method, and in no in-
tance was. any dust perceptible.
In 2 of the establishments in which glass blowing also is carried on

the employees are necessarily exposed to high temperatures and to the
ible danger which resides in the use of blowpipes, which are int

duced indiscriminately into the blowers’ mouths. Otherwise, no obj
lonable features were not
The number of persons employed in the several factories ranged from

about 30 to several hundred. As a class, they appear to be of a rather
high order of intelligence and to enjoy good health.

Manufacture of Optical Lens
In tl

manufactv

with the aid t, as t

wet pro
wheels, .

ands, clothes, ar
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spite of hoods and exhaust fans. In the larger a laundry is maintained
for supplying the operatives with clean overalls.

In both establishments the light and ventilation are good and the
sanitary arrangements are satisfactory, and in both the operatives appear

to be in good health.

In the manufacture of machinery and metal supplies there are several
operations which involve exposure to dust fumes, vapors or extreme heat.
These include making castings, cleaning and smoothing, grinding and
polishing, and scaling.

Casting. In casting iron and brass the workmen are exposed to ex-
treme heat; and in the case of brass to heavy fumes, which are evolved
as soon as the molten metal begins to be poured into the moulds.

Cleaning and smoothing Castings. Castings are cleaned and
smoothed in various ways; by means of emery wheels and revolving wire
brushes, by being rotated in “ tumblers ” or “rattlers,” by chipping with
pneumatic chisels and by means of a sand blast.

The use of emery wheels and revolving wire brushes gives rise to much
dust, and, if the wheels are not equipped with hoods and fans, the air
becomes thick with it. Some operatives wear glasses to' protect their
eyes from the escaping dust.

In the use of the sand blast the operative wears a canvas hood and
mask resembling a diver’s helmet, and is supplied with air through a
small pipe which enters at the top. Booms where this work is done are
filled with flying sand and dust, the greater part of which, in some estab-
lishments, falls between the iron pipes, of which the floor is constructed,
to the rooms below.

When castings are smoothed by being rotated in “ tumblers ” or
“rattlers,” unless these are tightly built or equipped with hoods and
blowers, much dust and dirt are given off.

Scaling. —ln the removal of scales castings are wet with dilute
sulphuric acid. The fumes arising in this process and while the castings
are draining are very distinctly irritating to the nose and throat. Small
castings may be dipped into a tank set ii
wet by having the acid thrown over them on the floor, which latter is so

id to drain back into the tanconstructed as to permit the excess of acid to drain back into the tank.
fM/nAinn and Pnlishina. —ln these nrocesses the amount of dustGrinding and Polishing. —ln these pri

which arises varies according to the kind of work and provisions ma
for dust removal. Light polishing on emery wheels equipped with good
hoods and adequate exhaust ventilation gives rise to but little dust
while heavy grinding on large emery wheels may create a great deal, in

Manufacture of Machinery, Machine Parts and Metal Supplii
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pite of the best of hoods and most powerful of blowers. Automata
grinding machines, completely enclosed and well equipped with hood

and blowers, expose the workmen to little or no dust
Enormous amounts of fine steel and emery dust are given off in the

grinding of “ tops and flats ” (surfaces, either curved or flat, covered
with stiff steel wires like a brush), unless the emery cylinders used ar
adequately equipped with exhaust ventilating appliance

While the nature of some of the pr messes is such as to warrant classi-
tous trades, the conditions underfication of this industry with the dan£

which the work is done are very lar ;ely responsible for the injurious
effects on the health of the employees
siderable extent avoidable or at least

and these conditions are to a eon-
usceptible of improvement.

Factori visited.
The 24 establishments included under this heading are divided as to

the character of their products as follow

Cotton machinery (Hopedale, Lowell, Whitinsville, Taunton and Fall
River),

Tanners’ machinery (Peabody), ......... 2
Paper machinery (Fitchburg and Worcester),

...... 3
Shoe machinery (Beverly),

.......... 1
Drilling machinery (New Bedford), ........ 1
Confectioners’ machinery (Springfield), 1
Sewing machines (Orange), 1
Rivets, screws, bolts, nails, tacks (Quincy and Worcester), . . . .3
Valves and hydrants (Boston and Holyoke), 2
Miscellaneous (Boston, Canton, Taunton and Worcester), . . . .4

The number of persons employed in these factories ranges between
12,500 and 15,000, and of this number more than half are engaged in
making cotton machinery.

Light and Ventilation. In these 24 establishments the light varied
in the different departments from good to moderately or distinctly bad.
but in none was it found to be generally poor or bad.

With two exceptions, the ventilation of rooms other than those in
which processes are conducted which give off dust or fumes was found
to be at least fair. In one there was no provision for fresh air, and the
air was distinctly foul; in the other the air introduced was the heated
already foul air of another department

In the departments in which ventilation and good light are most
necessary, namely, those in which dust and fumes are given off one or
the other was found commonly to be lacking. Adequate ventilation and
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suitable devices to promote the removal of v 83

far in removing this industry from the cate
gerons to health

Following are bjectior
hmentcotton machmei

Casting Brass. In one instance the or
fui way of the doors and win ws, t ntilation.

Tumblinq C the tumblers are provider
with blowers and good exhaust draft, and err actically no dust
while others n ust, to which 70

nnditions here a
in marked contrast to those obtaining in e er establishment, where

ieqnately ventilated bythe tumblers are of very tight constructk
fans, and productive of no dust what

Grinding and Polishing. In one rooi wheels and grind-
tones are in use, the latter provided wit! iron hoods which cover

them almost completely; but the en icing quite unprotected,
r. occupied by 70 work-

w

to be exceedingly dusty. In anot
were equipped with
have now, however,

len, there are 25 emery wheels which forme
hoods and large-sized exhaust pipes, most of w

dusty, and about onn removed. The air of the room is exceedim
tenth of the occupants look pale and sickly

Grinding “ Tops” and “ Flats.’’ In c ace the emery cylinders
I and emery dust in thewith hoods; the amount of
sickly, and all complainair is very great. All of the men look pale and

the irritation of the air passag
carried on in a badlyDipping Castings. In one place this wort

its appear to be in badlighted basement room, and all of the 7 occup;

physical condition
)orly lighted room, inCleaning and smoothing Casting. n

which 12 emery wheels are without any sort of ust-removing apparatus
whatever, 25 men are engaged in the dirty, du work ot snagging

or “ chippin
w objectionable con-The 2 tanning machinery factories show

and ventilated, and the employeesditions. Both are fairly well light

look healthy. The brass foundry of one is low studded, and lacks suitable
means for the escape of smoke and fumes; but the tumblers are of ver
tight construction, and are situated out of door

In one a few emery wheels are unprovided with hoods and blowe:
The 3 paper machinery factories visited are well lighted, and in gen-

eral at least fairly well ventilated. The employees look healthy. In one
factory the type of tumbler used is such as to merit especial mention,
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and effective dust-removal apparatus,
above the average in all respects, but
1. The brass foundry of one of the

because of its generous proportions
The machine shop departments are
the brass foundry is not ventilate
others is reasonably well ventilate but the fumes which come off in

mds during casting are very troublesome and do not pass readily away.
In the other factories of this class the conditions observed were mainly

commendable. Those which were found to be objectionable include the
following:

Brat C astir,

A. A very large amount of coal gas gains access to the casting room,
owing to defective draft. This is very troublesome to the men working near
the furnaces.

B. The air of the brass foundry is heavy with fumes, especially in winter,
no mechanical ventilation being installed. The 8 men at work assert that they
have occasional attacks of poisoning (“brass founders’ ague”), which they
treat by remaining at home and “ sweating it out of the system.”

Cleaning Casti
1. Tumbling castings in a poorly lighted, unventilated room, the air of

which is filled with dust and plumbago from the castings. The 8 men present
are black with this dirt

B. Room, with 6 occupants, so thickly filled with dust and dirt that even
the four or five gaslights (the sole means of lighting) cannot be distinguished
across the room, and a man cannot be made out at a distance of four feet.
The dust and dirt come from ten loosely constructed tumblers. Means of
ventilation: a few small openings in the roof, two small windows and a door.
In the same establishment, a room with 40 occupants is very badly lighted,
and, in spite of blowers and dust flues, is filled with emery and other dust.
Also, an attic room, occupied by 9 men, is badly lighted, foul and exceed-
ingly dusty, in spite of hoods and blowers. Chipping and snagging is done
in an exceedingly dusty, badly lighted room, in which there are 12 emery
wheels without hoods or blowers,

Dipping Castings.
In one establishment the castings are dipped in a small, badly lighted, un

ventilated room, the air of which is exceedingly disagreeable from
tion of the fumes.

4 Model Establishment.
Following is a partial description of a model establishment in which are

employed many hundreds of men: The comfort of the employees is carefully
looked after. The rooms are light, and not crowded. Lunch rooms are pro-
vided, and food can be purchased at reasonable prices, or it can be brought
in, as desired. A series of bath rooms is provided for men, and another for
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women. The toilet rooms are large, clean, light and properly ventilated. The
iron foundry is very high; it is light, and amply ventilated through the roof.

vided with hoods and blowers whichThe tumblers and emery wheels are pr
are effective, and there is practically no dust. The rooms in which castings
are dipped are properly ventilated, and all fumes are effectively removed.
All of the machinery is well protected

FounIron and St

Of 14 iron and steel foundries in which castings of all sorts are made,
tuated in Boston, Chelsea, Dighton, Fitchburg, Greenfield, Lawrence,

New Bedford, Orange, Springfield and Worcest
conditions as to light, ventilation and dust removal. One showed

mendahle conditions throughout. This establishment employs 250
iersons, in well-lighted, adequately ventilated and practically dust-fret

rooms, and is engaged in the manufacture of elevators. Another, in
which 150 mer ted. a

adequately ventilated building, has
are sand-blasted, which is so heavil

the castings
impregnated with flying sand that

tis impossible to see across the room even in bright sunlight. The sand
■ets into the mouth, nose and eves, and the employees suiter con;nouth, nose and eyes, and the emp

from soreness of the last-mentioned organs. In another, in which about
1,50*

pemngs in the roof, a
ast

nd the sand-blast is played on them, the
•e inserts to protect the eyes, and

cloths underneath the helmets to protect the nose ar

Stove Fo xdrii

Of the 9 stove foundries visited, in Chelsea, Fitchburg, Gardner, H
Watertown and We

cone
employs about 1,200 men, in well-lighted and adequately ventilatedm

The
nt floor. I

he men, unmindful of the protection providedmen

red w
casting roon

fumes and vapors are rapidly removed. The iron-casting department
occupied by 300 men, is very large and of good height, and is very effi-

art from dust
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ciently ventilated. A large wash room, with cement floor, lockers, hot
and cold running water and numerous shower baths, contributes greatly
to the promotion of personal hygiene and comfort of the employees.

Among the other establishments of this class, 4 are poorly lighted in
most departments, the tumbler rooms and polishing departments are ex-
ceedingly dusty, and most of the emery wheels are unprovided with hoods
and mechanical exhaust ventilation. Another employs 275 men, in low-
studded, poorly lighted, tinventilated buildings, in which there is no
attempt to remove the dust arising from the processes of polishing and
buffing by hoods and exhaust ventilation. In the tumbling room the
dust is so thick that objects a few feet distant cannot clearly be made
out. Many men refuse to work in this establishment in the hot montl
on account of the excessive heat and general discomfort.

Brass and Iron Foundries
Six establishments of this class, situated in Fall River, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Newburyport, Pittsfield and Woburn, were visited, and in 3 of
them the work of cleaning castings by scratching and tumbling was
found to be done in small, poorly lighted and ill-ventilated rooms. In 2
the brass-casting departments were found to be unprovided with roof
ventilation, and the rooms were heavy with fumes; but in 2 others the
light and ventilation were most commendable, and in 1 of these there is
good roof ventilation, and the furnaces in which the composition is
melted have special flues and exhaust fans for the removal of smoke
and fume

Brass Foundri
With few exceptions, the conditions as to light, ventilation and pro-

tection from dust observed in the 35 brass foundries visited, in Boston,
Fitchburg, Williamsburg, Holyoke, Lawrence, Lowell, New Bedford,
Orange, Peabod}"', Salem, Springfield, Westborough, Westfield and
Worcester, were very satisfactory. In one establishment 5 men were
found to be exposed to very irritating fumes, which escaped slowly by
the windows; in another 30 men were similarly exposed in a room of fair
size, but with no means of ventilation; in several others a smaller number
of men were at work in rooms with no outlets for fumes.

The Cutlery and Tool Industry.

From a sanitary point of view, the one important part of this industry
is the reduction of the surface of the article in process of manufacture
from the roughness of the original casting to the smoothness and bril-
liancy so necessary and desirable in the finished product. This involves
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successive treatment by wet grinding, dry grinding on emery and corun-
dum wheels, and polishing with rouge on buffing wheels. Bach of these
processes, even that of wet grinding on large, coarse and finer stones
causes to be cast into the air lar
very fine particles of steel and of

amounts of fine dust, n
the abrasive substance. In establish-

merits properly equipped and com
danger of this dust to a minimui

provision is. ma
means of hoods connected with a

In spite of the prit exhaust fans or blowe

protect their health, a very lar portion ot grinders, recklessly remov
the hoods, and thus expose them ves unnecessarily to this especially
dangerous form of dtist. They assert hat they prefer freedom of move

ded by hoods.ment, with dust, to the protection affi
Concerning the dangerous nature c this calling there is no dispute.

angerous of trades, the prevailingIt is notoriously one of the most
rculosis, which among this class isdisease among its followers bein

Tinders’ rot.” The emplknown as “ grinders’ asthma ” and
readily admit that grinding and polis ring are dangerous, but they do not
agree as to which of the two i nore dangeroi

ng-lived; indeed, the nature of the
and a person entering upon it inwork is nc

nany years. Whatever the age attnlikefy to toliow

nd health who has followed it awhich the trade is taken up, a mar
few years is an acknowledged rar

n
A. study of the death return

the city of Northampton, which n

preted in onlywnicn can

if deatlone way. During this period tuber
in is indicated byin no less than 54.5 per cent, of tl

;cn-“ grinder ” or “polisher,” and ir

shers ” and “ cutlers ” returnsTaken together,
ble forhow that, during th

n in the preliminaryAs
n North-report on this industry, the t

tire adult male population.that tor the entire acini
col-making establishmc

ampton is tour
and tr

These are wi uated in the western

ate. The j
ing about 250,an a half-dozen to one err

he ventilation wain genera

fective, while inobserved in many room
as adequate

Of 3 establishments engaged in inn
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were found to be well lighted and properly ventilated, and the wheels
equipped with efficient hoods and blowers. In a basement room of the
other were found 4 large emery wheels not provided with blowers, and
the air was very dusty.

Of 2 engaged in making saws and machine and belt knives, 1 has
effective blower ventilating apparatus, and is only slightly dusty; the
other is not so equipped, and the men are much exposed to dust.

Bight small shops devoted to saw filing and cutlery grinding presented
no objectionable features.

Two razor factories showed objectionable conditions. In one is a room
containing between 20 and 30 emery wheels without'blowers, and the air
was full of emery and steel dust. The other occupies a large, new build-
ing, which is well lighted excepting in the basement, where 40 girls are
employed; and adequately ventilated excepting in two buffing and polish-
ing rooms, in which 19 men and 4 boys are exposed to considerable dust.

Of the remaining cutlery establishments of various sizes, 5 are prop-
erly lighted and adequately ventilated, and present no objectionable
features. In 4, which employ respectively 62, 66, 37 and 250, hoods are
provided; but the employees remove them, in order to see better and to
have more freedom of movement, and the grinding and polishing depart-
ments are consequently very dusty. In the largest of these the hoods are
removed in spite of orders to the contrary, and the 36 occupants evince
no interest in this danger to their health. In other departments of this
same factory there is much dust, in spite of efforts, on the part of the
proprietors to reduce its amount.

Pour establishments, one small and unusually clean and well kept,
one employing 89 men, another employing 27 and the fourth employing
11, have no hoods over the emery wheels, and this is their only objec-
tionable feature. They are naturally dustv.

In all of the factories of this class the machinery was found to be
ffectively guarded, and the water-closets to be in at least fairly clean

condition.
Of this industry it may fairly be said that, even where employers

how a commendable inclination to safeguard the health of their work-
men, a large proportion of the latter show a reckless disregard of their
own interests.

Manufacture of Agricultural Tools and Implements.

In the tool and agricultural implement industry the processes fol-
lowed in making the metallic parts are essentially the same as in the
manufacture of machinery and machine parts; but in addition to these
are several which enter into the making of handles of hard wood. A
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wood called “coca-bola ” is conside rably used, and its dust is peculiarly
pungent and irritating, causing cor a and not infrequently troublesom
dermatitis. Some persons suffer rom coryza for a week or tw m
then become accustomed to the du it; but others never acquire

munity, and are obliged to discontinue work in this department. Wood
alcohol varnishes are commonly used on the handles, and
characteristic fumes.

Twelve factories, situated in Athol, Boston, Fitchburg-, G-reenf
Holyoke, Easton, Montague and Worcester, and employing approx
mately 1,000 men, were found to be generally well lighted, and, apart

from dust, fairly well or adequately ventilated. In each factory the
employees, with few exceptions, and these in the departments where th
dust is most abundant, appeared strong and healthy. Not one factory
presented even moderately bad general conditions, and in 3 the eondi
tions were found to be sanitarily ideal, the rooms being well lighted and
thoroughly ventilated, the polishing and bulling wheels provided wit!
efficient hoods and blowers, and the acid dipping rooms with hoods and
good exhaust ventilation.

Manufacture of ycles, ETC

Seven establishments, devoted t the manufacture of firearms, bicycles
3, Fitchburg, Springfield and Worces-
ight and ventilation were found to be

and skates, were visited, in (

ter. In the maiority of these t
in certain departn

t in the air was founnt 1wooden parts is carried on, the ar

be excessive. In one of the fa tiona
observed are the exposure of 16 ig in a room 40n,

to large amount
men in tl to the fumes ot burnm

isiderable wood dust, butcharcoal. In another not onl
three
fans, so that there was emery anc

In one establishment, in which the light and ventilation are poor andir

in which the grinding and polishing rooms are so dark as to require tl
use

removed by means of mechanical ventilation; but in the buffing roomsn
there was much rouge and other dust in the air, in spite of the hooc
and blower

In another establishment the hoods and exhaust fans w
not wholly efficient in removing black walnut dust, nor in preventing tl
escape into the air of emery and steel dus

In one establishment, of considerable size, everv condition
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was found to be worthy of commendation. The light and ventilation are
The hnfhng wheels are well equipped with hoods and blowers,

nd they give off practically no dust or lint. There are the best of
rodern washing facilities, toilet arrangements and clothes lockers.

Galvanizing Iron
in a vat of weak acid

removes scales and prevents oxida-
of immersion of the pickled iron

sulphuric), which(hvdrochlori

ing the next process, tha
is the two metals come in contact.molten zinc. As soon
intly cause considerable discomfort,iven off, and frequ

use fumes which arise from throw-
; and during the withdrawal of the

which is greatly augmented by the d<
ing sal ammoniac into the zinc befor

ime, especially those with bron-lese fumes are so irritating t
scontinue the workchial troubles, that they are ob tc

hted in Boston, 1 was found to be
)ut the other 2 presented no objec-
;ing so effective that the fumes are
at rapidity. The workmen in all 3,
id health, and asserted that, beyond

Of 3 galvanizing establishments vi
poorly ventilated and badly lightec
tionable conditions, the ventilation
drawn oft through air shafts with r

about 60 in all, appeared to enjoy
sneezing and coughing at times, they suffer no inconvenience or dis-
comfort.

Cloth MakingWire and Wiri
nt of a wire-drawing establishmentIn the open-hearth steel dep; in'

the men are exposed to extreme heat, and heat exhaustion is said to be
the commonest accident in summer. The work of pouring the molten
steel is necessarily in charge of men of a high order of intelligence,
capable of determining when a furnace is “ready to pour.” The steel

ng bars of much smaller width and
tected as much as possible from the
•vater is kept trickling.

ingots when ready are rolled into ]
thickness, and the workmen are pr,s, and the workmen are prot

metallic screens over which w
considerable lime dust gets into the
event it from rusting. This depart-
point of view of accidents, the most

In the operation of wire drawin

air, lime being put on the wire to
ment is interesting mainly from tl:
frequent of which are the result i
the wire and drum in drawing fn
accidents, such as fracture of the

getting the fingers caught between
the block; but other more serious

nes of the leg, punctured wounds
m

f the breast and other parts, sometimes occur. These are caused in
some cases through inexperience in the work, and in some by careless-
ness; but in the majority of cases they are not due to lack of ordinary
care on the part of the injured, nor to negligence on the part of any
•other person.

n
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Ifter the wire is hardened by ing run into crude oil
de the tempering furnthrough kettles of molten lead in

then finished and wound for shipn

dense blue fumes arise, and envel re men whose work it

and tend them. Occasional ca ad poisoning occur in this depart
ment. In one establishment, on
shows the characteristic blue line

mployee ot five year
anc

in the same room, has a histanother, ot fourteen years experienc

of “wrist-drop ” and other ming. Efficient
mechanical ventilation is most n arv in this work, but it is r
always provided

In annealing and pickling, hot, ver weak sulphuric acid contained in
•metimes covered with hoods, some-large vats is used. These vats a

times no
Sulpha ring the wire, and is emp.

ras followed the workdifferent strengths. One man. w
wentv years, asserts that he is inpartment in one rmien

therwise; and a greenish lineappearanc

f chronic
poisonmg

passed first through comIn the operation of galvanizing, tl w

i, then int it

zinc. The fumially thrc

ant ar an

nd fencing, wire is first rolled onIn makin nett in

and drums to form the warp and then the weaving is done on

assmg trom the rolls
ng subjected to the

ine in

through
action ot a blower; then passing upward throug

it is dried by steam heat, and finally descending on another side to hi

avator

nk re

are dark and dirty in tl
ms and water-closets of

water nor soap
In pleasing coi

nc

ig contrast are the wast

if) men. All arporation, which employs about 20 ntilatc

clean and light. The closets are
the sinks are provided with rnnnin
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Manufacture of Insulated Wire
In the manufacture of insulated wire, the wire covered with rubber

is placed in metallic containers with powdered chalk, which is used to
prevent the coils from adhering to each other. The containers are made
to revolve by hand power on ball-bearing tables, and. as they revolve the
wire is unwound and removed, and at the same time the chalk dust is
scattered in all directions. The coils of wire are then put into a vulean-
izer and exposed to steam heat at 370° F. for five hours or longer, at
the expiration of which time they are removed.

The manufacture of insulated cable is conducted by practically the
ame process. In the one establishment of this sort visited, wherein are

employed 350 to 375 persons, the light, ventilation and sanitary appli-
ances are of the best, and the machinery is properly protected.

Manufacture of Electrical Appaeat
noonirur orn nlnr*fvino 1 cmnfunr>ncswitchboards, meters. teDUnder this heading are include!

phones, registering devices, etc.
The largest of the establishment visited gives employment to 3,000

) sets of very large brick buildings,
•cesses are carried on. In the great
no necessarily insanitary conditions.

or more persons, who operate in tw
in which a very large number of pr
majority of these processes there are

In the department where castin are cleaned by means of the sand
blast, a number of the employees, who wear glasses, masks and eanva

s from the flyfing sand, look pale
m of the eyelids, due to the very

shields or aprons to protect themselv
and suffer somewhat from inflammat
fine particles of sand which fill the air. The tumblers are equipped with

ffective in carrying away the dust.
, respectively 40 by 35 feet and 150
els are connected with blowers and

blowers, which appear to be very
In two of the emery polishing room
by 50 feet, although the emery wh
hoods, the air is filled with emery dust. Bot i rooms are also very poorly
lighted. In one of the buffin,
carried away through exhaust p

ms, although most of the dust
re rouge is perceptible in the air.

In one room, in which castings are cleaned by means of acids, there are
hoods over the tanks, with mechanical ventilation, by means of which the
fumes are very adequately removed.

The brass foundry, in which about 65 tons of brass are cast monthly,
is exceedingly well ventilated, and is a model building for the purpose.

In the japanning rooms, where metal parts are dipped into or painted
with japan, and allowed to drain off before being baked, there is a strong,
disagreeable and somewhat irritating smell, due to the japanning solu-
tion; and in another room, in which 6 children between the ages of four-
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teen and eighteen are engaged in dippi ng- me
is a strong odor as of wood alcohol.

Concerning other features of this establishment little i

the conditions throughout being at h
The establishment second in size

ast fairly commenda

gives employment to about 1,000
thoroughly ventilated buildings, inmen and 75 women, in light an

which all of the conditions ma\ rated as good. This establishing

provides a large, attrac room, which is used by a very la
proportion of the employ

The foundry is very large ar pen, and is from 50 t
height.

well equipped with hoods and fansThe emery polish ns ar<

iust is perceptiblethat only a very slight amount of dui
In the japanning department the v rk is done with the exer

asionedmuch care that little discomfort is oc
a number of buildings, inThe establishment third in extent

poor, and the ventilation is assistedwhich the light varies from good t
if the conditions observed are comby hoods and exhaust fans. Most

mendable, and only a small propoi on of the 400 employees, and thes
ar to be in poor physical condition.chiefly young girls and worm

The remaining smaller establishments are well lighted and ventilat
the emery wheels have efficient hoods and blowers, the general conditions

nmendable and the employees look heaitf

eyoes’ InstrumentsManufacture op Sue

In the 2 establishment manufacture of surveyors’ in-
at more than 100 persons ar<struments, in which togethc

to light, ventilation and sanitationemployed, the general conditions a
lipping of brass parts is con-In both twere n

nt in carrying off thducted und
fumes. In both esta me by women, but

alcohol. There isthe lacquer is mad
most of the wopractically no grinding or polishin macn

id emery cloth. Occa-Deing cut with tools or smoot
sionally some parts are polished on cloth wheels, but this is done t
ifrequently to merit much attention

op WatchiManufactui
In the manufacture of watches, although a very large num

processes are carried on, there appear to be very few which involve any
•exposure to unhygienic influences that are worthy of much consideration
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The work is mainly very fine work, requiring sharp eyesight and unusual
manual dexterity

istablishment it was noted that the
ne which is not inherent to the in-

In a large watch-makin
principal objectionable feature i
dustry, and far from necessary, namely, overcrowding. For example
one room, 185 by 24 by 10 feet, is occupied by 142 men, women and

arge numbers of machines which take up considerable
n; another room, 180 by 24 by 10 feet, is occupied by 132 men

women and girls, under the same conditions. In some of these large
rooms it is most important to exclude dust, and therefore free ventila-
tion from the outside is impossible; and, in consequence, the large num-
ber of persons present cause the air to be distinctly fou

All of the rooms in which grinding and polishing machines are op-
erated are very adequately ventilated by exhaust blowers, and no dust is
perceptible in the air. In some of the rooms the grinding is done by the
wet proces

In one small room, where one man treats dials with nitric acid, nitrous
fumes are quite strong. In another, in which enamel is sifted and
ground by one man, there is much fine dust, and the occupant wears a
ponge over his nose; but the emery dust causes a condition of inflam

mation of the conjunctivas.. In another small room there is a stron
odor of benzine, from the washing of small parts in washing machine
containing that substance. In a number of other rooms fumes of ben-
zine are observed to a greater or lesser extent

In a number of rooms potassium cyanide is used with acid and alcohol
in a process of cleaning small parts. This process is conducted under a
hood equipped with a blower, and the fumes are effectively removed.

File Cutting

In the manufacture of files the workmen are exposed to a double
danger, namely, exposure to metallic dusts and contact with metallic
lead.. The best files are cut by hand, no machine having as yet been
invented which can produce their equal. The blanks are first ground
smooth with the-aid of stones, and in this operation considerable mineral
and steel dust is caused. During the process of cutting the file lies on a
base of lead, and the lines are cut by a chisel struck by a heavy hammer.
The leaden bed offers sufficient resistance, while at the same time it is
sufficiently yielding to prevent a sharp recoil. As the file is cut it is
constantly brushed off, usually with the hand, which thereby becomes
to a certain extent coated with very fine particles of lead, and the air
becomes more or less impregnated with lead and steel dust. A common
habit of file cutters in manipulating the file is to wet the finger and
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thumb with the tongue, thus conveying to the mouth particles of lead,
which, through the acts of conscious and involuntary swallowing, gain
access to the stomach. The work is very laborious, and the attitude
which the workmen are obliged to assume is one which does not admit of
normal respiratory movements, since they sit at a bench and stoop over
the file.

The workmen of this class are notoriously careless, and are inclined
to reject the idea that their calling is not free from danger; but, al-
though in the establishments visited an occasional workman was ob-
served to be pale and sickly in appearance, it must be admitted that as a
class they looked well and strong.

Five shops of this class, employing from 5 to 70 persons (150 in all),
presented reasonably good hygienic conditions. All showed fairly good
ventilation, and but 2 were not well lighted. In 2, employing respectively

and 60 workmen, considerable dust was perceptible in the air.

The Jewelry Industry.

The manufacturing jewelry business in Massachusetts is for the most
rt centralized in an area which includes the adjoining towns of Attle-

borough, North Attleborough, Plainville, Norton and Mansfield. In
Attleborough it gives employment to between 6,000 and 7,000 persons,
in North Attleborough to between 4,000 and 5,000, and in the other
towns mentioned to hundreds more. In Attleborough the number of
establishments visited was 57; in North Attleborough, 38; in Plainville,
5; in Norton (Chartley), 3; in Mansfield, 2. Outside of this area, the
only establishment visited was 1 in Leominster. The great majority of
the employees are native born, Irish, and French Canadians, in the
order given. Generally speaking, they are a sober, industrious and in-
telligent class, and a large proportion of them own their homes. Many
of them are persons of good education, and their homes show abundant
evidence of taste and refinement. In general, their appearance is
healthy, and many who have followed the industry for twenty and more
years speak of the work as being entirely consistent with good health.

In this industry the processes conducted are necessarily numerous,
but for the purpose of this report only a few of the most important need
be described.
• Whatever the kind of jewelry to be made, the basis is what is known
as “ flat stock,” made by “sweating on ” bars of gold, usually of 12
carats, to bars of the same width of brass. The bars, with silver solder
interposed, are clamped together and heated in a gas furnace to a cherry-
red heat, when they unite. The resulting bar can he rolled to any desired
thickness, the gold spreading equally with the brass, so that when down
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to .005 the stock assays the same as the bar before rolling. Prom this
flat stock ” both tubing and wire may be made, from which are mam

riptions, bracelets, slides and ornaments offac
■various km

fob top, which may be taken as a type.
with a steel die according to the pattern

ress and cut out in a steel cutter. The several
parts are next put together and soldered into the desired shape, the plate
being coated with boric acid before the application of the solder, in order
to oxidize the surface and keep it from turning green. After soldering,
the piece is placed in a “pickling ” solution, which consists usually of a
solution of sulphuric acid of about 20 per cent, strength, but it may be
as weak as 5 per cent. This removes all of the boric acid. As the pickle
gives off no fumes, even though it is used hot, this work is done with
■entire safety in the open room.

The piece is next polished with cotton cloth wheels and bristle brushes,
the dust being drawn away by means of suction pipes and collected under
water, and the gold ultimately recovered. The process, being dustless,
is not detrimental to health. The piece is now ready for the coloring
solution, which consists of a weak solution of potassium cyanide and
gold, kept very hot and commonly uncovered. This gives a slight coating
•of 24-carat gold, which serves to bring out the depth of color for relief
and to give a finished appearance, but has no wearing qualities.

Brass goods are plated by “ dipping,” but first they must be cleaned
with acids. Silver is also treated with acids, to remove fire stains. The
acids used include nitric, hydrochloric and sulphuric, chiefly the first
two mentioned. In most factories these acids, which work more quickly
when heated, are kept in hoods with exhaust ventilation, to prevent the

work is in charge of one man, but
■mployed. After “ dipping ”in the
is done, this process being too ex-

escape of the fumes. Generally this
occasionally two, three or four are
•electro-plating solution no polishing
pensive for brass goods; but lacquer; f one kind or another are applied,
to prevent tarnishing. Lacquers are used also on silver, but never on
rolled plate.

Lacquers are of secret composition, but are said to contain gun cotton,
ether, amyl alcohol and other substances, and are very inflammable.
The fumes are disagreeable, and, as the work requires heat up to about
100° F., it is not inviting.

The machinery in use in this industry includes power presses, foot
presses, stamps, rolling mills, drills, large and small lathes, milling ma-
chines, grinding machines, planers, grindstones, emery wheels and pol-
ishing wheels.
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Employees occasionally, through carelessness, get their fingers canght
under the presses and stamps, and their finger tips cut or crushed. The
rolling mills and other heavy machinery are operated by men. In some
factories young girls work the light foot presses, and it is asserted by
not a few that they accomplish more in a day than men, and do it more
cheaply. The presses require but little physical exertion, and the foot
swings about 8 inches. In the department where these machines are
operated there are no fumes and no dust.

Ventilation and Light. The most modern shops have large win-
dows, extending from the tops of the benches upward to transoms of
good size, and the light is often so strong in the faces of the employees
as to necessitate the use of eyeshades. While only an occasional shop is
equipped with mechanical ventilating apparatus, most of them have
plenty of windows of average size, which are freely movable for purposes
of ventilation. In one of the largest factories the benches are placed at
a distance from the windows, and the employees complain of poor light;
and in the same establishment the upper windows are fastened so as to
be immovable, and the ventilation in winter is reduced to a minimum.

The Spitting Habit. The habit of spitting is confined chiefly to the
users of chewing tobacco, for whom
toons are provided.

in most of the establishments spit-

Industry.The Lead
id by somewhat different processes
several factories visited will there-

Lead compounds are manufactur
in different establishments, and the
fore be considered separately.

are employed in making white lead.In one, where from 15 to 20 men
pig lead is melted and cast into “ buckles ” or rounded perforated sheets
about 5 inches in diameter. These are placed in large earthen jars or
crucibles, containing acetic acid, which are arranged, in layers alter-
nating with tan bark, in stacks, which are large compartments about 30
by 30 by 40 feet, open at the top under the roof of the building. The
stacks are completely filled, and then the material is left for several
weeks while the process of corrosion goes on. Considerable heat and
carbon dioxide are generated, and the lead is converted to hydrated
carbonate.

When corrosion is complete the tan bark is removed, and the layers
of crucibles are emptied into small carts. As the contents are dry.
crumbly scales and crusts, the process of emptying is accompanied by
much dust, against the inhalation of which no precautions are taken
by the use of respirator

The product is taken to the grinding apparatus, where at once it is
wet thoroughly and then kept tightly covered. The men who attend
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the grinding machines are of a different class from those who empty the
tacks. and, since they are not exposed to lead dust, they do not suffer

from lead poisoning and are comparatively healthy. Those who empty
the stacks do not remain lon work. It is said that this is due

f the work, in part to the fact that
ho do not care to work more than a
to the fact that they acquire lead
Even those of good intention rarely

in part to the disagreeable nature i
they are largely roving characters y
few days occasionally, and in parf
poisoning and are obliged to quit,
work more than a month.

•\iter the material is ground, it conducted in the wet state through
pipes to the top floor, where it is discharged to a depth of 6 inches into
beds which have an area of about -10 by 6 feet. The lead compound
settles, the water is drained off, and the residue is dried by steam heat.
When it is sufficiently but not absolutely dry, it is shovelled in the form
of large lumps into trucks (in which operation considerable very fine
dust is given off), and removed for packing into kegs and other con-
tainers or for grinding with linseed oil.

In a near-by abandoned tenement house are rooms set apart for wash-
ing, dressing and eating. Here everything is exceedingly dirty. There
are two small sinks with running water, and hot water is obtained by
heating in a pan on the stove. Because the workmen carry it away, no
soap is provided, and the men must for a like reason provide their own
towels. In warm weather the men eat their dinner out of doors; in
winter, in the dirty room therefor provided

In another establishment white lead is made by the wet process.
Metallic lead is melted and poured from a height of 15 feet into water,
the result being granulated lead. This is placed in cylinders and treated
with acetic acid, which is kept in motion by constant pumping. The
various processes are carried on with no evolution of dust, and the final
product is filtered out, yvashed with water and ground in oil. All of the
employees are healthy in appearance, and there is no history of lead
poisoning

In an establishment where red lead is manufactured, pig lead is melted
in a series of furnaces over coal fires in a long brick building, with good
light and ventilation. The men who attend the furnaces rake the lead
at proper intervals with long iron bars, standing back some 80 feet from
the furnace doors, thus avoiding fumes and dust. Once a dav the fur-
naces are emptied into iron barrows, and the oxidized product is then
transferred to a mill, which shifts and grinds simultaneously. All dust
from this mill is forced by a blower-fan through a conduit to a room
above, which is provided with cloth partitions. The final product is
packed into casks without the creation of much appreciable dust
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mindful of the dangers incident tofill of the 17 men emplojred arc
and have had from
and strong, and non

lead working,
All seem well

six to twenty-rive years expenenc
has had any sickness which can

scupation during the period of h
and non

the nature of theattributed to
employment

are employed in two shifts, pig leadIn another factory, where 8 men
quality, is heated in large furnacesand sometimes white lead of inferior
1 for the purpose of stirring thewhich from time to time are open
ut twenty-four hours the resultingmaterial with an iron bar. After at
and during this process the air isaxide is drawn off into iron barrows

are protected therefrom by capsfilled with fine dust; but the workm
their necks, and all wear respian

rator

icreened and then sentTl tment with wattc a
ughly ground with water. The mix-■oom, wherethe gr itndm lor

fourth storv to a large tank,ture of water and ox
where it is allowed to settle. The oxide is then separated and carried to
the drying room, where it is spread on large, steam-heated tables, from
which, when dry. it is scraped and transferred to a mill, in which it is

vder. It is then sent through canvas tubes to barre
During the processes of transfer to the mill and packing

air, but the persons ex-into barrels more or less dust escapes ir

posed thereto are protected by respirators. Each man exe
genee against the possibility of poisoning, and before leaving the estab-

mt washes carefully and changes all his clotl
In a lead paint grinding establishment, where 24 men are employed,

the dry material is mixed with linseed oil, the workmen avoiding as
machines in which the mix-

done discharge through pipes to the grinding machines on the floor
fiow: these require no great attention. The final product is filled into

and other containers. On the dav of visit no dust whatever was
r con-jwed an

lition.
In ar about twe

Hith, all of the 40 empbarrels of w-hite lead ar
to be in good health, and the condition

In anothe
filed
rred

leadnc oxide. When white Ic
Iry into the mixers witl

tl

The 18 men and 3 women, tl labelling canIter er
r to he m
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Manufacture of Lead Pipe and Plumbers’ Supplies, etc.

In the operation of melting lead in hooded furnaces and running it
through the proper dies and moulds, lead fumes are given off in abun-
dance; but, in factories in which the health of the workmen is properly
safeguarded, these are carried away by hoods and exhaust pipes. In all
5 of the lead-casting establishments visited, in Boston, Holyoke and
Westfield, all of which were found to be fairly or well lighted and ven-
tilated, all of the employees appeared to be in good health, and in no
instance was it possible to trace a case of lead poisoning to conditions
obtaining or processes followed. While it was observed that it is the
custom to handle lead with bare hands, the workmen, generally men of
experience and intelligence, appeared to observe the necessary precau-
tions as to personal cleanliness against acquiring lead poisoning.

In the largest of the casting rooms visited 54 men and 12 women are
employed, and all appear to be in good health.

Manufacture of Solder
In making solder, tin and lead dross are mixed with resin and char-

coal, and heated in a furnace covered with a hood. After sufficient melt-
ing and stirring, the product is drawn off into a small pot furnace,
dipped out with ladles and run into moulds. In an experience of thirty-
five years but one case of lead poisoning has been known in the small
establishment in which this work is conducted, and he was a wT orker in
lead before he came. In this establishment it is noticed by the em-
ployees that no rats are ever seen, and the workmen who have attempted
to keep dogs or cats have lost them very soon by lead poisoning. The
men are very careful to wash thoroughly before going to meals.

The pottery industry in Massachusetts is one of no great extent, and
but 6 establishments were visited; these are situated in East Boston,
South Boston, Dorchester, Cambridge, Dedham and Chelsea. The num-
ber of persons employed ranges from less than a dozen to somewhat more
than 150. The products include all grades, from common flower pots to
the highest quality of fancy pottery and crackle ware.

The process which is recognized in the great pottery centers of Europe
as the most important from a sanitary standpoint is that which brings
the employees in contact with lead, which is one of the principal ingre-
dients of the mixtures used in glazing. These mixtures are of various
kinds, and contain variable amounts of lead in several forms, the least
harmful of which is known as “fritted.” The glazes employed in the

Potterv
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establishments visited contain lead in one form or another, with one
exception, and this is a secret mixture. In one establishment fritted
lead alone is used. While lead poi ning is a common condition in the

,t is almost unknown in the 6 homegreat French and English potteri it
thestablishments visited. In 1 one of m, it is said, there were two cas-

several years ago in the case of two rls who applied the glaze ; but in
3 of them the men who mix th and are more exposedaze

performed the work for from tendanger than others who handle it h a\

to thirty years without injury to th
ance. It is to be said, however, thal

health or to their healthy appear-nr
ons engaged in this industryt

understand thoroughly the im-be of good intelligence ar
leanliness, and that the employeportanee oi care and strict personal cle

provide ample means for its maintenan
le dust aIn certain of the pr ire not

offered noeontinr

miu
nditions as to light and ventilationIn all of t

what machinery ther well guarded, and with two excep-

ant. In one the closettions the toilet arrangem

in one
idtl

Piano Making

eanos many (son

to health. These include planir
In the operation of planing and polishing wood cons

ation. I iffireffic

tila

pr

rge. V

in practically dust-proof and consequently not well-ventilated roc
in Cambridge and employing 300Two piano fac

persons, the other in I iut 500

Idings. In
both ample provision is made for the removal of dusts of all kinds, an
the rooms are practically dust-free, except that in one

d buffing wheels, the exhaust draf
msiderable dust; and in another, in which woodworkingtimes tl:

the hoods and exhaust tiallv elfe
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~ as stated, must be kept free from
ntilated, there are fumes of wood

In the varnishing departments, whic
dust, and hence cannot be freely v

xposed thereto is not greatalcohol, but the number of person
one man, who has worked constantly
although he knows that he has some

In one the bronzing is done by
for twenty years, and states that,
form of chronic poisoning, he s
wore a respirator, but he abandon!
on his face. While he is very car
looks pale, has greenish discolore
calling.

suffers little therefrom. Formerly he
red its use because it made a green line

ful to wash thoroughly every da}y he
I gums, and shows the effects of his

pitting, and in the other none at
warding the danger of the spitting

In one there was noticed but littl
all. In the latter are posted notices
habit to health.

mg

and each employee has an abundantIn both the rooms are very large
of air space.

Lithoc apiiixg

In the lithographing business the
them are devoid of any danger to 1
tended by possible danger will be c
devoted to this industry, employing
work is conducted in many rooms,
brick and wooden buildings. Almo

re are many processes, but most of

lealth, and only those which are at-
onsidered. One large establishment
about 700 persons, was visited. The
mostly large, in a number of large
t all of the rooms are low studded,

badly lighted and inadequately ventilated
In the process of etching zinc plates, in which process nitric acid,

diluted with about a fourth of its volume of water, is used, nitrous fumes
are given off in such amounts as sometimes to be very troublesome, there
being no hoods and no artificial ventilation. In winter the workmen not
infrequently break the windows, in order to get fresh air.

In the rooms in which prints are made from the zinc plates and the
lithograph stones 2 rooms, 200 by 50 feet, occupied respectively by
75 and 175 men there are strong odors of turpentine, etc., and the
air is very bad, in spite of the fact that the vacuum system of artificial
ventilation is employed.

In the operation of bronzing, which is conducted in a room 40 by 35
feet, occupied by 8 men, the sheets are run through a press, which prints
the design in sizing, and then they are fed into bronzing machines, from
which, in spite of their metallic coverings, the bronze powder escapes
freely into the air. The boys who run the 5 machines wear handker-
chiefs over the nose and mouth. They look pale and unhealthy, and all
show the characteristic 'green perspiration due to contact with bronze.

In one side of the room is an exhaust ventilation fan connected with
a wooden flue. This helps the ventilation considerably, but in spite
thereof the air is heavy with bronze dust most of the time.
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In the finishing room, 200 by 80 feet, occn]
ployees, mostly women and girls, where the optre the operations ot folding, per
forating, pasting, cutting and mg, etc., are carried on, the air

and light are rather poor. Mechanical ventilating ai is been

installed, but has not yet been given fair trial
The great majority of the employees appear to be he.

M A X'DFACTI Chemicai

in in the largest estab-In the manufacture of chemica
lishments of the State, a great va need, andf substances a

are required. The chemicalsnecessarily a great

which are associated in the public rind with possible dangers, namely.
.ct, made in such a wav that inthe corrosive acids, a

whatever escape, the workthe several processes practical
being enclosed from beginning to er

rise to poisonous and irritatingA number of processes which
in sheds withfumes ar

ien sides and en
In the largest ited about 300 men

nicals are manufactured. The workemployed, and a great variety of ehc
puately ventilated buildings, inis conducted in large, w

which all belting and shafting are
The important processes, carried n on a large scale, occupy separate

main not exposed at all to the air.buildings, and the products are in tl
ts, are exposed very little to poi-The workmen, all of whom are a

sonous or irritating fumes and dust, or contact with poisonous or irri-
unts in the buildings acid fumes infating substances; but at certain

considerable strength are constant mt, but at these points there is
id to ap-good overhead ventilation, and orkmen are rar

proach
ting was observed, and the generalIn this establishment very litt

appearance of the empk
r somewhat smaller establishment.The conditions obtaining in ant

work, were found to be equallyengaged in practically the sari
commendable.

turing the same line of goods, butIn 3 other establishments, manufa
ying less than 20 men, the condi-to a much smaller extent, each empl
f fumes and dust were found to betions as to light, ventilation, absen
lach the workmen appear to be insuch as to deserve no criticism. In

good health.
Among the products of the ah mentioned factories may be men-

tioned sulphuric acid, hydrochloric ac ,d, acetic acid, nitric aid, ammonia.
sodium sulphide, sodium sulphate alum, potassium cyanide, ferrous
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sulphate, sodium bisulphite, sodium carbonate, sodium bisulphate, ferric
chloride, ferric nitrate, stannous chloride, sodium acetate, aluminum
chloride, and various salts of tin, arsenic, antimony, zinc, copper, etc.

In addition to the establishments mentioned, the following, devoted to
the manufacture of special lines, may be described: ■—

Manufacture of Potassium Cyanide.

A. In an isolated wooden building, 40 by 50 by 30 feet, the product is
fused in crucibles and cast in moulds. The fumes are carried away by means
of a hood connected with a chimney.

Manufacture of Arsenate of Lead.
B. Establishment employing sor 6 men, in a room 50 by 20 by 10 feet,

adequately lighted and ventilated, in the manufacture of arsenate of lead
from nitrate of lead and arsenate of sodium. The demand for this product
is such that it is made only occasionally, and when ordered is filled into small
containers for delivery. No objectionable features were observed.

Manufacture of Lactic Acid.
C. Fifteen men engaged in the manufacture of lactic acid, in a fairly

lighted and ventilated building. The machinery is well guarded. The ap-
pearance of the men is healthy.

D. Establishment employing from 50 to 100 men in the distillation of tar.
In this process the crude tar from gas works is treated in large, out-door
distilling apparatus. The first distillate is “ light oil ” or crude naphtha;
the next are heavier oils, from which certain disinfectants and stains are
derived; and, finally, “ dead oil,” “ heavy oil ” or “ crude oil.” The residue
is the product known as roofing tar and paving tar.

The process, being carried on in the open air, is devoid of the usual objec-
tionable features of occupations in which poisonous, irritating or offensive
fumes are given off.

In this establishment all of the employees appear to enjoy good health.
E. A small establishment, employing 60 men, distilling coal tar. The

conditions same as under D.

F. Department of factory designated as “ E,” in which a half-dozen men
produce lampblack, by burning heavy oil and drawing the smoke through a
series of brick chimneys. The fires are shut off in the morning, and the men
draw out the product with wooden scrapers. It is next taken up a screw
elevator to, a mill, which grinds and sifts it. It is finally packed in barrels
or paper bags.

The men object to the use of respirators, and are covered with soot

Distillation of Tar

Manufacture of Lampblack
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Manufacture of Bone Blach
G. Establishment employing: 20 men. Calcined bone is ground in mill

i the lower floors of two fairly large wooden buildings, and the resulting

powder is blown by fans through conduits which lead to the floor above
From the conduits the powder is delivered into large cloth bags, from wind a

drawn through appropriate openings into barrels.
The air is laden with dust, but the workmen refuse to wear respirators

They look fairly healthy.

Manufacture of Fac g for Foundry L

H. Charcoal and graphite of several kinds, know Rhode Island
lead” (Providence, R. I rman lead from Austria) and “silver lead’
(from Ceylon), are ground, sifted and mixed by machinery; and from each
of the machines employed in the several processes large volumes of extremely

:ack dust are given off. The materials are sent from room to room and
from floor to floor through chutes or runs,” and, as the dust is so fine that
according to the men engaged, it will sift through anything tinythmg that is not water

flit, the entire build permeated with it that a person entering the
place beeomi red with it almost immediately. The 7 workmen say that

it accustomed dust, and t rat they are only occasionally troubled
by it. They appi h, but rather poorly nourish

Manufacture of Stove Poli

Establishment employ nen and 18 Ceylon graphite is
i the product is sentround by machi

the third story through a wooden conduit. "V
off from the ir rat

le entire atmosphere of the building is heavily dust-laden. From the bins
le fine powder is sent down when and where needed, and is mixed with

water to form a paste, part of which is packed as such by girls and worn'

le rest being made into cakes and dried in an oven. The n

ho is most exposed to the dust has worked abc rs, and, while he

dislikes to inhale it, he is not conscious of being injured by constant cont
He states that he cannot wear a respir

p breathing, which the severity of the work calls fc
men are provided with bath tubs and a plentiful supply

len appear to enjoy fair health, but the women and girls, wh
dually supplanted by men, compare somewhat unfavorably.

Manufaetur and Blacking.m

J. About 75 men, employed in well lighted and ventilated, scrupulously
flen buildings. The machinery well guarded. The materials used

include naphtha, wood alcohol, grain a }hol, borax, soap, shellac, Yenetia
d and nigrosine.r
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i with roof ventilation. About 50 gal-
are used daily. Strong naphtha fumes

“ Spirit blacking ” is made in a sir
lons of naphtha with black pigments
are given off during the hour or two
they are rapidly removed.

rich the work requires each day, but

men are employed mixing saponified
ine and other coloring agents, and

In another building, 25 by 100 feet,
solutions of gums colored with nigr
cooking the mixture in large steam kettles, provided with hoods which can

be drawn tightly over them and connected with large exhaust flues. Here
shellac is also agitated with wood alcohol. The fumes in this department are
troublesome only when the mixture is drawn off into small cans.

Shingle Stains.

K. Shingle stains are made by mixing “ heavy oil ” and various pigments.
In some places they are made with “ light oils.” The pigments, such as

Prussian blue, chromate of lead, zinc oxide and iron oxide, are first mixed
or ground with linseed oil, then with creosote, and finally barrelled.

Two establishments were visited, and in both the men'appeared to be ear-
less in the matter of contact with the pigments.

'hoe Blacking and Polish

L. In the manufacture of shoe blackings and polishes a number of in-
redients are used, including Brazilian wax, paraffin, shellac, borax, glue.

ammonia, nigrosine, turpentine, grain alcohol, soap, etc., the materials used
varying, of course, according to the product and to individual formulas.
The ingredients are mixed by churning in barrels or by heating in cauldrons
or jacketted kettles. The various pastes which are made with the aid of heat
are poured into tins or other appropriate receptacles, and their cooling is
hastened in some instances by fanning. When turpentine or ammonia is
used as one of the constituents, fumes thereof are liberated to some extent,
but, so far as appears, not in sufficient volume to cause appreciable injury or
discomfort. The liquid preparations while being poured into bottles give off,
as a rule, no fumes whatever.

Seven establishments in Boston, employing from 3 to 15 persons, and 1 in
Cambridge, employing 37 men and 150 girls and women, were examined. All
were found to be adequately lighted and properly ventilated, and in each

water-closets were good, or at least fair,

evidence, and in the largest of the estab-
In all, and especially in the largest, the

instance the washing facilities and
The spitting habit was but little in
lishments was noticed not at all.
general condition as to cleanliness
presented a healthy appearance.

was excellent; and in all the employees

Manufacture of Varnishes, Paints and Col

M. Well lighted and ventilated establishment, employing 13 men. The
materials used include alum, sal soda, Prussian blue, anilin, white lead, ultra-
marine, Paris green, ferrous sulphate, barium chloride, potassium ferro-
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cyanide, tartaric acid, etc. The products are oil paints, varnishes, dry colors
and coloring pastes. A considerable portion of the work is done out oi
doors. The men engaged have worked for from six to twenty years. Tin
man who makes the lead colors has worked seventeen years without sickness
The last cases of poisoning at this establishment occurred sixteen years ago
when a number of inexperienced men were poisoned with Paris green.

The machinery is well guarded.
Varnishes. In the larger, of the two varnish factories examined 80 people

are employed. The light, ventilation and toilet arrangements are all com-

mendable. The machinery is well guarded. A chemical black varnish is made
agitators. Among the ingredient
and agitation, the varnish is dn

in large kettles, which contain automat
naphtha. After several hours’ cookin
off and placed in storage.

aw

mploved. The ventilatioi htIn the smaller of the two, 7 men ar
are fail'. There is but little machinery. The materials used include gums

and oils. These are cooked in large kettles over coal fires, and the contei
when cooled are pumped through pipes to settling tanks, where they remain

inclosed in a briefin storage several weeks. Each of the
ment, through which the fumes are conducted to the chimney. Occasionally
a kettle catches fire, but no harm results, because of the bri

MordantsColors and

N. Establishment employing 27 men, the majority of whom a]

in good health, but inflamed conjunctivas were observed to be n
About one in five of the employees is noticeably pale and sallow. The ma
terials used are anilin colors, logwood, starch, sodium dichroms
to the sodium diehromate that the inflammatory condition refer
Considerable starch dust was observed in the air

Manufactur of Whiting.

, chalk rock, imported fro:
3 then dried, and next grou

0. In the manufacture of whitin
is first dried, or treated with water an
der in crushing machines, ■which give
operations of sifting and packing ,ar
process of grinding.

ff much fine powder to the air. The
naturally even more dusty than the

Three establishments were visited in all 3, the worki
ample cubic space in fairly well-lighted rooms, the air of which on the day
of visit was filled with fine dust. The workmen were covered with dust, and.
independent of the unnatural white appearance caused thereby, about half
looked to be in poor conditior

The habit of promiscuous spitting was observed to be fairly

Manufacture of Bluing.
V. In the single bluing factory visited 20 persons are employe

terials used are prussiate of potash, ferrous sulphate and nitric
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first dry product is ground in a mill, which is well boxed in, and but little
dust escapes. The powder is marketed in part as such, and in part in solu-
tion in water. The boxing and bottling are done by men and women in rooms
of good size, which are light, clean and adequately ventilated. All of the
employees appear to enjoy fair or good health

of Viscoloid.Manufactur

Q. Viscoloid is very much the same thing as celluloid, and its manufac-
ture can justly be regarded as a dangerous operation, since one of the

of gun cotton, which is the essential
ievoted to this industry this substance
10 feet, in which is a large hood with
)f the fumes of the acids employed.

involved is the manufacture
component. In the only establishment
is made in a large, light room, 72 by
artificial ventilation for the removal
The gun cotton produced is mixed with wood alcohol and camphor in a large
room, which is properly ventilated. The stock is seasoned in a separate

which a temperature of 98° F. is maintained
The factory is kept scrupulously clean, and is well provided with sprink-

lers, extinguishers and water pails, for use in case of fire. Spitting is pro-
hibited. as is also the bringing in of matches.

Bleaching and Dyeing.

Cotton cloth, as it comes from the mills, is nnbaled and sewed to-
gether into long strips, which are wound on rolls by machinery. In this
process considerable fine lint dust (“flue,” “fly”) is given off. The
strips pass through the “gray room,” where they are exposed to the
action of non-luminous gas flames, which singe off the lint. Next the
cloth is passed successively through a boiling, weak solution of caustic
soda or lime, a boiling solution of sodium carbonate (washing soda), a
mixture of water and bleaching powder (“ chloride of lime,” “ chlorinated
lime”), and lastly dilute sulphuric acid, and then is washed thoroughly
with water, dried between steam-heated rollers, stretched, starched, cal-
endered and folded by machinery.

In all 5 bleacheries visited, employing from 60 to 475 persons (about
1,800 in all), the light, ventilation, general cleanliness and toilet rooms
are at least fair, and usually good. The machinery was found to be
adequately guarded, and in each establishment the steam arising in the
processes of washing and drying is removed more or less thoroughly by
means of exhaust blowers. In one instance, however, in spite of the
action of six large exhaust fans, the amount of condensed steam present
in the air at the time of visit (a stormy day) was such that one could

not more than three to six feet in any direction
ne of the establishments the persons exposed to the lint dust which
■ during unbaling and stitching together all looked pale and sickly,
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but with this exception the emplo}rees presented general!
appearance.

The odors of bleaching powder, although observable in ea
rooms where that substance is employed, were in no case so st:
be disagreeable or to cause discomfort

In the dyeing and printing departments the employees are
to the influence of no objectionable substances, the colors of whatever
nature coming but very little into direct contact with the operatives.
The mixing of colors is done by a very small number of men, and such
as require heat are treated in steam-jacketted kettles connected with
exhaust flues. There is some disagreeable odor connected with the
mixing and application of colors, but, like most merely offensive, not
irritating smells, it appears not to interfere with health.

Dyeing and Cleansinc
In a large dyeing and cleansing establishment, situated in the town

of Watertown, a very wide variety of processes are conducted and many
different chemical substances are employed. The latter include naphtha,
gasolene, wood alcohol, ammonia; various acids, including acetic, oxalic,
sulphuric and hydrochloric; bleaching agents, including chlorinated
lime, hydrogen peroxide and sodium bisulphite; iron salts, including ni-
trate, acetate and sulphate; copper sulphate, borax, alum, sodium car-
bonate and sulphate, potassium permanganate and cyanide, caustic pot-
ash, soap, anilin dyes and other dyestuffs.

The buildings comprise a large new brick and cement fire-proof stn
ture, a less modern brick and wooden building, and a wooden laund
These are light and well ventilated, and are provided with modern toi
conveniences in fair to good condition.

All goods are received in a checking room, 60 by 40 feet, in which
10 to 15 women and girls mark and check each piece. From this room
the pieces are distributed to the several departments. In what is known
as the "spot room,” which is 120 by 25 feet, 10 men and 3 girls remove
spots by means of naphtha, wood alcohol, ammonia and other agents,
which are applied with pieces of cloth. The ventilation here is distinctly
good.

In a large wash room, 65 by 30 feet, 10 or 12 men are employed
washing goods in large tanks and vats. This has a brick floor, which
drains well and quickly, and it is equipped with a 28-inch fan to assist
the ventilation. The room is clean, and free from vapors.

The room in which 5 to 10 women do small repairing
overcrowded, hut it is clean, light and well ventilated.

The folding room, glove room and shipping ro'
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i goods are hung for several hoursie drying room, in whk
a temperature of somewhat highering or washing, is kept at

r any length of timthan 100° P., but nobody works here
From 50 to 75 persons are employee in the several pressing rooms, the

are commodious, light and wellice room and the curtain room, whic
asolene gas is used for heating thressmg roon

r of vaporized gasolene, especiallyais causes more or less od
re closed, and this is exceedinglyr. when the window
passages when sufficiently strong.and respiratory

r, appear to be in good healthrese rooms, howThe pa

naphtha-cleansing departrn at, occupied by 6 to 8 men, are a
vith naphtha and ammonia, inwashing machines, fnu

sed. The means for fire-protectionclothing, gloves, etc., are cleanwin

also installed a system of mechanicalare ample and adequate, and the
ation which does much to reduce the amount of naphtha andv

f all precautions, however, thereammonia fumes in the air. In spite
f the men here employed are palei strong odor of naphtha, and all

and some of them very markedly sick looking
ansed goods are dried, at a tem-the room in which the naphtha

fumes are very strong. Althoughabout 120° F., the naphtha

n who bring in the goods remain but a few minutes, some have
ieen temporarily overcome by the fumes, and have shown

acteristic excitement and hysterical symptoms of naphtha intoxi-
\t the time of visit, the man who does most of this work had

nd had experienced no ill effects,reat for three mon
partment is clean,
ick, and drains ra

and well ventilated. The slop-
ily to the sewer. The 10 occupantsms

appear to suffer no discomfort
artment there is a large enclosedand carpet cleanin

with a fan and dust flues, throughnachine, which is equi

arried away. The heavy dust and dirt fallwl
removed at short intervals after being, covered

lime. The work here is rather dusty, but the severalwit

n show no ill effects therefrom.w

The Bubbej Industry

In the 14 rubber factories visited in the course of this investigation.
which number 5 are very small, and employ less than 50 persons

each, about 9,000 persons, mainly below forty years of age, and about
venly divided as to sex, are given employment. In these establishments

ranufactured rubber boots and shoes, rubber cloth and clothing,
ric " tape, rubber heels and other hard
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it the majority
engaged in the manufacture of boots and shoes, and no fewer than frorr
2,600 to 3,100 work in a single factory, situated in Watertown, which h
the largest of its kind in the world

Following are the prc

Crude HuhT
maemr consisting ot two large revolving

whicl alls into pans or travs. Itstee

ae known as a re it is run
between revolving cylinder itmu an
water is maintained. After being i nto rough sheets, it is put mtc

machine, in which waterwhich it is taken to tl
w again ai

Calendering. The sheets of ru r after being dried ar

are sprinkled with whiting, to prcthe “compound ” room, where they are s
ticking, and weighed. Next they are taken into the calender room

to a “mixer,” bv which the rubber is mixec übstances, which
phur. litharge, whiting, lampblack, tar. re;

and linseed oil. The next machine is kno-nc
The

h cotton clot

th-drying ma-
ne. () m

n

nine oft together an
s

Cutting Upper*. Heels and

and deftness, an
nd do otl

Cvtting Linings. Different kir
Whatever the kind, it is coated thin!

\Iter t

i

rubber ate

a very long, wide table (
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wide); a layer of paper is then unwound over the rubber cloth, so that
paper and cloth alternate until the desired number of layers is obtained.
Generally, linings for nine pairs of shoes are cut at once. The linings
are cut both by hand and by machine. Men who cut with dies, by hand,
stand at the bench and use iron mallets like those used in cuttin
Innersoles, heel pieces and linings are all cut by means of dies
same manner

Quartering and Cementing. The edges of the several parts art
spread with cement, and then the parts are taken to the making room
and distributed.

Making. —ln the making department the boots and shoes are put
together. Women make the light overshoes, men make the heavy
Rubbers are made by women, but men put on the outer soles.

Linings are first applied smoothly to a wooden last and cemented
together, the cement side out. The rubber parts are then stuck on and
rolled firmly with a small hand roller. Young women become ver;
killed in this work, taking up the several parts in rapid succession

placing them accurately upon the last, and rolling and pounding them
firmly together

Perhaps the most interesting single process is that of putting the
rubber boot together. This work is done by men, and requires, in
addition to accurate eyesight, rapid and very deft movements of t
hands and considerable strength

Varnishing. The goods which require varnishing are put on rack
and treated with a mixture of boiled linseed oil, naphtha and other rn£

terials, which is applied with brushes, and imparts a gloss to the surface.
Vulcanizing. The shoes or boots, placed on trucks, are sent into

“ heaters,” where they'' are subjected to a temperature of 380
higher, whereby the strength and elasticity of the rubber are increased.

Rubber Cloth Making. The crude rubber is put through the washing
process, dried and mixed with sulphur, litharge, coloring matter, etc
and then is taken to the cement room, where it is “ cut ” with naphtha.

forming a thick paste or dough.. This is taken to the spreading roon
in large tubs and fed into the roller machine, which is like a long tab
nade of steam pipes placed horizontally in a single layer. Belov

end is a roll of cloth, which is passed between two iron roll
end. The dough is fed in between these rollers and is spread smc

ver the cloth, which is rolled up and removed to a heating room, wl
it is unrolled and hung on racks, and then subjected to sufficient heat to
cause combination of the sulphur and rubber (vulcanization).

“ Electric ” tape is merely strips of cloth spread with rubber cement.
Rubber heels are made in large part in the following manner. Rubber
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is ground finely in a mill, mixed with other gums, etc., and made into a
paste with naphtha. The mixture is put into moulds and vulcanized in
the usual way.

In former times the vulcanizin r agent used was carbon disulphide,
be harmful in their effects upon thefumes of which are well known to

nervous system. Now it is u )ut seldom, and then only in small
quantities and for special purpos

In 11 of the 13 rubber factor visited, situated in Blackstone, Bos-
Malden, Melrose, Reading, Stough-ton, Brockton, Cambridge, Chelsea

ton and Watertown, the odor of naphtha was noted as only slight, even
in rooms in which that substance is extensively used; namely, quartering
(where parts are cut out and are cemented), making (where the
parts are assembled) and cement (where the cement is made). In 2

girls, new to the work, show the effectsfactories it was stated that a few
of naphtha, and suffer from heada he and sometimes nausea and vomit-
ing, but that such girls do not 1 ng continue at the work. Naphtha

ition which much resembles alco-fumes sometimes bring about a cone
holic intoxication, and which occurs n t often in the room where rubber

pecially susceptible, but even oldis spread upon cloth. New men ar
hands hav to leave their work at times for a breath of fresh
air.

All of the establishments were found to be well lighted and adequately
ventilated with one exception; and in this place the general conditions
are far from satisfactory, there being, in addition to poor light and bad
air, general uncleanliness and considerable dust.

In 6 factories, in which white lead or lead monoxide (litharge) is
handled, no history could be obtained of any cases of lead poisoning,
even among those who do the mixing. In 2 it was stated that cases
occur, but not often. In Ino lead compound is used; this is one of the
smallest factories. The reason for employing lead is that its association
with sulphur seems essential to the success of the latter as the vulcanizing
agent.

In but two instances w'as machinery found to be inadequately guarded;
in one the large gears of the calenders and in the other some right-angled
gears on spreaders w’ere unprotected.

In no factor}- were the toilet accommodations in distinctly bad con-
dition.

Manufacture of Straw Ha
In the manufacture of straw hats arc several processes which involve

possible exposure of the workmen to unhygienic conditions. Among
these are bleaching, varnishing, sizing, staining and blocking.

The bleaching of the straw is done with sulphur fumes. The sulphur
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is ignited in a kettle in a closed
exposed the stock. Naturally, the
only when the doors are opened f
do not enter until the fumes have
another process of bleaching the £

room, and to the resulting fumes is
employees are exposed to these fumes
r the removal of the stock, but they
escaped or have been driven out. In

•k is immersed in a bath of water,
bisulphate of sodium, zinc dust and hydrochloric acid. Other chemical

:ic acid, sodium peroxide andagents are oxalic acid, tartaric acid, acetic s
rogen peroxide. The braid is left in the bath for a certain number
lours, and is then taken away and put into the drying room. The

workmen engaged in this process do not wear respirators, and those
who were interviewed state that neither process causes anything more
than a temporary irritation of the throat, and that many of them have
worked in this department for many year

The varnish used on straw hats is made of shellac cut with wood
alcohol, and is applied to the straw braid with a brush. The fum
given off cause in some of the operatives a burning sensation in the eyes.

For stains, solutions of anilin dyes in wood alcohol are commonly
used. Some hats are brushed over with a mixture of benzoin, camphor,
anilin black and wood alcohol; some are covered with white shellac cut
in wood alcohol; and, as in the varnishing processes, those who do this
work are exposed to wood alcohol fumes. In the process of sizing with
glue a high temperature is said to be necessary, in order that the glue
may run off freely; this temperature is commonly about 100° F.

The largest of the 3 straw hat factories visited employs about 300
persons, mainly from twenty-five to thirty years of age. The buildings
are in part poorly lighted, in part well lighted. Ventilation is adequate,
and is provided by windows, air shafts and openings in the roof. In
certain of the rooms ventilating fans are used. In the rooms in which
wood alcohol is used the fumes were observed to be fairly strong.

The second largest of the 3 factories employs from 100 to 335 per-
sons, according to the season. The buildings occupied are clean, well
lighted and thoroughly ventilated
any kind visited show such good c
tilation, toilet and wash rooms,
and ceilings are whitewashed.

Very few manufacturing plants of
mditions as to cleanliness, light, ven-
The ceilings are high, and the walls

The drinking water is brought in from the outside, since the water
with which the factory is supplied for general purposes is polluted and
unfit to drink. The water taps bear, however, no warning notice con-
cerning the character of the water, and the vessels containing the water
from the outside are neither sufficiently numerous nor sufficiently ac-
cessible.
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MakincGlue

In the manufacture of glue, the materials, chiefly “ fleshings ” an
ater, then placed in tanks with linhide scraps, are first washed in w

•r several days, during which timeand water, in which they are left
the hair is loosened and detached. After removal from the tanks they

are stored until wanted, when they are washed as free as possible froma
in tubs and exposed to the action of steam. Fromlime, and then XP'

f from below and set away in panstime to time the liquor is drawn ro:

ut into slices, and then transferredto solidify to a hard jelly, which
to screens and thoroughly dried. The dried product is then broken up
and packed in barrels. Sometimes it is ground to powder in a mill,
which creates some dust, which is harmless in effect if inhaled. The
residue in the tubs is subjected to further treatment for grease, which
is disposed of to tanners. The hair is dried by steam heat, and baled

ling the hair much dust arises, andfor use chiefly in plaster. In han
to protect themselves from its inhalation the men commonly wear hand-
kerchiefs over their noses and mo

Gelatine is produced in tl nner as glue, but from a superiorn

preserving indusFis’
[’he liquor is drawn off,try, which are treated in large st(

filtered and evaporated to the r
taran

quired consistency and bottled for
shipment

elatine is necessarily an offensiveThe manufacture of glue and
i; but experiencepation, owing to the

shown that it cannot
n

ms to health. In the 4
Stoneham, Woburn and Gloucesteritablishments visited, in Peal

ployed, the sanitary conditionsin which from 25 to 200
excepting in one, where the privieswere found to be beyond criticism
instance the appearance of the em-were indescribably filthy. In

Ta I N

Most of the processes of tannir it them are
very wet, and all of them are to a greater or lesser extent offensive. The
leather industry is one, therefore, that calls for strength and enduranc

To a considerable extent t nted
and sumac methods, but in some establishments both

processes are carried on with different kir
In the old-fashioned process the bark is ground coarsely, and th

resulting “tan ” is treated in vats with hot water, into which live steam
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is turned. The liquor so obtained is employed in various strengths as
needed. In the newer method the tan liquor is displaced by a solution of
potassium dichromate, which produces its results with much less ex-
penditure of time.

Whichever process is followed, the preliminary work is the same.
The hides are soaked first in water and then in water to which lime is
added, and then they are removed from the vats for further treatment,
which includes washing and removal of hair and a number of other
processes, all of which involve exposure to wet, and are disagreeable, the
odor of a “ beam house ” being commonly noticeable at considerable
distance:

All of these processes demand th
strength. When the hides or skins
which, whether “old-fashioned ” or ‘

services of men of good physical
are ready for the tanning process,
chemical,” is essentially and neces-
are placed either in a vat of barkarily one of chemical change, they

liquor, in which they remain for a number of days or weeks, or they
are put into a revolving drum, known as a “ pin-wheel,” or into a pit in
which are revolving paddles, with a dilute solution of potassium dichro-
mate or sodium dichromate, acidified with hydrochloric or sulphuric acid,
and caused to revolve or to be overturned for seven hours or longer;
after which time, if the pin-wheel is employed, the liquor is drawn oil
and replaced by an acidified solution of sodium thiosulphate or bisul-
phite, and then the revolution is continued several hours longer; and, if
the pit is used, the skins are removed to another, containing the second,
solution, and kept at rest or overturned for a like period.

In removing the skins from the pin-wheel or vat and in handling them
after treatment with lime for the loosening of the hair the hands and
arms of the workmen are seriously injured, becoming raw if not pro-
tected by rubber gloves; but even with gloves it is difficult to prevent
injury, and in some establishments the workmen are relieved by the sub-
stitution of a single-bath process, in which the liquor, present on its
completion, exerts less effect upon the skin.

The later processes of leather manufacture are less laborious, though
the work is heavy, and they involve far less exposure to dampness, but
more to mechanical injury. In general, however, the unprotected parts
of leather-making machinery need not be approached closely by the
operatives. In the various processes of drying, stretching, stuffing, hand-
whitening, blacking and polishing there are no features which are in-
trinsically dangerous to health in any way; but the process of buffing on
wheels or revolving drums covered with sandpaper gives rise to consid-
erable dust, which, even when exhaust fans are installed for its removal,
escapes in most instances to a greater or lesser extent into the air of the
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room. In one of the establishments visited, for example, where every
part was found to be kept scrupulously clean and neat, and where the
beam house, ordinarily a most offensive place, was conspicuously clean
and free from objectionable odors, the air of the buffing room was filled
with fine dust.

In the manufacture of “patent ” leather, which is largely a secret
process, the workmen are exposed to fumes which, while far less dis-
agreeable than the odors of the tanyard, are intrinsically dangerous.
Thus, in one method employed, the leather receives first a coating of a
mixture which contains, among other ingredients, amyl acetate, naphtha
and wood alcohol, strong fumes of which substances are given off and
are perceptible at considerable distances away. In one establishment,
where, on account of ignorance, on the part of the examiner, of the
Polish, Greek, Armenian and Syrian languages, and, on the part of the
employees, of English, it was impossible to acquire information as to the
possible effects of the combined fumes, it was admitted by those in au-
thority that many employees cannot do the work on account of inability
to withstand their influences. The basis of the material is linseed oil,
which is mixed with the other ingredients in a revolving drum; the
mixture is next heated in iron kettles connected with an exhaust flue.
The final coating, which is applied with a brush, is a naphtha preparation
resembling japanning material. The hide, stretched on a frame and
treated, is transferred to a drying chamber, where it is exposed to a
temperature of not much more than 100° P. The odor given off in this
stage of manufacture is far less offensive than the fumes arising during
the preceding process.

Eight tanning establishments, employing from 28 men, in one in-
stance, to 1,100 in another, and about 2,300 in all, showed conditions
which in the least pretentious were at least fairly commendable, and in
the most approved were as praiseworthy as those met with in cleaner
occupations. The business is one in which overcrowding is hardly pos-
sible and free ventilation most desirable; and, as is to be expected in a
non-dusty trade, requiring strength and endurance, the employees are
healthy appearing and well nourished. The only objectionable conditions
noted were the dusty atmosphere incident to buffing, and exposure to
fumes of naphtha, amyl acetate and wood alcohol.

Soap Making

Soap making is properly classed as an offensive trade, since the nature
of most of the materials used is such that in the most essential processes
of manufacture foul odors are evolved to such an extent that the imme-
diate neighborhood of an establishment engaged in the business is un-
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suited to residential purposes. The odors, while disagreeable in the
extreme to those unaccustomed thereto, as an incident to their daily
employment do not conduce to disease, and it is well known that the
employees, as a rule, enjoy good health

Of the 10 soap factories visited, one of which employs more than 150
persons, about half of whom are girls of about eighteen years of age, all
showed general conditions as to light, ventilation and cleanliness which
may be classed as fair, and several, considering the nature of the occu-
pation, as distinctly good. In not one did the employees as a class ap-
pear otherwise than in good health.

Rendering and Fertilizer Making.

The rendering and fertilizer-making establishments are, as a rule,
situated as far as possible from human habitations, on account of the
nauseous odors which are inevitable concomitants of the business. In
ordinary rendering the materials used are fat, meat trimmings, bones,
etc., the products are oils, grease and “ tankage,” and the processes em
ployed are so conducted as to reduce as much as possible the amount of
offensive odors which escape into the air and render the immediate
vicinity undesirable for residential purposes. The fumes given off are
in no sense dangerous to health, although highly disagreeable; and, ex-
cept in certain processes of handling dried tankage, there is no great
exposure of the workmen to dust, what dust there is, is, moreover, of
the most harmless kin

In all of the dozen rendering plants examined the general conditions
as to cleanliness of rooms, light and ventilation were found to be at least
fair, and in some instances excellent. The workmen presented, in gen-
eral, the appearance of rugged health.

In the two largest fertilizer works visited, one in Weymouth, the other
in Billerica, which employ respectively about 275 and 100 men, the
materials from which the final product is made (tankage, garbage,
laughter-house refuse, bones, etc.), are boiled with dilute sulphuric acid
in tanks properly covered and provided with flues which convey the
fumes to condensers. In the process of dumping into the tanks some of
the men wear cloths over the mouth and nose, but others do not. The
product of the tanks is drawn off as a thick mass, which dries in a day
or two to such an extent as to permit breaking up and grinding. In the
operations of grinding and packing there is escape of more or less dust
and fumes, but the men engaged therein appear to suffer no incon-
venience therefrom, and some of them have been engaged at the work
for long periods

In one of these establishments the sulphuric acid used is manufactured
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on the premises in the usual manner, without exposure of the em
to any danger to health

In both the general health of the workmen appeared to be good; b
in one a certain proportion, mostly men of no fixed habits of wo
engaged onlv temporarily and therefore not accustomed to the nausec

le and poorly nourished
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forth Packing and Provision Company, Somerville. Pork Packing.
This is a large establishment, with a number of separate departments,

described below.
Hog House. This has an area of 5,921 square feet, and is eight stories

high. Each floor is laid with bricks, and is divided into pens about 40 by
50 feet in area.

The hogs are driven up inclines from floor to floor as soon as they arrive
at the establishment. If they are not to be killed at once, they are given a
feed of corn and are watered; but forty-eight hours is the longest interval
between arrival and slaughter.

The place is washed down every day with a hose. The floors drain into
the sewer. The condition is most satisfactory.

Killing Boom. This has an area of nearly 12,000 square feet, and is
fairly lighted and properly ventilated. From the killing pit the hogs are
dropped through a chute into a vat of hot water. When the carcasses
have been scraped and dressed they are hung up to cool. As the slaughtered
animals pass along they are examined by two government inspectors, sta-
tioned about 75 feet apart. One looks and feels for glands, etc., in the neck;
the other looks at the viscera. Condemned carcasses are split with an axe
and are sent to the rendering tanks.

A.s the animals are dressed the offal is sent by chutes to the floor below
The floor of the killing room is constantly in process of cleaning, and is

scrubbed thoroughly every night.
Hog Coolers. The hogs are chilled in two rooms, each of about 10,000

square feet area, divided into compartments. The carcasses remain here
about forty-eight hours. The floors are covered with sawdust and are cleaned
frequently. As these rooms are kept at a low temperature, ventilation is not
attempted, nor is it needed.

Cutting and Trimming Boom. This department has a total area of about
10,000 square feet. Here the carcasses are cut on benches, each workman
having his own part to perform. The floors and benches are scrubbed and
scraped daily. Since warm air would tend to promote spoiling, direct ven-
tilation is not employed in warm weather.

Sausage Manufacturing. This department covers almost 19,000 square
feet. The lighting and ventilation are excellent. The materials used are
pork trimmings and “barrel beef,” which is bought outside. The meats are
cut into small pieces and fed into grinders, from which the product falls
into wooden tubs. After thorough mixing by machinery it goes to the stuffing
machine, in which it is forced into casings. The sausages known as frank-
furters and bolognas are next boiled and smoked, and finally are washed
and cooled.

All machinery is cleaned thoroughly after use, and the floors and tables
are scrubbed daily. A man leaving the room is not permitted to return to
his work until he has washed at the basin in the corner of the room, and
the foremen are held accountable for infractions of this rule.
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Preparation of Sausage Casings. In a room of about 3,750 square feet
floor space, well lighted and ventilated, 20 men are employed preparing
intestines for sausage casings. The intestines are washed and passed through
a machine which presses out all contents, and so works that practically noth-
ing but the muscular coating is left. After being tested for perforations
and washed, the casings are packed in dry salt.

The room in which this work is carried on has a wooden floor, which,
though wet, is kept in properly clean condition. Owing to the nature of
the material, there is some unavoidable odor.

Curing Cellars. In three cellars, having a combined area of nearly 56,000
square feet, 30 men are engaged in curing hams and bacon. These are
treated in large vats of concrete built up from the floor, each of which has
a removable wooden floor laid in sect!
from time to time.

ms, which can be taken up and cleaned

The temperature of the cellars is
air is saturated with moisture. The*

maintained at about 35° F., and the
;e conditions are said to be necessary

m the curing prot
making and Washing Hams. —ln an artificially (poorly) lighted, well-

ventilated room of 4,000 square feet, 40 persons are engaged in washing
and scrubbing hams after they have been taken from the pickle and soaked
in tanks of water. Here, also, boxes,
scrubbed. The floor is of cement, cover

crates and barrels are washed and
d with boards, and is very wet.
ais department occupies four floors,
square feet. The light is fair; the

Offal and Rendering Departmen

with a total area of more than 47,000
ventilation is mechanical and adequate.

The offal comes through galvanized-iron tubes from the killing rooms.
The tongues and other useful ori ins are trimmed and put aside. The

;entery, and some of them, after being
idering tanks together with other parts
water which is heated until all the fat

intestines are stripped from the me
split and washed, are sent to the re
which yield fat. The tanks contain
from the meat, scraps, etc the top, from which it is drawn off

removed and pressed, and then dis-
t

through a pipe. The tank residu
posed of for making fertilizer. T 1 after removal from the tanks.
are dried and used in various ways.

The iron chutes are scoured with w ling soda and hot water every night,
raped, and the whole place is keptThe floor and tables are washed and

in good order. There is practical ion i from flic
Beef Salting. —ln the basement of the cold-storage building, in a roca room

of nearly 18,000 square feet of floor aace, rather poorly lighted and in
adequately ventilated, 7 persons are en [ in salting “ plates ” and briskets

Boston. These parts, for whichobtained from the large beef concen
in the fresh state there is small dem. d at retail, are trimmed, cut into

Is of brine, to which a small amountpieces of suitable size and placed in bar
of saltpeter is added

The floor is of wood over cement, and i room is cold and damp.
Preparation of Pigs’ Feet. ■—Pigs’ f it are clean aped and pickled
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by 12 men, whose work is carried on in a properly ventilated and adequately
lighted room of about 7,000 square feet of floor space.

Night Work. The whole plant is cleaned every night by a force of 60
to 70 men, who start at the killing room, which already has been cleaned
and washed by the day men before leaving at night. All machinery, tables
and floors are scrubbed with hot water, soap powder and scrubbing brushes.
The scalding vat is cleaned thoroughly, as is the entire department in all
particulars. Next the cutting and trimming rooms, the rendering plant and
all other departments are attacked, and the whole establishment is finished
by 6 o’clock in the morning.

The employees number about 1,100, and include representatives of many
nationalities. All who were seen appeared to be in fair or good health.

About 90 per cent, eat their noonday meal at home; the others eat about
the buildings or in a lunch room that is provided.

Very little spitting was observed anywhere about the pla

■J. P. Squire Company, East Cambridge. Pork Packing.
This establishment is housed in a number of buildings of brick or wood,

in fair condition and fairly well ventilated and lighted. The employees
number about 800, of various nationalities, all apparently in good health.
Very little spitting was observed. More than half go home to dinner; the
rest eat in a restaurant provided by the company, or in the yard or work-

ed is of good quality and served
their own food may eat it in the

rooms. The restaurant is clean, and tl
at low prices. Those who prefer to br
restaurant if they so desire.

r comfortable eating, the accountWhile adequate provision is made
dations for hanging street clothes and for washing are somewhat meagre

The establishment is divided into a number of departments, as follow
more than 25,000 square feet,' and
is divided into pens, in which are

Hog House. This building covers
contains three stories, each of which
troughs of water. The light is good, the ventilation free, the sides being

d of the floors are thoroughly cleaned.pen. After each lot of swine is dispose
The hogs are driven over a bridge
and Provision Company, and are

No slaughtering is done at this plant
to the killing rooms of the North Pack
returned over another bridge to the coo
of a building having an area of 64,000 s

ing rooms, which occupy three floors
piare feet (400 by 160 feet). These

rooms are lighted by electricity, and are kept at a low temperature. The
floors are scraped whenever necessary
of blood which drips from the earcassei

’or the removal of the slight amount

Cutting Room. The cutting operat
on a floor space of about 30,000 square
into barrels or trucks, or go by chute
noted.

ons are performed by about 75 men,
feet. The various parts are dropped

to others below. No spitting was

Curing Cellars. Each of the our in
covers about 43,000 square feet. Here
more feet square, and cured with salt;

cellars (four or five in number)
the pork is piled in stacks 20 or
and the hams and bacon are cured
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t

i.

in tierces filled with a pickling solution of sugar, salt and saltpeter. These
two processes require from thirty to seventy days.

The cellars are kept at a temperature of about 50° F. The floors are
necessarily wet, but they are clean

- Before going to the smokehouse, the
iement, where they are soaked in tanks
water and brushed. The floor is of

Soaking and Washing Hams, etc.
hams and bacon are sent to a large ba
of water and then washed with hot
cement, covered with wood. The light poor.

Sausage Making. The trimmings 1
beef” (government inspected) brought
cut up by machinery, and mixed with sa
is stuffed into casings, and the sausage
smokehouse. The room in which this
naturally ventilated and heated by steau
floors, machines and all utensils are cleai

om the cutting room and “ barrel
rom elsewhere are mixed on tables,

alt, saltpeter and spices. The mixture
es are linked, boiled and sent to the

work is done is fairly well lighted,
It covers 10,000 square feet. The

1 with hot water and brushes every

day. A man leaving the room f purpose whatever is obliged to washr any

his hands before resuming worl
Preparing Pigs’ Feet. —ln a room i by 30 feet 10 men and boys are

pigs’ feet. The nature of the workemployed scalding, scraping and treati:
is such that the floors look untidy, but y are frequently cleaned and scraped,

t fat for lard is rendered in separateRendering Boom. In this departr
steam tanks, and trimmings and offal ar id out for grease in another
The several products are drawn off fr
residue are discharged to floors below

;rom above, and the tank liquor and
w. The liquor is concentrated, and

ammonia stock is recovered. The tankage is pressed dry, then further dried
by steam, and the product is disposed of as fertilizer. The general conditions
in this department are good, and the tanks and floors are kept in a clean
condit

Box Making. The box fac ies three floors of a building covery

ing 15,000 it
Nearly all of the woodworkin ry is guarded, and practically everyn

dust-producing machine is provid nd suction draft for■d
Aremoval of dust and riling machine is not so provided,

but to do so would be difficult nstruction and manner
workir

Brighton Abattoir, Bost ghtering and R <!■

This establishment numb other departrghtenr

ments, all owned by the corpora
inspector of the board of health
absolute authority so far as its

An
Be aty all the time, and has

ta p<

passes upon each carcass befor be removed. The whole plant is in
id and ventilated in every part.rod order; it is properly lighted

The different slaughtering plac
air

practically the
same construction. All have woode
;o the cellar. The blood is caught

ihat dr1

it i this trough during slaughtering, anc
The cellars have cement floors, slopingconverted afterwards into fertilizer
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to points provided with strainers. They are flushed every night with a hose.
All floors are scrubbed daily.

The offal is sent by chutes to appropriate places beneath the killing rooms,
and is taken by a company which maintains a plant on the premises.

A number of those who slaughter here have cold-storage rooms operated
from a central plant.

In addition to slaughtering and the treatment of the ordinary by-product,
rendering and the manufacturing of oleo oil are carried on.

Oleo Oil Manufacture. A basement, 75 by 35 feet, is used for sorting
and trimming fat. The light, ventilation and drainage of the concrete floor
are good. The fat is washed by cold spray and sent upstairs on an endless
chain to the oleomargarine house, where it is ground, placed in kettles and
melted. Next it is clarified and allowed to stand until the stearin separates,
then is pressed through canvas and barrelled.

Rendering. The offal from the slaughtering establishments and bones
and fat from the markets are brought together in a basement, 170 by 60
feet, and sorted. Dead animals from outside are brought here also. The
materials are taken to appropriate tanks, and heated until the fat separates.
This is drawn off and is sold, chiefly to the manufacturers of soap. The
tank residue is subjected to pressure, and disposed of as fertilizer. Some-
times the meat scraps are converted into poultry feed. The bones are cleaned
and dried.

This department is clean and properly ventilated. The floors are swept
when soiled, but are not washed except when all the tanks on one side are
empty. All odors and gases are conveyed from the tanks by ventilation
pipes to the furnaces, where they pass through the fire and are destroyed.

The men employed about the abattoir are of all ages, from twenty to sixty.
All appear to be healthy. Very little spitting was observed. Many of the
men eat their dinners in the workrooms or on the grounds.

This is a slaughtering and rendering establishment, which includes a num-
ber of departments. It is clean, and has good light and ventilation. A new
system of toilet rooms has been planned, and will soon be installed. In this,
the exit from the water-closets is a wash room provided with basins and
towels, which visitors to the water-closets will be obliged to make use of
before returning to work. Such is the rule at present, but the arrangements
are not so convenient as those plannei
ment are described below.

The departments of this establish-

an average (350 when the plant is
'hey are of several nationalities, and
was observed in some departments,

The employees number about 250 on
running to the limit of its capacity). 1
all appear healthy. Very little spitting
and none in others.

feet. Light and ventilation good.Killing Room. Area, 8,840 square
Occupants, 50 to 60.

The sheep are slaughtered in one part of the room, the cattle in another.

New England Dressed Meat and Wool Company, Somerville. Slaughtering.
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After slaughter the carcasses are hung, and the skinning and cleaning
completed. The meat does not touch the floor at all. The entrails are
by chutes to the basement, each part by a separate chute. The blood ru
a channel in the floor and thence to the liar. The floor is thoroughly sorubbe
each day when the work of slaughter!

The carcasses are hung in a coolim
mis.

room for about an hour before going

to the large refrigerators. The floor of the cooling room is scrubbed daily
lust daily, and are scalded every threiThe refrigerators are given fresh saw

or four w
Offal and Hide Cellar. The off i handled by 20 men, and the hides

400 square feet. The light is rather
ii

by 30, in a cellar having an ar
poor, and is chiefly electric. The floor brick and cement, and slopes fori;

drainage to several strainers, and after the day’s work is done it is washed
down with a hose.

Rendering House. The operation of rendering is carried on in a build-
ing of five stories, each with 3,744 square feet of floor space. The lighting
is good in every part. The scraps,
tanks in the top story. The fat h
is pressed and converted into feed f
pressure and converted into fertilize

at, bones, etc., are treated in rendering
irawn off into barrels, and the residue
■ poultry, or subjected to more heat and

This building is clean in every part.
Sausage-casing Room. The intestin

40 by 35 feet, and after being tested ft
are cleaned and scraped in a room
perforations are salted. Condition,

Oleo Oil Making. The choicest fat
in several changes of water, then is g

after trimming and sorting is washed
nund and transferred to large steam-

sttles, in which it is heatf with constant stirring. It is then
piped to kettles on the floor below, where it is clarified. Then it passes to
another lower floor, where it is drawn into tanks and allowed to stand until
the stearin separates, when it is presse
the stearin, and barrelled. The entire r

d through cloths, for the removal of
rooess is conducted with great regard

for cleanliness. The kettles, tubs, tar etc., are thoroughly scalded and
rubbed after each time used

ral operations are conduct sd in rooms of 2,700 square feet of
has drainage troughs, and is clean.
500 square feet of floor space, pro-

floor space, in three stories. Each floor
Skin Cleaning. —ln a room with 8,

vided with good lighting and ventilation, the skins are scrubbed and cleaned
and the wool is removed. They are then put through several prc of

curing. The floor is wet, but properly drained

Sturtevant & Haley Reef Supply Company, Somerville. Slaughtering and
Rendering.

The building is of wood, and four g
on the ground floor, in a room about
the product is “ Kosher ” or not, acc
The animals killed are steers. The thr
by a single transverse cut of a heavy

ries high. The slaughterir

50 feet square, by Jewish rabbis, and
ording to the findings on inspection,
oat is cut and the head nearly severed
knife. The government inspector ex-
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rabbi, who rejects all animals with
■forated viscera. Nearly all of the
grease and fertilizer, though a few
room has good light and ventilation,

amines each carcass, as does also the
pleural adhesions, lung cavities or pe
viscera go to the rendering tanks for
livers and hearts are sold. The killing
and is kept in a clean and neat conditk

a- story. The products are oleo oil,The rendering tanks are in the upp
stearin, tallow and dried tankage.

The workmen have a healthy appearance, and spit very little

White, Pevey & Dexter Company, Worcester. Pork Packing, etc
The various departments of this establishment are distributed among several

buildings, chiefly of brick. At present the water-closets are in corners of
workrooms, and no facilities for washing are provided; but on each of the
floors arrangements are being made for adequate closets, the exits from which
will lead into wash rooms provided with running w7ater, basins, soap and
towels. It is planned, also, to have cement floors and a ventilating shaft with
an exhaust fan on the rc

The hog houses are two wooden buildings, 40 by 80 feet and 30 by 60 feet,
respectively, with two and three floors, respectively. Light and ventilation

pens, where they are watered. Theare good. The hogs are driven into the
floors, now badlv worn, but soon to be r< lewed, are washed down with a hose,

fairly good light and good ventila-The killing room, 100 by 59 feet, ha:
tion and is heated by steam. The hogs e
the building, and as soon as they are kil
they drop into scalding water. The bloi
is reduced to fertilizer.

■s enter from an inclined runway outside
killed they are sent to a chute by which

od goes directly to a tank, in which it

After the hogs are cleaned and open :d they are examined by a government
inspector, then split and hung up t

and is washed with more or less thor-The room as a whole is fairly clean
oughness every day.

The cutting room, 35 by 60 feet, is fairly well lighted, but is neither heated
nor ventilated, it being necessary to maintain a low temperature.

Soaking and Washing Boom. This room, 25 by 75 feet, is in a basement
and has a cement floor, sloping to drains in the center. The light is fair,
ventilation good, and the heating is by steam. Here, hams from the curing
cellars are soaked in tanks of water and washed off before being subjected
to the smoking process. Here, also, all trucks, boxes, barrels, etc., are washed
with hot water and brooms or brushes,

usage Making. The manufacture of sausages is carried on by 12 work
men, in a room having a floor space of 1,350 square feet, fairly light, well
ventilated and heated by steam. The machinery and utensils were found to be

Preparation of Casings. —ln a poorly lighted but fairly well-ventilated
iteam-heated room, having 1,125 square feet of floor space, 10 persons are

engaged in scraping (by machinery), washing and salting intestines for

in clean condition. The wooden tables and trucks are to be replaced with
galvanized iron. Many flies were about.
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sausage casings. The room is wet and
malodorous from the intestinal contents.

unclean: and the air is unavoidably

es three floors, each of 1,250 squan
lation is not specially provided for

Rendering Department. This oecup:
feet area. The light is poor, and vent
The rooms are heated by steam.

On the third floor are six steam tank
blood to fertilizer, two for trying out o
drawn down into settling tanks and ■

which is used
hree for lard.al

iters on the next floor. ihe taiiK

floor, where it is evaporated to the
dded to the tank residue after the

liquor is drawn down into the basemen
consistency of thick glue, and later
latter has been pressed and dried

3 spit but little.The employees are healthy looking, ar

hterinq and■ld Pr i.

Pa. Q

rank of the Connecticut River, and
e system. The buildings are more

is situated on the
supply and drainaj
i, and are not well

This estal
has its own water t
than twenty years ol
facilities for cleanin
stallation of several

arranged as to light, ventilation and
in progress, which include the in-alterations a

;. Hitherto, hot water, soap and
rkmen. Excepting in the cold-towels ha provide

xtensively infested with frage rooms and sr
much condensation of moisture, androoms therexl-st

floors, nearly allelsev t of wate

if which drain badly
About 225 workmi

y wand n

me Irish and French, a few Italiansliefly

y appearance. Not muchand native-born, ha
the habitwas observed. Sand

The time allowed f ur. Some eat out-doorsor the noonday mi
ordinarily nearly all eat somewhere about the buildings.veather, but

No place is pr mded lor the purp
ment includes the i ing departme

v 60 feet, divided into pens 40 by 45
ng 90 to 100
rs before sla

otn kept morefeet, capable of 1
than twenty-four ashed d

airly

it is fair and v
the top of them, 70 by 80 fc

building. It
driven up a

arc

and as they enter they are caught up by or
the neck. Asand sent al ay, where they arrow r

from which ththey bleed on the zinc-covered floor, frorthey are carried
blood drains into a pipe. The carcasses are next dropped into scalding
water, from which they are soon withdrawn, ready for the cleaners. After
being scraped they pass along and are eviscerated. Each carcass is ex-h carca:

amined by two government inspectors, one of whom looks and feels for glands

Company, B

Hog H

Killing Re
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in the neck, and the other inspects the viscera, which are thrown upon a table
before him. The carcasses condemned and tagged are sent to the grease tanks.
The viscera are sorted out and thrown into trucks, or sent below through
zinc-lined chutes. The fat stripped from the intestines goes through a chute
to The lard tanks.

Mter the day’s slaughtering is completed the place is washed down with
a he

Most of the workmen in this room work barefooted
Cold Room. Before being chilled in this room, which is 108 by 160 feet,

and is maintained at a temperature of 30° F. or lower, the hogs are allowed
to cool in a light and airy room, the floor of which is covered with sawdust
and frequently cleaned. The cold room is lighted by electricity, and neces-
sarily is not ventilated. It is divided into five sections, which are filled in
turn. The floor slopes to a galvanized-iron gutter, which carries away the
water used for cleaning. The hogs remain here about twelve hours, and then
are sent to the cutting room.

Cutting and Salting Boom. This room, which has a floor space of 21,000
square feet, and is occupied by about 125 workmen, is properly lighted, but,
because of the necessity of keeping a low temperature, is not provided with
means of ventilation; but it is occupied but a few hours at a time. Here the
carcasses are cut up and distributed, and meat is stacked for dry-salting or
placed in barrels for storage. The floor is wet, but is said to be cleaned every
day or two. Sand boxes are provided, and no spitting on the floor was
observed.

Trimming Boom. In this room, which is 108 by 65 feet, properly lighted,
and maintained at a temperature of about 35° F., 50 persons are engaged
about three hours daily trimming small pieces of meat. The room is clean.

Preparation of Sausage Casings. This work is carried on by 10 persons,
in a room with good light and ventilation, having a floor space of 1,200 square
feet. The intestines are scraped, washed, tested for perforations and packed
in salt. The room is kept clean, and is not more odorous than is to be ex-
pected, considering the nature of the material treated.

Soaking and Pickling Cellar. Here, in a temperature of about 40° F.,
hams and bacon are soaked for from forty to seventy days in a pickling
solution of salt, sugar and saltpeter. They are then taken out, soaked in
water, washed with cold water and a stiff brush, and then carried to the
boning rooms. The floor is of cement, with a board covering.

Boning and Trimming Rooms. Here the bones are removed from the
hams, which are then placed in tin holders, in which, before being taken to
the smokehouse, they are boiled. This department includes several rooms,
properly lighted and ventilated, each about 25 by 50 feet.

Sausage Making. Five rooms are given up to the manufacture of sau-
sages. They are all fairly well lighted and ventilated, and have floor spaces
ranging from 800 to 2,250 square feet. They are heated by steam. In the
cutting and mixing room, 40 by 50 feet, the meat from the trimming rooms is
mixed with government-inspected-and-stamped “barrel-beef,” ‘salt, saltpeter
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and spices, and ground by machinery No other preservative substances arc
employed. The casings are filled in a second room, 30 by 75 fe
sausages then pass to a third room, 30 by 40 feet, where they are boiled in a
wooden tank. They are packed in another room, 20 by 40 feet, ar

forage. The greater part are smoked in the smokehouse. Theplaced

do not look clean, but they are said to be washedfloors of the sausa
daily with water.

five for lard, twcRendering Lard and Grease. Eight ;ai n

for grease and one for blood. They are on the third floor. Portions of three
floors are in use. When the tank contents have been heated sufficiently long,
he fat is drawn off at the upper level and the water and residue through the

bottom. The lard and grease go at once to settling tanks below. The lard,

after appropriate treatment, is pumped to the filling room, where it is run
ater is drained away, and the residuento pails. On the lower floor the tank w

is pressed and dried for fertilizer.
Preparation of Pigs’ Feet. Six mei a properly ventilated and fairly

and shave scalded pigs’ feet. Thewell-lighted room, 30 by 45 feet, clean
place naturally is wet and somewhat dirty, but otherwise is unobjectionable.

Washing Boom. All trucks, utensils, etc., are taken every night to a
room 30 by 60 feet, where they are washed with warm water and stiff brush

and tubs is not a simple operation,The proper cleaning of wooden true!
and 5 or 6 men are engaged at this work every niglr 6 ir

'laughtering and Rendering.ngfield R a Company, Bright

a brick and wooden building twoablishment,In t Pi
iries in height, situated on the bank of the Connecticut River, the chief

iness is rendering. The slaughtering is done by Jewish butchers, each
ng his own animals, and the meat is “Kosher.” The animals slaughtered

re chiefly cows and calves, and they number about 50 per week. They ar
ean yard, from ich they are driven up a shortit ir

which is double, and slopes slightlytiling room, the floor
two jilugs, one of which closes thedrain in the middle. This drain
id), and the other that of the outletjr bidpening to the re

r, which drains to the rivwa
pany when the day’s slaughteringTh room is cleaned by t

kill at all hours of the day, itcompleted. Since th
I the place is infested by fliesdifficult to keep it illy conditin

The rabbi makes his inspection at the tii
tion is made by the local inspector. '
chilled, within a few hours, although a

at the time of slaughter, and a second inspe
The carcasses are carried away, not

Id-storage plant is maintained on
he premise

The company makes oleo oil from 4 and fat collected in the marketsme

nd sent in in ice. This material is trir imed and washed and put into steam
kettles, after being finely minced by n hinery. It is heated to 170° F. for

iveral hours, and the liquid fat is dr n off into wooden tanks. After the
parated, the material is ressed through cloth and the oilitearm
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conveyed to a storage tank, from which it is drawn into barrels for export.
The stearin is used in this country for various purposes. The building in
which this work is conducted is clean and neat throughout.

Another operation conducted here is that of bone grinding, in which
process much fine and irritating dust is evolved. One man manages the
machine, and has done so for three years without discomfort or injury.

The chief business is curing hides and rendering. The products are hides,
bones and bone dust, stearin, oleo oil, fertilizer and ammonia stock.

Of the 201 small slaughterhouses visited, in 107 cities and towns, 74
were found to be in at least reasonably satisfactory condition, and of
this number 34 merited especial commendation. The great majority of
those in which the conditions were found to be objectionable were ex-
ceedingly filthy, even though provided with running water. The details
of the examinations have been presented in the “Monthly Bulletin ” of
the Board, and may be found also in the annual report for 1906. For
present purposes it will suffice to record below the places in which the
establishments visited are situated, and the number of each class found;
and to call attention to the fact that the provisions of the law relative to
slaughtering are very generally ignored

Thus, section 99 of chapter 75 of the Revised Laws provides that the
proprietor of every slaughterhouse shall apply annually, in April, to the
local authorities for a license, stating in his application, which must be in
writing and properly sworn to, the estimated number of animals to be
slaughtered per week, and the days of the week upon which they are to
be slaughtered. Section 100 provides for the issuing of the licenses.
Section 101 prohibits slaughtering on any days other than those specified
in the application, except in the presence of a member of the board of
health or of an inspector appointed for the purpose by the board; section
102 provides for the presence of the inspector and for examination of the
carcasses at the time of slaughter. Section 105 exempts those who, not
being engaged in such business, slaughter their own animals on their own
premises; but it provides for proper inspection of the carcass of any
animal, more than six months old, which has not been inspected under
the provisions of another law within six months. Section 106 provides
a fine of not more than $5OO or imprisonment for not more than sixty
days, or both fine and imprisonment, for slaughtering without a license
or for neglecting to cause carcasses to be inspected, or for selling a carcass
or part thereof that has not been inspected. And yet many of the pro-
prietors of these slaughtering establishments hold no licenses; some of
the places are used by an indefinite number of unlicensed butchers from
neighboring cities and towns; an inspector is rarely present at the time
of slaughter; in not a few instances the person appointed as inspector is
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the licensee himself; sometimes the inspector is sent for, and calls on t
following day; sometimes meat condemned in one place is removed
another town, and there inspected, passed and stamped, for a small j
per carcass; and more often carcasses are not inspected at all, and con
qnently are not condemned, even though showing evidence of disease.

'lauqhterhouses visited,

Number NumberNumber Number
with withwith with
itisfac- Objection- Total.City or TowTotal,Satisfac- Objection-

tory Con- able Con-
ditions. ditions.

City or To’
tory Con- able Con-
ditions. ditions.

11Dighton,1Acton,

Dracut,1Agawam

Dux bur1Alford, 1

E<*remont, 113 4Amherst,

1Essex,11Andover

Fall River,1 1 1Arlington

Fitchburg,Ashburnha;

GloucesteAshfield,

Grant1Ashland, 1

Great Barring 1 11Athol

Greenfield, 1 11 1Attleborough

Hampden,1Auburn,

Hanson 111Barnstable 9

Harvard. 11Bedford, 1

Haverhill1Belchertown 13

1 1Hollieton1Beverly 1
Holyoke, 1 1Billeric

Hubbardston,Box ford,

HudsoiBridgewater,

1Lanesborough,11Brockton,

3 4LeeCambridgi

LemChelmsford,

1 1LeomlnsiCheshire
4Lexington 11 1Clinton

Longmead'1Concord,

Ludlow1 1Conway

Lynn,Cummington,

1 ILynn field,2Dalton

Marlborougli 1 1Danver

Med field, 14 4Dartmouth,

Medw 1 1Deerfield,
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Slaughterhouses visited Concluded.

Number Number Number Number
with with with

!ity or Town. Satisfac- Objection- Total. City or Town. Satisfac- Objection- Total.
tory Con- able Con- tory Con- able Con-
ditions. ditions. ditions. ditions,

1 11 1 Southampto:Me

4 4 Southborough 1Methm

1 1 StockbridgeMiddleborough

1 Taunton 4Milford, 1

1 1 Wakefield, 1Monts

1 1 WatertownNew Bedford,

WenhaNewburyport,

Westfield, 1 1North Adam

1 1 Westford 1 1Northampto:

4 West Newbury 1 1Norwell,

1 Westor 1Palmer,

1 WestportPeabody, 4

3 Westwood, . . 1Pembroke 3

Weymout 1Pittsfield, 1

Whately,Plymouth, 1 1 1

Raynhati 1 1 Whitm 11

1 1 Wilbraham 1Rea din; 1

Rehoboth, 1 1 Willlamstown,

Rockland Windso

Rowle 1 13 Worcester,

Worthington,Sheffield, 1 1

Totals, 74 127 201

irville

lions 28 to 34) requires that all
properly drained and plumbed;

Chapter 75 of the Revised Laws (s<
buildings occupied as bakeries shall I
shall be provided with proper wash ro<
tilation apart from the bakeroom or ]

)ms and water-closets, having ven-
■ooms; and shall have, if required
■meable floor of cement or of tilesbv the local board of health, an npe

■ of -wood properly saturated with
the walls and ceiling of a bake-

laid in cement, and an additional floe
oil. It further requires that

room shall be plastered or wainseott
board of health, shall be whitewashec

i, and, if required by the local
once in three months; and that

furniture and utensils shall be so arranged that they and the floor

Bakeries
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may at all times be kept clean a in sanitary condition. I
also that the manufactured produ its shall be kept in perfectly dry

floors, shelves and all other fadairy rooms, so arranged that the
for storing the same can be easil and perfectly cleaned,

arivy or ash-pit withinhaving a water-closet, earth-closet
eating directly with the bakeroo any bakery; and pro hat
sleeping places for employees shall ie separate from the rooms in v

manufactured or stored.flour or meal and food
Bakeries and confectionery and

A stw

t net

Class A. —Worthy of especial commendation.
Class B. Satisfact
Class C. Not especially bad
Glass D. Distinctl
Of Class D many are situated in badly lighted, unventilated has'

r in the bat
if distinctly foul.
under A or B, the followin

nave been req
1. The situation of the room is not below the street lev

The size of the room is such that there is sufficient air
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The following table, which was published in the “ Monthly Bulletin ”

of the Board for August, 1906, shows the number of establishments ex-
amined in each place, and their classification:

Number
visited.Place B. C D,

Attleborough 4 3 1

Boat 157 14 544

Brockton 3 3

Cambridge 41

Chelsea, 10 4 4

Chicopi 46

Clinton,

Fall River, 13

Fitchburg, 10 3

Framingham 4 4

Gloucester, 4 3

Haverhill, 4 1
Holyoke 1 13

Lawrenc 1 12 15

Lowell, 35 10

Lynn, 23 1 1 1011

Malden 10 3

Medford, 4

New Bedford, 19 10

Newburyport, 15 103

Quincy,

ilem IS 1

Somerville, 20 146

Springfield, 115 1 4

Taunton, 14

Waltham 1 3

Woburn, 4 31
Worcester, 1 1911

547Totals, 11 44 270

Because of some doubt on the part of local inspectors as to what is
meant by “ distinctly bad ” conditions, and because the standard upon
which the above classification is based is more exacting than that called
for by existing laws, a division of Class D is made, merely to separate
the bakeries which were found to be clearly not in accordance with the
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intent and meaning of the statutes from those concerning which
sonable doubt may arise.

In the new classification, basement bakerooms are considered alike
with those otherwise located, and not so much stress is laid on certain
points, e.g., light and ventilation; hence, many of the rooms first placed
in Class D fall into Class C. In addition, a list of all basement bakeries
is given.

Number .

visited.
Base-Place. B. C. D.i ments.

Attleborough, 4 4

Boston, 157 14 113 26
1 5 1

4 37

Brockton, 4

Cambridge 41 1 6 19 15 3

Chelsea
Chicopc

10 13

6 4

Clinton 4 4 6

Fall River, 12

Fitchburg, 10

Framingham 4 3 1
ster, 1

Haverhill, 4 1 1

Holyoke 1 11 10

La wreni 1 3

Lowell,

Lynn,

24 11 11

23 1 13

Malden,

Medford, 4

New Bedford, 11
Newburyport,

Qu: 4 4

13

omerv 12

Springfield 1 4

Taunt 14 1

Waltham 3

Woburn 4

W orceste 18 13

Total 547 11 44

D ” refers here toestablish nts with ot in accordance with the st;it
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The object of the investigation was, however, not to determine the
number of “passable ” bakeries, but to ascertain the conditions under
which baking and similar kinds of work are carried on, both with regard
to the employees and the consumer

Cellar air that is vitiated by respiration, by illuminating gas, kero-
sene, and the gas from coke or coal, is not fit for the employees tc

place for handling flour, dough,breathe; neither is a cellar a suits
jellies, cream, milk, etc., which go to make up food products, particular!}
on windy days in summer, when the sidewalk windows permit ready

late and cream fillings or the lemonentrance of street dust into the
ntly has been observeand apple pie fillings, as not infreqr
r of bakerooms were found to beThe walls of a very large numb
and especially were those repellantmore or less dirty and uninviting

Ives for dirty pans and trays. Theand greasy and filthywith
ae had hanging upon then-wall trousers, coats, vests, shoes, unc

wear anc

aoms of bakeries were found to lead
contain not only water-closets but

Not a few neat-appearing sa
directly into baking rooms which

id other wearing apparel hang onfilthy sinks, and where street cloth'
the walls or rest on the tables anc other furniture. In many of them,
it was observed, the employees chew tobacco, smoke and spit about pro-
miscuously; and in one a baker was seen to spit within a short distance
of loaves that were stacked on the floor.

The best conditions were found to obtain as well in the small “home
bakery ” as in the large modern establishments managed by corporations;
and the poorest conditions were observed not alone in the smallest esta
lishments. Bakeries worthy of especial commendation were noted in I
ton, Cambridge, Lynn, Salem, Springfield, Taunton, Waltham and
Worcester; and others with satisfactory conditions in Boston, Brockton,
Cambridge, Chelsea, Haverhill, Holyoke, Lawrence, Lynn, Malden, Nc
buryport, Salem, Springfield, Taunt n, Waltham and Worcester

Instan Bakeries with

Bos

A. A small “ home ” bakery. The bakeroom is large, well lighted and
ventilated, and is on the first floor. The water-closet is entirely separate.
The whole place is exceedingly clean and neat

B. A small bakery, employing 3 men. The bakeroom is new, and finely
arranged as regards cleanliness and ease of cleaning. The light and ventila-
tion are excellent. The water-closet is in an entirely separate part of the
building.

G. A large bakery, employing 280 hands, who work in two shifts. The

Commendable Cone
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i

whole place is kept very neat and lean, and the rooms are light and wel
ventilated. The toilet rooms are sej ated from the i
are ample. Great care is taken to have every part of the bn
cleanly cond

D. A large bakery, well lighted and v
out. A stone alley in tl is provided for the removal
ashes, thus doing away witli ash du i the bai
ments and metal clothe aasement, away from roorr

and are well ventilated.
daeCan

A building with ideal sanitary cond rected and equipped at great
expense. Floor 1 with wood. Tiling readily
washed. Rooms well wh ;y for artificial

d neat. Wash
3 (electricity fc

lighting) and adequately ventilat All department

with towels, for employees; n
modem; shower baths being eonstr .cted Employees not

them off w iread

Second floor front rc
ntilated. Distance fro

xcepu

lown

and galvanized iron. Sink is of wood, and is away from partition, to pre-

.t collection of dirt and filth in corners. Doughnut kettle w
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or 18 feet. Tables movable. Sink and its surroundings clean. Four women
keep the room in a cleanly condition. Doughnut room, separate from the
bakeroom, 20 by 25 feet, is clean, light and pleasant.

Taunton.

Room about 30 by 30 feet, well lighted and adequately ventilated. High
ceiling, wood sheathed. Good (new) floor, and comparatively clean. Room
well painted. Sink conditions good. Closets for storage of pans and food
stuff in good sanitary condition. Trays said, and appeared, to be scraped
and cleaned frequently. Every week two men give the room a thorough
cleaning and scrubbing. A woman aid:
ture and utensils have every appearanc

Waltham
and ventilation. High-studded, clean
Good hard-pine floor. Oven rests on

“ Home ” bakery with good light
room, covered with metallic sheathing
cement floor. Sink and surroundim
from bakeroom.

lean. Water-closet upstairs, away

Worcester.

with large front windows; good lightHigh-studded room, 40 by 80 feet
and ventilation. Ceiling and walls plastered and whitewashed. The hard
wood floor is scrupulously clean; one person employed solely for scrubbing
and cleaning. Sink conditions excellent. No spitting.

Examples of Bakeries with Objectionable Conditions.
Boston

A. Iron sink in small side room smells af if it were used as a urinal
When the water-closet upstairs is used, the water backs up a little in this sink

B. Bakeroom is used as a playroom by two children about two and four
years old, and a cat is allowed to wander at will about the bakery, into the
bread pans, etc. Waste is thrown in a heap under the oven.

C. Place is untidy, but not very dirty. Spitting on the floor is practiced.
The bakeroom is separated from the stable by a single door. The horse’s
stall is used as a urinal.

D. Spitting on the floor was seen. Water-closet, next to bakeroom, is
dark and dirty and apparently has no outside ventilation. The bakeroom
floor is dirty.

E. The water-closet is dirty and offensive. It is a dark, unventilated
closet, leading off the cellar stairs just outside the bakeroom door. As the
door to the cellar stairs is frequently open, and is always so when entering
the water-closet, there is a direct ventilation of the water-closet into the
bakeroom.

F. Water-closet in small side room, which also contains the sink. The
door leading to the water-closet is kept wide open, allowing the odors to enter
the bakeroom.

in daily cleaning. The room, furni-
of cleanliness.
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c

G. Large bakeroom, with bad light and poor ventilation; gas used here
even on brightest days. Floor dirty, and covered with ashes and coal dust.
Spitting on floor by workmen. Mixing room with poor light and only fair
ventilation.

H. Light fair in middle of room, but poor at sides. Ventilation fair
Cats are allowed free run. Considerable spitting on the floor. The water
closet opens directly off the bakeroom, and the door is kept open, allowing
free ventilation into the bakery. The hand sink is in the water-closet, but
the towel is kept in the bakery.

I. First floor room. Water-closet, filthy and offensive, is in a corner of the
cellar used for storing stock. Bakeroom is dirty and untidy. The floor is
dirty. Eggshells and other waste are thrown in a heap under the oven.
Flour and other stock are stored in the cellar near the water-closet. The

lar floor is damp, and in one place there is a pool of water.
J. Basement bakeroom. Light fair. Ventilation fair. Water-closet opens

practically off bakeroom, allowing ventilation into room. Aprons hang in
water-closet. Baker smokes, and spits on floor.

K. Basement bakeroom. Light bad. Ventilation poor. Water-closet off
an outside passage, and has a window to bakeroom, which can be opened.
No light in water-closet, and no outside ventilation. Floor of water-closet
is wet and nasty. Sink in the bakery is kept covered, and a bucket is used
in its place. Bakers smoke while at work, and spit on floor. Place untidy.

Brockton
Light and ventilation fair. Floor in a nasty condition. Sink is nasty, as

is also the water-closet in the corner of the bakeroom.Diner of the bakeroom

idqe.Camb

Room 25 by 70 feet. Light and ventilation fair. Sink and surroundir
dirty. Beans and other food stuff thrown under oven among coal and ashes.
Table and woodwork behind it very sty

Chd: ’a.

Basement bakery, with poor light ar
dirty. Water-closet communicates dir
and bread.

no means of ventilation. Floor very
fly with bakeroom, and is near flour

Clint n

Cellar with fair light and ventilatio:
bakeroom, and is in filthy condition,
barrel of flour.

Water-closet is practically in the
About a foot away stands an open

Fall H
ar room, badly ventilate

quired in the daytime. Water-closet i
vicinity is exceedingly foul. The wor

bakeroom, ai

spit about promiscuously. Sink
conditions filthy
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B. Two rooms, badly lighted and ventilated. Trap of sink is stopped up,
erything is filthy. Workingmen’s clothesand drainage flows over the floor

hang near bread troughs.

Fitchburg.

ated. A very dirty place, with nastyCellar bakery, dark and
helves where bread is stored. Old clothes, towels, overalls, rubbers, etc.,

it. Water-closet practically in the bakeroom.

Gloucester.

Cellar room, with fair light and ventilation. Under part of the floor is
running water, said to be the overflow from a well. This is within three feet
of a sink drain. Floor very nasty. Thick cobwebs, clothes, shoes and food
material in close proximity.

Holyok

Room with very dirty windows and walls. Floor matted with dirt. Water
closet in the room. Pails of pie-filling near dirty clothing and shoes.

Lawrence.
Room dark and unventilated. Floor nasty. Conditions back of sink are

filthy. Foul, dark, unventilated water-closet opens out of bakeroom.

Small, fairly lighted room, in the corner of which is a water-closet. Con-
ditions about sink are filthy. Floor exceedingly dirty. Workmen smoke and
spit promiscuously.

Lynn

Cellar room, lighted by gas, and with.no means of ventilation. Small sink,
with nasty surroundings. Extremely offensive water-closet near by. All
conditions absolutely bad. The shop upstairs has large windows, neat show
eases and attractive display of products.

Maid,

An old room, poorly lighted and unventilated. Floor has large cracks and
food materials. Wir ows very dirty. Sheathing smoky.

Shelves covered with dirt. Unclean conditions especially marked under the
bread trough and back of and around sink.

New Bedford.
Dark and unventilated room, with water-closet opening out of corner.

This closet is dark and filthy, and ventilates only into the bakeroom. The
plastering is broken in several places. The trays are very dirty. The sink
and surroundings are filthy. The ceiling is black

Lowell.
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•wburyport

A. Room on street floor, 12 by 12 feet. Floor of boards laid on soil
cracks between. In the corner of another room is a sink, whichwith lari

receives the waste water from a sink in the story above. The collected
organic matter in this sink gives rise to a very nauseating odor. The mar

.tuff collects they shovel it outin charge states that when “ much
)m. Water-closet practically within theold and very dirty rcB. A
where ice cream is frozen is covered withThat part of the floorbakerc

and other sources. There is a layer ofdirt, which comes from ice, mill
to one-half inch in thieknarter

an agaterty wa n

C. Basement room, very badly lighted by gas. Floor of concrete. Mix
ture of milk, eg’gs and sugar found standing in cans exposed to the cellar
dust. Many flies observed floating in the mixture. A water-closet stands in
the corner of the room. A short distance away and within two or three feet
of the closet bowl is a large puddle of filthy water, due to the overflow from

D. Cellar very poorly lighted, by means of gas. Even with the
lighted, it was impossible to see whether the cans and other utensils used

r is partly cement and partly

of it are loose boards, beneath which is an accumulation of stagnant water
which splashes between the cracks as one walks over them. General cond

ly nasty

E. Cellar room, with loose brick floor. Near the ice cream freezer, whichr

ated on the floor, is a gutter about five feet long, leading to a halfthe floor
logshead set into the ground in the comer. From the hogshead a pipe r

.tside to the yard, but the pipe being plugged, the hogshead overflowr

Near by is a window with a wire screen, and when the hogshead becomes full
to overflowing, an employee dips the water out with a large pail and throw
it through the screen, the network of which is in consequence partly ol

1 filth
F. Ice cream is made in a cellar having an area of 375 square feet. Over

f the soil floor are filthy boards. What light there is
lation. At the time of the visit

mixture of milk and eggs, and
id to have just been washed thoroughly with soap powder
On the bottom and sides of the can were thin layers of soft chocolate,

could be removed by rubbing with the fingers. Rewash
d, and the can was taken upstairs for that purpose; and it was not

that the water used for washing was not boiling, but was merely warn

Quincy,

1. A small basement bakeroom, 25 by 20 feet, containing a bed with dirty
bed clothes and filthy wearing apparel. Within a few feet of the oven anc
food materials is a dark, foul-smelling water-closet
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B. Basement room, 25 by 20 feet. Floor very dirty, and in places ex
ceedingly nasty. Much smoke in the room. Ceiling very sooty. Employees
chew tobacco and spit freely.

Somerville

Rear room, with fair ventilation. Back of and around the sink the con-
ditions are nasty. Water-closet leads out of and ventilates into hakeroom,
the door standing open. Pails of pie-filling stand near the open water-closet
door. Clothes closet in hakeroom, with door open.

Cellar room, 65 by 15 feet. Sink conditions filthy. Toilet and clothes
room in a dark corner with door open, so that there is direct communication
with the hakeroom. About six feet from the toilet room the following foods
were found: milk, mincemeat, lemon and pastry. Under the oven were seen
cans, paper, coal, dirt and accumulated food materials.

Taunton

Distinctly bad conditions. Light fair. Ventilation fair. Shed in back
yard with ash heap near. Low ceiling, smoky and very dirty. Stove funnel
across dough table, covered with ashes and other dust. Eggshells, broken
eggs, pasteboard and other clutter on floor. Wooden sink, very filthy, is
boxed in underneath; its back and all parts are thoroughly nasty. Floor in
front of sink nasty.

Waltham.
Fairly lighted and ventilated room, from one side of which a door leads

directly into a room about 9by 3% feet. This door has no panel in the upper
part, and was found wide open. The small room has two compartments, but
the partition, in which is a door to the farther compartment, lacks several
feet of reaching to the ceiling. One of these compartments, that nearest the
bakeroom, is a dressing room, and the other is a water-closet. The whole
place is dark and poorly arranged. This represents a not uncommon arrange-
ment for water-closets, and raises the question whether the wording of the
present law is sufficiently explicit. Some bakers claim that a toilet room thus
placed is allowed by the present wording of the law.

Low-studded room, with poor light and ventilation. Small, dark dressing
room in the corner contains old clothes and rubbish ; the door stands open.
Rubbish on top of old unused oven, bottles, brushes, dippers, clothes, cob-
webs and dirt. Utensils dirty. Shoes, trousers and rubbish on shelves. Ceil-
ing black and peeling.

LaundkiJ:

The public laundry business is one which has developed to a remarkable
extent within recent years, and it gives employment to thousands of
persons, chiefly adult women. More than one-fourth of the establish-

Springfield.

Woburn.
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merits visited employ more than 50 per ns, am

than 100. The heavy machine wot perform

the lightest work girls are not extensively employed, al
an be secured at lower rates than are commanded

arise, so employers assert, they are far less attentive, and the ar
and quality of their work is much inferior. In the 69 laundries
there are employed 2,368 persons, divided as follows: men, 35(

women, 1,860; girls, 146. Thirty-six of the 69 employ up to 20 pc sons
andeach; 15 employ between 20 and 50 each; 15, between 50 and 100

3, between 100 and 160,
ightisiderable size the bundles aiIn the establishments of any

to the “markers,” who open them, mark each
marked, and separate the “flat ” from the “starched ” work. The work

the markers is the mos piece n
After sorting, the elotlhandled and examined separate

hot
:ach-
hich
liing

ere they are churned up with
r about twenty minutes. A blc

veyed to the washing machines, wl
water and soap or washing powder f

nt the dingy or dirty look wing agent is commonly added, tc
After removal from the was

ily revolving centrifugal mach
otherwise they are likely to acquii
machines they are transferred to rapi nei

of water. A small proper
tubs.

which quickly throw out th i ot

special work is performed by hand in
machines the articles are dried on
natures by means of steam pipes.

After treatment in the centrifugal
racks in rooms heated to higl npi

irectlv to the mamFrom the drying rooms the “flat v
which it is ironed and folded read livery. The “starched w

ding into a starching machine, and
1 and in part by machinery. The
sorting room, and after sorting is

is treated with starch, usual
the ironing is done in car

finished material is conveyed to the
bundled for deliver

men, and part of the heavy ironing
the work is done almost entirely by

The washing machines are run 1
is also done by men, but the rest
women.

In almost all of the establishments in which machinery is employed
it is well protected; in sit is only partially protected. In 1, in which
the machinery is not only not well guarded but also not easily stop
a sign is posted which reads: “This machine is dangerous. Run it at
■our own risk! ” but it is to be said that this place is small, employin
inly 4 persons, and that no accidents have occurred in thirteen years.
The mangles in use are in almost all cases equipped with a clutch

which, in the event of engagement of the operative’s fingers, stops the
machine instantly, and accidents are rare. In one establishment, em-

ploying 95 persons, 2 accidents had occurred in five years; in another
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iploying 15 persons, a hand was crushed some seven years ago, but no
accident had occurred since; in another, employing 54 persons, 3 slight
accidents, due to carelessness, had been recorded in fifteen years’ op-

eration.
The laundry business is not uncommonly regarded as one attended by

more or less danger of contracting infective disease, because of handling
the bed linen and body linen of sick persons; but the returns secured in
this investigation do not support this assumption. Those who are most
exposed to possible infection are the markers, who are obliged to examine
and mark, if necessary, each piece submitted; but, while this work is dis-
agreeable, there is no positive evidence that it is dangerous. As a rule,
they are very skilful, and are not obliged to handle unduly the articles
which they have to examine. Many of those questioned, including one
who had worked continuously for twenty-two years, asserted that they
had not lost a day in years of service. In one of the largest establish-
ments, employing 150 persons, and in a large proportion of the others,
it was said that very few cases of actual illness of any kind occurred in
any year. In one, employing 52 persons, one or two cases of tuberculosis
had occurred in twenty-seven years; but in a number of other large
establishments no cases whatever were known to have occurred. It must
be said, however, that in many of these establishments those who appear
to be unable to do good work by reason of lack of strength are dismissed.

Many laundries refuse to handle very filthy clothes, and return such
at once, and one goes so far as to cause their immediate destruction in
the furnace; but some accept anything, no matter how foul, and report
that the markers and sorters suffer no injury.

As a general thing, the establishments examined showed commendable
conditions as to light, ventilation and general sanitation. In 3of the
entire number the light, and in 5 the ventilation, were distinctly bad.
In 11 the water-closets were described as filthy. Several of the smaller
places presented most unfavorable conditions. In one the pipe from
the tank of the water-closet burst some years ago and has never been
repaired, and the closet, which on the day of visit was full of excrement,
has to be flushed with a bucket,
whole place was found to be dirty
been washed in months. Another,
room and cellar, was in such a

In another, a “ family laundry,” the
the floor looking as though it had not
operated by 4 persons, in a dark front

nerally foul condition as to cause
nausc

On the whole, the establishments examined were open to but little
criticism, and the employees appeared to be exceptionally well and strong.


